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Preface 

Some chapters and parts of this work have already been published and 

presented in different publication formats. Summarized influences of 

privacy concerns on behavioral intention to use LBS were presented in Karon 

(2015a). Parts of the introduction, literature review, and especially general 

result chapter were used in order to demonstrate the privacy situation of 

LBS in Germany. 

Results of the written survey chapter covering expert reviews about the 

general LBS adoption situation in Germany were the topic in Karon (2015b). 

Expert opinions about aspects such as trends, general problems, and reasons 

for the distribution and adoption of LBS in Germany were highlighted. 

Finally, a general overview and development process of LBS was the topic in 

Karon (2015c). This book chapter used parts of the literature review and 

academic research meta-analysis chapter to demonstrate general LBS 

classifications, important factors, and future implications. 
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Abstract 

This thesis focuses on an adjusted innovation adoption framework with 

regard to location-based services (LBS). Validation of different frameworks 

and models shows that current innovation adoption theory does not cover 

all aspects necessary to explain LBS adoption. This gap is addressed by 

creating a novel framework based on two already established innovation 

adoption models along with different factors from LBS research. The first 

part of the framework is derived from the User Satisfaction Research Stream 

(USRS) that covers object-based beliefs and object-based attitudes through 

the factors quality and satisfaction. The second part of the framework is 

derived from the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 

(UTAUT), which is an aggregation of eight different models covering 

performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, and facilitating 

conditions as precursors of behavioral intention to use. The moderating 

factors gender, age, experience, and voluntariness of use incorporated this 

adoption model as well. Following the example of Wixom & Todd (2005), 

factors of the User Satisfaction Research Stream are taken as predictors for 

the factors in the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology. The 

factors facilitating conditions and voluntariness of use are eliminated from 

the original mode due to a free decision environment. On the other hand, 

the factor privacy concerns is integrated as a precursor of behavioral 

intention to use resulting in a set of four precursors, namely performance 

expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, and privacy concerns. These 

influences are expected to be moderated by gender, age, and experience. 

A review of LBS literature yields a classification of five different LBS sub-

groups: location-based information and navigation services; location-based 

advertising; location-based games and education services; location-based 

health services; and location-based social networks. Location-based 

information and navigation services are the most classical form of LBS and 

cover tourist guides and route assistance services while context information, 

information presentation, and usability issues are important topics in this 
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sub-group. Location-based advertising is often implemented using SMS 

technology while newer services use multimedia elements and apps. 

Important topics in this sub-group include privacy aspects, personalized 

offers, the right context, and general attitude. Location-based games and 

education services are manifold and focus on subjects such as collaboration, 

new meanings of objects, fast position changes, and short-range tracking 

technologies. Location-based health services cover emergency calls and 

assisting services where high accuracy, low infrastructure costs, and privacy 

protection are highly important. Location-based social networks are the 

newest and perhaps most interesting LBS sub-group, combining location and 

social contexts. Here location sharing, trajectory analysis, user cluster, and 

location as well as friendship prediction are important topics. 

Hypotheses in the LBS adoption framework and research questions are 

validated by an academic research meta-analysis, a written survey, expert 

interviews, and a framework validation meta-analysis. Academic research 

meta-analysis of LBS development is based on four academic databases 

(ScienceDirect, SpringerLink, IEEE, and EBSCOhost) and reveals a general and 

constant increase of LBS related journal publications between 2000 and 

2010. Architecture- and infrastructure-related LBS topics were most 

important between 2000 and 2005, and data processing topics were most 

important between 2006 and 2008. Afterwards, privacy and security topics 

became the focus of attention between 2009 and 2010. An automated 

mapping algorithm is developed and applied for 2013. Results reveal 

another increase of LBS publications in 2013 and a focus shift on topics such 

as data processing, positioning, and user issues is visible. Germany is 

selected as the target validation country in the written survey that takes 

adult smartphone users as the target group. The tested LBS is Google+ Local 

that shows location-related information based on the search query of the 

user. All questions are consolidated in an online questionnaire and potential 

participants are contacted with an incentive to complete the entire 

questionnaire. Two-hundred forty-seven participants finished the 

questionnaire and were included in the required target group. Internal 
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consistency and the validity of constructs are proven and results in the 

survey show, that none of the above stated hypotheses is false and they 

were confirmed. Only one hypothesis that supposes the relationship 

between privacy concerns and behavioral intention to use is not found to be 

significant. Expert interviews take German experts from industry and app 

developers as well as scientists as a target group that have a reference to 

LBS.  One-hundred sixty-five experts were contacted based on an internet 

search and 28 experts were willing to participate in these interviews. Open 

and closed questions regarding LBS adoption in Germany reveal several 

interesting details about current adoption situation in Germany and current 

problems as well as future developments, trends, and differences compared 

to other countries. Finally, the framework validation meta-analysis reveals 

verifications of similar adoption frameworks in the LBS context. Only papers 

for the second part of the model based on the Unified Theory of Acceptance 

and Use of Technology dealing with the precursors of behavioral intention 

to use were able to be found. These hypotheses are approved by at least 75% 

of all studies except for one hypothesis predicting a significant influence of 

effort expectancy on behavioral intention to use, which is approved by only 

63% of all works. 

Results of the written survey and the framework validation meta-analysis 

confirm the validity of the LBS adoption framework and relevant parameters 

of LBS literature. The academic research meta-analysis highlights historic 

development of LBS relevant topics and expert interviews provide insights 

regarding the current adoption situation of LBS in Germany. This thesis 

offers a suitable way to extend established frameworks and apply them to 

LBS. 
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1 Overview and Research Goals 

This chapter includes four sections: 1.1 Introduction; 1.2 Problem and Thesis 

Statement; 1.3 Research Questions and Hypotheses; and 1.4 Structure of the 

Thesis. Section 1.1 lists early publications of LBS and relevant factors in the 

LBS research context. In Section 1.2, the general problem of this thesis is 

explained and four research areas are discussed. Section 1.3 summarizes the 

literature on innovation adoption and LBS and presents the research 

questions as well as hypotheses. It also describes the goals of this thesis and 

enumerates expected insights and topics not covered in the present thesis. 

In Section 1.4, the general structure of this thesis is presented with a brief 

description of every chapter. 

1.1 Introduction 

High distribution of smartphone and mobile internet opened the market for 

location-based services (LBS) (Goldhammer 2014; Goldhammer et al. 2013). 

The mobile share of web traffic increased dramatically from 2010 to 2012 

providing shares three times greater in several countries and giving an 

average mobile share of web traffic of around 10% worldwide and of around 

18% in Asia in 2012 (Pingdom 2012). Forecasts suggest that "monthly global 

mobile data traffic will surpass 10 exabytes in 2016" and that "the number 

of mobile-connected devices will exceed the world’s population in 2012" 

(Cisco 2012). The growing volume of mobile data traffic and mobile-

connected devices offers promising potential opportunities for LBS usage. 

Smartphone and mobile internet distribution are expected to increase 

rather than decrease in the future. LBS are an important topic and have been 

often mentioned as the next big step in mobile computing. 

In earlier publications, LBS are often referred to as location-aware services. 

This notation is sometimes used as a more specific or synonymous term. 

Definitions such as that put forth in Kaasinen (2003, p.70) stating "location-

aware services are a special case of location-based services" are distinct than 
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that used in this work, because location awareness is merely one possible 

context dimension rather than a special case. LBS often combine several 

context factors such as time or bandwidth with each other while location 

usage is the most important factor for these services. In just a few cases 

location is the only context dimension. This work, therefore, extends the 

definition of Kaasinen (2003, p.70), which states, "Location-based services 

are services that are related as such or by their information contents to 

certain places or locations" to encompass not only services based primarily 

on the location context but also those that could use secondary context 

factors as well. There are similarities and consolidations to context-aware 

services in this definition, but those services are rather an evolution or 

variation of LBS having different or several context factors as a requirement. 

Malhotra & Malhotra (2009), for example, add an additional factor, actual 

need, beside location and time in context-aware services. They call such 

services relevancy-based services and differentiate current need from 

anticipated need. 

LBS are not a new topic. Papers relevant to LBS have been prevalent since 

2000. Several issues drive current discussion, including technical, 

communicational, social, ethical, and legal problems as well as constraints 

that have been addressed in past research. By the year 2000, a significant 

number of papers were published dealing with general questions and 

requirements regarding LBS. Most of those applications use simple location 

information such as a call-forwarding service, an active map, or a mobile 

shopping assistant, but similar context-aware use cases have also 

implemented (Chen & Kotz 2000). These systems were already available in 

the 1990s and can be seen as precursors to LBS. Methods of locating 

different objects, system infrastructures, as well as security and privacy 

issues were especially prevalent during this period (Chen & Kotz 2000; 

Markkula 2001). 

User needs for location-aware mobile services are another important topic. 

Five different key themes are highlighted in Kaasinen (2003): comprehensive 
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content; easy user interaction; user-generated-content; smooth service 

entities; and privacy issues. Potential user needs and expectations in LBS 

were also observed in a German online survey in 2002, where only 9% of 

people mentioned using LBS (Kölmel 2003). The low usage of LBS was 

explained by the low amount of LBS generally, missing popularity of such 

services, high costs in data transmission, privacy concerns, and low 

distribution of smartphone hardware. 

There are also important regulatory aspects affecting LBS. In Western 

Europe, regulations for emergency calls provide basic requirements for the 

essential positioning infrastructure (Liutkauskas et al. 2004). Emergency call 

services as well as intelligent transport and commercial assistance services 

are use cases that benefit from those regulations. In the U.S., regulations 

have an even stronger impact (Junglas & Watson 2008). It has been stated 

that, "in the U.S., the LBS market seems to be less driven by user demand or 

technology innovations than by regulatory agencies" (Junglas & Watson 

2008, p. 66). The main reasons for this are regulations to improve emergency 

responses, but, unlike in Europe, accuracy requirements are stated and 

there are policies regarding positioning techniques used.  

Finally, willingness to pay is also an important topic from a consumer point 

of view (Fritsch & Muntermann 2005; Malhotra & Malhotra 2009). A survey 

with priced LBS reveal that high prices, unattractive services, and privacy 

concerns are the main obstacles for adoption (Fritsch & Muntermann 2005). 

Another pay-related paper found that, "consumers in the U.S. have a distinct 

preference for flat-fee over pay-per-use pricing for wireless web services" 

(Malhotra & Malhotra 2009, p. 133). Findings indicate that the price and the 

form of billing are important in the consumer decision process. 

Different kinds of LBS exist covering a large set of possible application areas 

such as carsharing, finding points of interest, games, and health-based 

services. While each service focuses on specific aspects, all LBS require 

common techniques and content. For example, on the technical front, every 
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LBS needs a device where services can be displayed. Smartphone 

distribution was one such topic mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. 

Smartphones offer several functionalities that regular cellular phones 

cannot provide, such as an internet connection and GPS receiver. However, 

regular cellular phones can use LBS features when they are based, for 

example, on SMS or MMS (Chen et al. 2009) while the tracking issue is more 

complicated (De Reyck & Degraeve 2003). In addition, the distribution of 

mobile internet is required in order to send information to the devices in 

places lacking the necessary technical infrastructure. Content is also crucial 

because only those services that fulfill required needs are used. There are 

several factors related to user needs employed in this thesis. 

Two types of factors exist: general factors and LBS related factors. General 

factors for adoption are found in a large number of innovation adoption 

frameworks. These frameworks are described in detail in a later chapter 

where factors measure attributes such as the simplicity of using the service, 

its relative advantage compared to older services and user satisfaction. LBS-

related factors are aspects that are only relevant to LBS. Relevant factors for 

different kinds of LBS sub-groups are also displayed in a later chapter and 

include attributes such as context factors describing whether the message is 

sent at the right time to the right place using the correct bandwidth or 

position accuracy defining how accurate a tracking mechanism needs to be. 

Based on both kinds of factors, an LBS adoption framework is created that 

structures all factors into object- and behavior-based elements and creates 

a total validation model to adopt LBS. This will contribute to the literature 

because current innovation adoption literature fails to consider individual 

LBS-related factors. 

As in every research area, a development process in academic literature is 

established for LBS. While a technical framework definition is required in the 

nascent stages of a new technology, such as the technical infrastructure and 

devices that are able to deal with these services, requirements change in 

subsequent years. As soon as the technical implementations are realized, 
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other aspects become important, such as user-based or privacy related 

aspects. For this reason, an evolution progress in academic LBS issues is 

observed whereby technical topics have become less important and user-

related topics have become more important. 

An adoption framework is required that combines general and LBS related 

factors in order to measure their influence on behavioral intention to use 

LBS. Important factors need to be found and integrated in an appropriate 

arrangement. Therefore, the central research question of this thesis is 

described as following: 

Summarized together, this thesis covers all relevant areas to explain 

innovation adoption and acceptance of LBS by highlighting current 

explanatory shortcomings and investigating the literature on innovation 

adoption framework and LBS. Finally, relevant LBS factors are integrated 

into a fitting framework and verified through various methods. 

1.2 Problem and Thesis Statement 

In order to explain innovation adoption and acceptance of location-based 

services (LBS) several aspects of the field must be discussed. The general 

problem is that current innovation adoption frameworks do not cover all 

necessary elements from LBS literature or do not measure the influences 

completely. While important factors such as relevant context, information, 

and position accuracy are not taken into account, others such as privacy 

concerns are analyzed in several studies as an explanatory variable for 

behavioral intention to use, though the findings often differ. Xu, Gupta, et 

al. (2009), for example, indicate a direct influence of privacy concerns on 

behavioral intention to use for push-based LBS similarly to Junglas & 

Spitzmüller (2006), which supports the existence of a general direct 

influence. In other papers, indirect influences through factors such as 

performance expectancy (Xu & Gupta 2009) or trust and risk (Zhou 2012) are 

discussed. Additional investigation is required to describe the influence of 
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the different LBS related factors as well as their direct and indirect influence 

in the adoption process. 

The literature on relevant aspects from both innovation adoption 

frameworks and development of LBS must be analyzed. Several approaches 

in the area of innovation adoption frameworks have already attempted to 

predict adoption of general innovations (Davis et al. 1989; Moore & 

Benbasat 1991; Oliver 1980; Venkatesh et al. 2003; Wixom & Todd 2005). 

These models cover a large number of factors that explain general 

innovation adoption, but fail to include individual aspects and factors of 

innovations such as LBS. LBS literature, on the other hand, highlights general 

developments and sub-categories (Fritsch & Muntermann 2005; Jensen et 

al. 2001; Virrantaus et al. 2001) but does not measure influences of 

important factors on the adoption of LBS. Each LBS sub-category offers a set 

of possible factors, but there are only a few sub-categories relevant to all 

sub-categories, such as privacy concerns (Unni & Harmon 2007; Xu & Gupta 

2009; Zhou 2012). 

Various LBS factors need to be integrated into a framework and verified for 

correctness. Such attempts have only incorporated one or few important 

LBS factors into a simple framework, but they did not cover the full 

complexity of the adoption process (Gerpott & Berg 2011; Xu & Teo 2004; 

Zhou 2013a). The four basic research areas in order to explain innovation 

adoption and acceptance of LBS in this thesis are summarized in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 – Four research areas to explain innovation adoption and acceptance of LBS 

1.3 Research Questions and Hypotheses 

The LBS adoption framework established in this thesis is based on the ideas 

and developments of different frameworks and LBS factors. Precursors in 

this framework explain the object-based factors of system quality and 

information quality as well as the factor of behavioral intention to use and 

are derived from innovation adoption frameworks or mentioned in LBS 

literature. 

Frameworks in the innovation adoption context cover many different factors; 

most of these are behavior-driven frameworks measuring the intention to 

use an innovation or the actual system usage (Davis et al. 1989; Moore & 

Benbasat 1991; Premkumar & Bhattacherjee 2008; Venkatesh et al. 2003). 

Some frameworks are simple and merely list many different explanatory 

factors in order to explain behavioral intention to adopt directly (Moore & 

Benbasat 1991). Others include intermediate variables such as attitude or 

satisfaction (Davis et al. 1989; Premkumar & Bhattacherjee 2008) or 

moderating factors such as age and gender (Venkatesh et al. 2003). Apart 
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combining frameworks by extracting relevant factors (Venkatesh et al. 2003) 

or building mixed models (Wixom & Todd 2005). The framework in this 

thesis is a combination of User Satisfaction Research Stream (USRS) 

approach (Wixom & Todd 2005) and the Unified Theory of Acceptance and 

Use of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et al. 2003), where the former is the 

expected precursor to the latter. The USRS is an object-centered model that 

deals with object-based beliefs such as quality and object-based attitudes 

such as satisfaction (Wixom & Todd 2005). Quality factors refer to opinions 

about the object, and satisfaction factors describe the perspectives on the 

object. Two aspects about the object are distinguished: system-related 

factors and information-related factors. These factors are expected to have 

an influence on the intermediate variable quality and therefore on 

satisfaction in both the system-related and the information-related case. 

The UTAUT is a behavior-driven framework that is based on extracting and 

consolidating relevant factors out of eight relevant adoption frameworks 

(Venkatesh et al. 2003). Four factors are summarized as precursors to 

behavioral intention to use and the actual usage behavior: performance 

expectancy; effort expectancy; social influence; and facilitating conditions. 

Additionally, four moderating factors influence these connections: gender; 

age; experience; and voluntariness of use. The combination of USRS and the 

UTAUT in this LBS adoption framework is similar to Wixom & Todd (2005), 

where USRS and another behavior-driven framework, the Technology 

Acceptance Model (TAM), are combined. 

In order to adjust the LBS adoption framework to the LBS context, factors 

from this discipline are integrated. Of many possible LBS sub-categorizations 

(Fritsch & Muntermann 2005; Jensen et al. 2001; Virrantaus et al. 2001), 

several have been found to be important across all possible groups. Relevant 

object-based factors include relevant content; relevant context; user-

related Information; display size; and position accuracy. Relevant 

behavioral-based factors include only one variable: privacy concerns. All 

variables are derived from the LBS literature review, as they are listed as 

important elements in several papers (Chen et al. 2009; Malhotra and 
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Malhotra 2009; Xu, Teo, et al. 2009) and journals were thus selected for 

inclusion (Chapter 2). The three object-based factors relevant content, 

relevant context, and user-related information measure information-related 

attributes by referring to the actual message topic, the present situation, 

and personalization aspects (Chen et al. 2009; Kaasinen 2003; Unni & 

Harmon 2007). The other two object-based factors display size and position 

accuracy are system-related attributes dealing with sufficient screen size 

(Bulander et al. 2005; Gartner 2004) and accurate position tracking in every 

situation (Benford et al. 2005; Drab & Binder 2005). The behavior-based 

factor privacy concerns, on the other hand, deals with concerns about 

misusage of personal tracking information and is mentioned as a significant 

challenge and reason to use or not to use LBS (Barkhuus & Dey 2003; 

Bulander et al. 2005; Fritsch & Muntermann 2005). 

The combination of the mentioned innovation adoption frameworks and 

factors from LBS literature brings the LBS adoption framework together by 

defining several research questions. Can factors from LBS literature be 

integrated as precursors to object-based beliefs such as information and 

system quality? Is the object-based USRS a proper precursor framework for 

the behavior-driven UTAUT? How strong are the influences of the precursor 

factors to behavioral intention to use in the case of LBS adoption, and how 

important is the newly introduced factor, privacy concerns? How developed 

are LBS in research based on scientific publications and what conclusions can 

be drawn for innovation adoption of LBS? What are general problems and 

trends in the development of LBS? Based on these questions and the 

aforementioned findings, relevant hypotheses are subsequently derived. 

As described, USRS is used as precursor to the factors in UTAUT that directly 

influences behavioral intention to use. System quality antecedents in this 

framework are defined through the factors display size and position 

accuracy and are expected to influence system quality directly. Information 

quality antecedents are defined through the factors relevant content, 

relevant context, and user-related information and expected to influence 
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information quality directly. Information quality is expected to influence 

information satisfaction directly, and system quality is expected to influence 

system satisfaction directly. This relationship is already proven in the theory 

of USRS and is incorporated into the LBS adoption framework. The 

relationship between information satisfaction and perceived usefulness as 

well as that between system satisfaction and perceived ease of use has 

already been proven in the combined USRS and TAM (Wixom & Todd 2005). 

In TAM, the precursor factors perceived usefulness and perceived ease of 

use predict behavioral intention to use without any object-related explaining 

factors. The model of Wixom & Todd (2005) expands this by positioning the 

aforementioned satisfaction factors as precursors of perceived usefulness 

and perceived ease of use. In a similar way, information satisfaction is 

expected to influence the factor performance expectancy from the UTAUT 

directly, and system satisfaction is expected to influence effort expectancy 

from the UTAUT directly. The factors social influence, performance 

expectancy, and effort expectancy are all taken from the original UTAUT 

together with the derived LBS factor privacy concerns and are expected to 

influence behavioral intention to use directly. Experience, gender, and age 

are included as moderating variables similar to the UTAUT. The model is 

created for a completely voluntary situation. Usually other studies do not 

mention this aspect directly, so the following definition of a voluntary 

situation is given: a voluntary situation is an environment where users have 

no pressure or guidelines from any outside authorities, e.g., organizations. 

For that reason, factors necessary for an organizational context are excluded. 

A summary of all hypotheses clustered by core groups is listed in the 

following. 

 

Connection of the frameworks: Different questions need to be answered in 

order to measure the above mentioned combination of the User Satisfaction 

Research Stream (USRS) and the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of 

Technology (UTAUT) frameworks (Wixom and Todd 2005). Are the factors 

from USRS relevant precursors of the factors from the UTAUT framework? 

How strong is the influence of quality factors on satisfaction factors and does 
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system satisfaction have a significant influence on information satisfaction? 

These aspects are covered in the following hypotheses: 

H1: Positive information and system satisfaction increase performance 

expectancy and effort expectancy, respectively. 

H2: Positive information and system quality increase information and system 

satisfaction, respectively. 

H3: Positive system satisfaction increases information satisfaction. 

Factor integration from LBS literature: Factors mentioned in LBS literature 

such as relevant content, relevant context, user-related information, display 

size, and position accuracy need to be integrated into the LBS adoption 

framework. They are expected precursors of information and system quality 

mentioned in USRS (Wixom and Todd 2005). Again, several questions arise: 

Are the chosen factors from the LBS literature significant precursors of 

information quality and system quality? How strong is their influence and do 

they explain the whole variance of information and system quality or are 

there other factors missing? The following hypotheses measures the aspects: 

H4: High relevant content increases information quality. 

H5: High relevant context increases information quality. 

H6: High user-related information increases information quality. 

H7: Large display size increases system quality. 

H8: High position accuracy increases system quality. 
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Precursors of behavioral intention to use: Factors explaining the behavioral 

intention to use need to be defined. Potential precursors such as 

performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and social influence already 

exist in the UTAUT (Venkatesh et al. 2003) while others such as privacy 

concerns are noticed in the LBS literature (Gerpott and Berg 2011; Xu and 

Gupta 2009; Zhou 2012). However, do all of the factors really explain the 

behavioral intention to use in the LBS context and how strong are their 

influences? Do they explain the whole variance in behavioral intention to 

use or are there other factors missing? The following hypotheses measure 

the aspects: 

H9: High social influence increases behavioral intention to use LBS.  

H10: High performance expectancy increases behavioral intention to use LBS. 

H11: High effort expectancy increases behavioral intention to use LBS. 

H12: High privacy concerns decrease behavioral intention to use LBS. 

Moderating influences: Different moderating factors such as age, gender, 

and experience are expected to influence the relationship between 

behavioral intention to use and its precursors (Brown et al. 2010; Venkatesh 

et al. 2003; Wang and Wang 2010). Groups that differ in these dimensions 

have different effects on behavioral intention to use. However, do those 

influences really differ and is this difference significant? Do any precursors 

become not significant or significant when looking on specific target groups? 

These questions are covered in the following hypotheses: 

H13: Experience has a moderating influence on the relationship of social 

influence, effort expectancy, and privacy concerns on behavioral 

intention to use. 
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H14: Gender has a moderating influence on the relationship of social 

influence, performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and privacy 

concerns on behavioral intention to use. 

H15: Age has a moderating influence on the relationship of social influence, 

performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and privacy concerns on 

behavioral intention to use. 

General factor dependencies: Effort expectancy is often mentioned as an 

important precursor of performance expectancy in adoption literature 

(Davis et al. 1989; Premkumar and Bhattacherjee 2008; Wixom and Todd 

2005). Nevertheless, is this dependency also true in an LBS context and how 

strong is this influence? This question is measured in the last hypothesis: 

H16: Low effort expectancy increases performance expectancy. 

The objective of this thesis is to yield insights about general aspects in LBS 

adoption and to validate them by different methods. It will test an extended 

innovation adoption framework using a set of factors relevant to LBS. Results 

will show important criteria for potential users to adopt LBS that can be used 

by developers of LBS to improve features of their services and to consider 

different constraints as early as the planning stage. However, it will not 

further develop the framework into a tool that could be applied in the 

development process. Researchers can also use the insights in order to 

increase the general understanding of LBS adoption and to derive additional 

research questions. Furthermore, the testing will be done under a defined 

set of framing conditions, so the test will be restricted to one national 

market and to one specific LBS. The question of the transfer of these results 

to other regions, e.g., cultural attitudes to the usage of technology or 

distinguishing between different levels of diffusion of LBS in different 

nations or cultures will not be covered. Relevant adoption aspects between 

specific LBS entities will also not be covered. 
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This work does not provide a guideline on how to develop LBS or how to 

integrate important factors into these services. It does not validate all 

possible kinds of LBS nor does it focus on complementary disciplines such as 

geographic maps or technical implementation details. It does not deal with 

socio-ethical topics or factors from psychology and rather only covers factors 

relevant to a voluntary adoption situation. It does not describe current LBS 

in detail nor does it present a specific use case. New technologic 

developments and possibilities are not highlighted and future applications 

are not derived. 

1.4 Structure of the Thesis 

This chapter gave an introduction to LBS and its historic development 

process. Relevant factors in LBS research context and different innovation 

adoption frameworks were briefly presented. Based on the central question 

and problems four research areas and 16 hypotheses were derived. These 

hypotheses measure a newly introduced LBS adoption framework that 

includes relevant aspects from innovation adoption theory and LBS 

literature that former works missed to integrate. A detailed overview on LBS 

development and important factors is presented in the next chapter 

providing a deeper understanding of this research area. 

Chapter 2, "Literature", provides an overview on LBS groups and their target 

areas together with different innovation adoption frameworks and their 

extensions. At the end of this chapter, studies that unite these topics are 

discussed. In Chapter 3, "LBS adoption framework", an novel adoption 

framework for LBS, which combines two existing innovation adoption 

frameworks and factors from LBS literature is presented. Chapter 4, 

"Methodology", describes the methods to validate the LBS adoption 

framework including expert interviews, a written survey, and two meta-

analysis. Chapter 5, "Results", presents the findings of each of these 

methods. Chapter 6, "Discussion", evaluates the results and discusses the 

limitations of each method. Finally, Chapter 7, "Conclusions and 
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Implications", draws conclusions and identifies potential avenues for further 

research. 
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2 Literature 

This chapter is comprised of two sections: 2.1 Location-based Services and 

2.2 Innovation Adoption. Section 2.1 begins with a general review of the 

literature on LBS; afterwards, a classification of five LBS sub-groups is 

presented and every sub-group is explained in light of relevant topics and 

uses cases. Finally, a concluding discussion on the literature highlights all 

relevant points and summarizes insights. Section 2.2 first reviews the 

literature on innovation adoption. Different innovation adoption 

frameworks are presented with relevant factors while adaptability of these 

frameworks is addressed in another section. A combination of innovation 

adaption frameworks and LBS is highlighted in another section where 

current research is presented together with ideas for a novel approach. 

2.1 Location-based Services 

Many location-based services (LBS) are available on the market in such areas 

as navigation, transportation, carsharing, taxi implementations, augmented 

reality, media, gaming, social, health, sport, commerce, catering, tourism, 

and general information (Goldhammer et al. 2013). Popular LBS include 

carsharing services such as DriveNow, social network LBS such as Foursquare, 

and augmented reality applications such as Ingress (Goldhammer et al. 

2013). Another important service is Google+ Local, which is automatically 

integrated into mobile search results of Google. Google+ Local offers 

"recommendations based on your circles, your past reviews, and your 

location" (Google 2013) and its most important aspects are its integration 

into general Google Search results and Google Maps (Steuer 2012). Fifty 

percent of mobile searches are local (Bouchard 2013) and Google’s market 

share in this segment is 95% (Schmidt 2012). For these reasons, Google+ 

Local and its integration into mobile search results offers great potential for 

mobile traffic. Google+ Local seeks to combat the dominance of apps in 

mobile usage (Schmidt 2012) and merges Google Places and Google+ 

(Bouchard 2013), combining local search aspects with social 

recommendation aspects. Additionally, it offers a rating system allowing 
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users to evaluate a location on different attributes with values between 0 

(very low) and 30 (very high) (Steuer 2012). 

Usage of LBS requires a solid infrastructure wherein two important aspects 

have to be fulfilled: device availability through a high smartphone 

distribution and traffic availability in order to grant large mobile traffic rates. 

In the case of smartphone distribution, different situations exist. While some 

countries such as the U.S. with 44%, Australia with 52%, or Singapore with 

62% had higher shares in 2011, others had lower rates, i.e., Germany with 

29%, Poland with 24%, or Hungary with only 16% (Google 2012). The share 

of people who own a smartphone in Germany increased in 2012 to around 

34% while 51% of people 30 years or younger had one. On the other hand, 

this share is lower when looking at higher age groups such as those between 

50 and 64 years with a share of 27% and those older than 65 years with a 

share of only 6% (BITKOM 2012). 

While the mobile share of web traffic increased from 3.8% to 10% worldwide 

in the time between 2010 and 2012 and from 6.1% to 17.8% during the same 

period in Asia, it remained low in Europe at 5.1% in 2012. Germany had a 

mobile share of only 3.7% in 2012, which is weak compared to countries such 

as India with 48.2% and South Korea with 22.3% (Pingdom 2012). However, 

the landscape is changing rapidly and may soon look different. Android 

dominated the market share of smartphones worldwide at the end of 2012 

clearly with a constant increasing tendency over the years. IPhone 

smartphones follow in second place while Symbian, Blackberry, Microsoft, 

and other smartphones do not play an important role any longer. In 

Germany, the situation is quite similar with a market share of about 75% for 

the Android platform (Singh 2012). Several studies from TNS, AGOF, Google, 

and Goldmedia in 2012 reveal that at least one-third of German citizens use 

LBS, and when including smartphone users, two-thirds use LBS 

(Goldhammer et al. 2013, p. 24). Sale revenues from German LBS providers 

are going to increase to 265 Mio. € by 2017 (Goldhammer et al. 2013, p. 37) 
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and the number of LBS providers grew to 713% from 2012 to 2014 with a 

total set of 927 LBS providers in Germany in 2014 (Goldhammer 2014, p. 13). 

2.1.1 Research Review 

With an increasing number of papers over in recent years, the research 

community has also focused on application scenarios and case studies of 

how LBS are or can be used moving forward. Based on the volume of 

research in these areas, they already constitute their own sub-disciplines. 

There is more than one way to categorize LBS, but here the approaches of 

Jensen et al. (2001), Fritsch & Muntermann (2005), and Virrantaus et al. 

(2001) are considered. Five major LBS groups can be identified according to 

Fritsch & Muntermann (2005, p.145). These are: "navigation"; 

"entertainment"; "information"; "safety & emergency"; and "community". 

 Navigation services are described as interactive information services 

and are related to touristic leisure activities; 

 Mobile games with geo-location are the main focus of the 

entertainment category; 

 Services in the cultural and financial context are addressed in 

information related services; 

 The safety and emergency category include services such as medical 

emergency calls and criminal proceedings; and 

 Community services focus on applications such as friend finders and 

dating platforms. 

 

In contrast to this, Jensen et al. (2001, p.61) defines other five relevant 

categories. These are: "traffic management", "location-aware advertising & 

content delivery", "tourist services", "safety", and "games & entertainment". 

 Traffic management deals with route coordination and fees; 

 Location-oriented sales information is the focus of location-aware 

advertising and content delivery; 
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 Tourist services deal with accommodation, transportation, cultural 

events, and guided tours; 

 Emergency issues, services for senile senior citizens, and safe traffic 

path guidance constitute safety services; and 

 Game and entertainment services are similar to the first 

categorization of mobile games with geo-location relevance. 

 

However, LBS functionality and utilization must be distinguished (Virrantaus 

et al. 2001, p. 425). Location-based information services can be seen as the 

basic class with positioning services being the most ordinary form. Combined 

with a map, it becomes a map service, and with additional augmented point-

of-interest information, it becomes a city guide. An extra search and contact 

capability allows it to function as a mobile yellow pages service and the 

support function makes it a navigation service. Information services are 

distinct from functional services in that the latter can utilize location 

information. Another class is location-aware services, so called "push" 

services, where a position to an object triggers some event such as in mobile 

advertisement when a user is close to a point of interest. Finally, an LBS class 

based on dynamic information consisting of many other target objects is 

presented where finding services represents the most ordinary form. With 

the time element added it becomes a tracking service, and with further 

development, it becomes a location-based community service.  

These different approaches show some commonalities expressed in the 

following classification scheme (Table 1) based on Jensen et al. (2001), 

Fritsch & Muntermann (2005), and Virrantaus et al. (2001): 
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LBS sub-group Description 

Advertising 
Mobile Commerce, SMS & MMS Advertising, Push vs. Pull 

Approach, etc. 

Games & 

Education 
Interactive Games, Mobile Learning, Gameplay Experience, etc. 

Health 

Services 

Emergency Services, Health Information, Elderly, Disabled 

People, etc. 

Information & 

Navigation 
Tourist Guides, Points of Interest, Geo Related Content, etc. 

Social 

Networks 

Location Sharing, Socio-Spatial Aspects, Personal 

Recommendations, etc. 

Table 1 – LBS sub-group classification 

2.1.1.1 Location-based Advertising 

The first sub-group is location-based advertising (LBA) and is of great 

commercial importance. It is based on providing potential customers with 

relevant advertising related to a potential customer’s position. While in 

some papers LBA is a subset of location-based marketing (LBM), which 

concentrates on "advertising strategies and communication elements in 

LBM" (Unni & Harmon 2007), other papers highlight it as a "specific form of 

mobile advertising and as part of LBS" (Bruner II & Kumar 2007). In this thesis, 

however, LBA is mainly treated as a sub-category of LBS that deals with 

advertising activities. LBA can be triggered manually by the customer 

through a pull action or automatically through a push action when the 

customer enters a specific area. Factors influencing mobile advertisement 

potential have been identified by several experts; among these are high 

mobile phone distribution, almost permanent reachability, personalized 

communication, multimedia capabilities, and interaction, and challenges in 

this area include spam, limited user interfaces, privacy concerns, and 

expensive data communications (Bulander et al. 2005). 

Several papers published on LBA deal with issues regarding push and pull 

mechanism (Kölmel and Alexakis 2002; Unni and Harmon 2007), especially 

with privacy aspects in push channels due to the uncertainty of location 

usage in that kind of field. In an early paper, services in mobile 

advertisement are distinguished by push and pull channels as well as by 
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location usage and lack of location usage (Kölmel & Alexakis 2002). It is 

explained that there are no significant applications with push channel and 

location usage except for some network operator promotion in Europe in 

2002. Pull-related applications are believed to be dominated by network 

operators and some start-ups that started offering SMS service after 

wireless application protocol (WAP) failed to generate desired revenues. 

WAP is an older technical standard to access mobile network information. 

However, these kinds of services do not use location information and are 

rather perceived as information services than as real advertisement. Pull 

services reach higher perceived benefits, values, and intentions to sign up 

than push services due to their less intrusive nature (Unni & Harmon 2007). 

Privacy issues in the context of location information, regulations for getting 

consumer permission, and quantity and content of LBA messages receive a 

great deal of intention due to their importance (Bruner II & Kumar 2007; 

Unni & Harmon 2007). 

Message technology is another important factor in LBA papers, and SMS 

advertising was previously the most popular form of LBA. However, 

multimedia messages and apps are believed to have potential to become 

the extended solutions in this field. Research in the context of location-

aware advertising highlights positive effects of multimedia messages on 

consumer behavior while most LBA services that are text-based messages 

are limited by number of text characters and their inability to provide 

graphical content (Oh & Xu 2003). It has been shown that "multimedia 

location-aware advertising messages lead to more favorable attitudes and 

increase the intention to reuse the mobile advertising service" (Oh & Xu 

2003, p. 679). Distribution of phones capable of MMS was lower than that 

of phones capable of SMS, and only 9% of people owned an MMS phone in 

2003 (Oh & Xu 2003). 

Another important aspect in LBA papers deals with factors regarding context, 

personalization, and messages that are necessary in order to provide 

successful ads. In general, it is essential to provide the right advertisement 
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with the right content in the required format through the preferred channel 

to the right location at the right time in an appropriate amount by respecting 

other contextual factors. While some papers present mobile marketing 

systems with personalized and context-sensitive advertising (Bulander et al. 

2005; De Reyck & Degraeve 2003), others show important factors for 

personalized broadband mobile advertising messages (Chen et al. 2009). 

These factors are categorized in three groups: context; content; and 

personal profile. 

 Context is defined as information related to present situation and is 

very similar to context-aware service parameters. Factors included in 

this group are weather, user activity, location, time, and device type; 

 The second group content is described as message topic of the ad 

and consists of promotion, price, and brand name; and 

 The last group personal profile deals with personalization by focusing 

on different aspects of the subscriber. It contains background 

information, preference, interests, search history, and virtual 

community. 

 

The above-mentioned factors are key elements for designing advertising and 

are able to raise benefit rates and satisfaction (Chen et al. 2009). As 

mentioned previously, De Reyck & Degraeve (2003) demonstrate a service 

where advertising text messages are sent to registered customers when they 

move in one of two shopping centers as an example for an implemented 

mobile marketing system. The system schedule must decide which 

advertisement is sent to which customer at which time considering retailer 

and customer perspective in a balanced way. Retailer perspective includes 

short-term revenues, priority handling, and target group segmentation. 

Customer perspective refers to the attractiveness of advertisements, 

customer preferences, appropriate broadcasting times, and variety among 

ads. Because "customers announced their arrival at a shopping center by 

sending a text message to the company" (De Reyck & Degraeve 2003, p. 509), 

the system only fulfills LBA requirements in some respects. It is a triggered 
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push service that is activated through the customer and focuses only on 

customers within these shopping malls rather than taking every customer's 

exact position into account. 

Many papers in the LBA context highlight attitudes towards LBA and how 

people generally think about mobile advertising (Bruner II and Kumar 2007; 

Drossos et al. 2007; Muk 2007). Attitudes towards this new intrusive type of 

technology are important and should be taken into account when 

developing such services. Parameters linked with SMS advertising 

effectiveness and attitudes show that "incentive, interactivity, appeal, 

product involvement, and attitude toward SMS advertising in general 

directly influence attitude toward the advertisement, attitude toward the 

brand, and purchase intention" (Drossos et al. 2007, p. 16). Interestingly 

enough Drossos et al. (2007, p. 21) find no significant influence of location 

and time on advertising effectiveness,  which is contrary to the findings in 

most of the other papers, most of which deem location to be a relevant 

factor (Chen et al. 2009; Malhotra and Malhotra 2009; Xu, Teo, et al. 2009). 

However, interdependences between location and other variables are 

assumed. 

Another way to look at attitude aspects is by looking at cultural influences. 

Varying importance of attitude towards the adoption of SMS advertising 

have been researched by comparing American and Taiwanese consumers 

(Muk 2007). Results reveal that user decision in America is based only on 

attitudinal considerations and user decision, but in Taiwan the decision is 

affected by social norms and attitudinal factors. This is explained by 

differences in general cultural aspects, as Taiwan represent a collectivist and 

more homogeneous country placing a strong importance on social pressure 

while America represents a heterogeneous country where privacy and 

trialability issues are more relevant. Other studies focus simply on providing 

a scale for measuring consumer attitudes (Bruner II & Kumar 2007, p. 9) by 

demonstrating important relationships and correlations for attitude toward 
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LBA, namely attitude toward advertising, technology opinion leadership, 

materialism, and being a gadget lover. 

2.1.1.2 Location-based Games & Education 

The second LBS group is related to services that deal with games and 

education services. While some categorize location-based games "to the 

broader category of pervasive gaming" (Sotamaa 2002, p. 38), in this work 

educational and entertaining services are considered together due to 

several similarities and intersections in content-related issues. Location-

based education and location-based games developed over time where the 

former ones have important influences from electronic and mobile learning 

area while the later ones are mainly produced for fun and based on regular 

video games. Apart from providing entertainment, there is often a teaching 

goal included and in some cases this goal is achieved through introducing 

someone to an unknown city or by assisting collaboration abilities as in the 

case of collaborative games. At the very beginning, classical elements of this 

category are used in Geocaching activities that are similar to electronic 

treasure hunting games. Over time, it has evolved to applications that are 

more complex. 

Ideas for game design, technological limitations in location-based games and 

classifications for game groups are shown quite early in the literature. Three 

possible location-based games categories can be described as mobile games 

that are based on meeting players, location-aware games where geo-

location of players has an important role, and spatially aware games in which 

real world surroundings take part in the game (Nicklas et al. 2001). Here a 

strong focus comes to game aspects such as communication, rule violation, 

massive multiplayer games, board game adaption, and architecture 

requirements. General doubts about location-based games include 

movement necessity, constant player action, need for several users, missing 

story, and inability to handle network latency in fast games (Rashid, Mullins, 

et al. 2006) where the authors present clever solutions for all listed issues. 
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In many papers about location-based games and education, interaction, 

communication and later on collaboration and coordination are integral to 

this category group (Benford et al. 2005; Drab and Binder 2005; Rashid, 

Mullins, et al. 2006). Due to their content, games and educational 

applications include many social factors and opportunities to contact others, 

e.g., if someone needs another player to execute a game or if team building 

is required to solve a task. This is, for example, important if players have to 

join simultaneously specific areas in order to attack virtual targets together 

(Benford et al. 2005). Here the players have to hunt as lions on a virtual 

savannah and coordinate as a group in order to be successful. GPS is used 

for positioning in this case, but has its limitations in narrow urban areas. For 

this reason, assisted GPS (AGPS) is used in another collaboration based game 

named "Spacerace" where one player, called the captain, has to collect 

crystals in a small outdoor area while another player with an overview, called 

the navigator, supports him through communication (Drab & Binder 2005). 

AGPS is an extended GPS that uses additional network resources in order to 

improve localization. Strong collaboration between players is also 

highlighted in other papers that highlight interaction as a potential 

enhancement in location-based games (Rashid, Bamford, et al. 2006). 

Collaboration in mobile game-based learning services is also important.  A 

historical knowledge trip of Amsterdam is an example for a use case for 

pupils (Huizenga et al. 2009). Participants act in several groups where each 

group consists of two teams: a city team that walks through the city and a 

headquarter team that operates from a computer in a main building where 

they follow and guide the city team through GPS. In order to be successful, 

both teams have to work together. Knowledge in the focused educational 

subjects are found to be higher in the groups of players who participated in 

this mobile game-based learning project compared to groups who received 

regular project-based instructions in school (Huizenga et al. 2009, p. 339). 

However, the full potential is not always realized due to some technical 

problems that generate confusion in some cases and influence engagement 

of pupils negatively in the location-based project. Users tend to interact with 
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each other when the service does not require collaboration as in the case of 

another location-based education system (Hsiao et al. 2010). This service 

focuses on outdoor ecological activities in an elementary school context and 

is based on GPS positioning. It provides information relevant to the 

ecological place of the user when a special district is entered. Again the 

group of students using this service outperforms a control group which is 

instructed by an experienced guide (Hsiao et al. 2010, p. 105). It was 

observed that "although the study does not emphasize collaboration 

learning, the students of the experimental group helped each other actively 

in the whole learning process" (Hsiao et al. 2010, p. 108). 

Another important point in location-based games and education is context 

description and assigning new meanings to real world objects. Through 

special paradigms in service implementations, different objects receive new 

meanings and even parameters around such as velocity or time of day play 

a relevant role and can significantly change whole situations. Changing 

landscape and velocity in a moving vehicle can be an essential part in a game, 

as in the case of "Backseat Playground" (Brunnberg et al. 2009). Local 

meanings of places are transformed and a story is generated out of this while 

motion of the vehicle influences the gameplay experience. Movement 

affects players’ interaction in several ways and brings unique elements to 

the game.  New meanings of places and forced mobility of players in real life 

through aspects in the virtual world is found in another location-based game 

called "Bothfighters" (Sotamaa 2002) produced by a Swedish company that 

launched it in 2001. Cell identification is used as a tracking concept and 

command management is executed by text messages in the form of SMS. 

Real-life context factors can also be used in order to collect geo-spatial data 

as in "CityExplorer" (Matyas et al. 2008). Here players have to take "geo-

referenced photos, localize geographic points of interest and categorize 

them semantically" (Matyas et al. 2008, p. 244) in order to reach the goal 

which is to set as many markers in a chosen category citywide as possible. 

This game has strong relationships to the classical LBS categories while using 

entertaining elements of location-based games. Players decide on special 
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search categories at the beginning of the game and place markers 

afterwards. Results reveal that this kind of data collection provides a high of 

quantity data with an acceptable quality. 

Lastly, position accuracy and reactions to fast position changes are very 

important in location-based games and education. Quick activities and very 

narrow playgrounds in certain games or educational services make precise 

tracking methods necessary. Short-range positioning techniques such as 

RFID or Bluetooth are highlighted as being particularly useful in several cases 

by placing RFID chips on important objects or calculating signal strengths. 

However, other techniques or hybrid possibilities can also close the gap. The 

choice of a tracking technique always brings distinct advantages and 

disadvantages. In "Can You See Me Now" (Benford et al. 2003), a location-

based game is presented that is described as a mixed reality game including 

online players and professional runners equipped with different tracking 

devices, where the runners have to catch the online players. Online players 

move with avatars through a virtual model of a city and the runners have to 

reach them at the same position in real world. The game was executed in 

two different cities in 2001 and 2003. It provides insights regarding sensed 

uncertainties of players due to technical issues and ways to hide or reveal 

these kinds of uncertainties in order to improve gameplay. Self-reported 

positioning is another way to overcome technical tracking problems in 

location-based games as demonstrated in the mixed reality game named 

"Uncle Roy All Around You" (Benford et al. 2004). In this game, online players 

and mobile street players have to work together in order to win. The game 

was piloted in 2003 and street players have to define their location on their 

own by dragging their position on a map. Results reveal "that in spite of its 

apparent inaccuracy, self-reported positioning works well in an integrated 

way with the online map, audio and within the general context of this 

particular game" (Benford et al. 2004, p. 80). Essential tactics and perception 

of players that help to reduce self-reporting positioning errors are presented. 

It is recommended to use this kind of positioning as a supplement to 
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automated techniques in order to correct technical errors and as a means of 

protecting privacy. 

Due to its wide distribution as a tracking technology, many papers focus on 

the problems of GPS technology, especially its limitations (Benford et al. 

2005; Drab and Binder 2005; Hsiao et al. 2010). A summary of location-based 

games shows that GPS and AGPS are the most popular location technologies 

followed by Cell ID usage (Rashid, Mullins, et al. 2006). Problems in GPS 

handling network latency in fast games can be reduced by using close-range 

technologies such as Bluetooth or RFID. These positioning techniques can 

not only reduce acquisition times but also improve accuracy in areas where 

other methods fail. Technical problems such as long initialization times of 

GPS and inclement weather conditions are the main challenges (Hsiao et al. 

2010) while complementary difficulties to the limitations of GPS technology 

occur through differences in received context information and problems 

with content design (Benford et al. 2005). In order to reduce problems with 

GPS and to put focus on delays of reactions, good interactivity, and accuracy 

in positioning, some mobile-based games use AGPS as a tracking mechanism 

to provide better results than usual GPS, especially when near tall buildings 

(Drab & Binder 2005). Another method is use of the aforementioned close-

range technologies like RFID which is, for example, implemented in the 

mixed-reality game of Rashid, Bamford, et al. (2006). This service is based on 

the classical "Pac-Man" game where one player has to collect points while 

four other players have to catch him. The game points are used as RFID 

tracking points where all players have to interact with them in order to stay 

in the game and receive status information updates. This RFID technology 

works very well in an environment where GPS has possibly failed because of 

too many buildings in the area. 

2.1.1.3 Location-based Health Services 

Location-based health services are listed as the third sub group and deal with 

use cases related to people in emergency situations or persons who 

generally need help. This covers especially elderly, disabled people, and 
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persons with permanent illness who require monitoring. Different location-

specific healthcare scenarios cover local diseases or health information and 

differentiate between three important metadata categories for personal 

information delivery, namely user profiles that include location information, 

resource descriptions, and device definitions (Boulos 2003). It is defined that 

"the main goal of location-based medical/health information services is to 

allow better presentation of the distribution of health and healthcare needs 

and Internet resources answering them across a geographical area, with the 

aim of providing users with better support for informed decision-making" 

(Boulos 2003, p. 10). 

An EU-funded project for elderly with the name "Complete Ambient Assisted 

Living Experiment" (CAALYX) was executed between 2007 and 2008 (Boulos 

et al. 2007) and considers three combined development areas. The first one 

is the roaming monitoring system that tracks several vital signs, falls and 

current position in different environments. The second one is the home 

monitoring system that includes home automation devices, supports indoor 

activities, and assists social interaction. The third one is the central care 

service and monitoring system that handles alerts, communicates 

emergency information, and pushes reminder activities. CAALYX is one out 

of three European healthcare projects that describe a broad set of possible 

location-based health services (Boulos et al. 2009). 

One of those projects focus on so called "Body Area Networks" (BANs) that 

are described as medical sensors applied to a person in order to collect data 

from the human body. These BANs are combined with mobile data analysis 

devices and internet connectivity and complemented with stationary 

systems. These stationary systems are computing units that are able to 

handle several complex task.  CAALYX on the other hand was extended in a 

complementary project called extended CAALYX with a period between 

2009 and 2012. Objectives are summarized as: monitoring health of elderly 

with multiple chronic conditions; increase their freedom and safety; 

providing them with support, guidance, and health education by creating a 
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commercially viable solution. Similar to the original CAALYX three 

subsystems are noticed with similar focus areas. The third healthcare project 

CogKnow was executed between 2006 and 2009. The focus of this project is 

formulated as developing "a user-validated, cognitive prosthetic device and 

associated services for elderly people with mild dementia" (Boulos et al. 

2009, p. 1958). 

In general, location-based healthcare services are pushed by governments 

through different laws and funded projects due to their social agendas and 

targets. There are several laws in the emergency context that define 

positioning accuracy such as in the U.S. and its Federal Communications 

Commission (FFC) 911 Mandate ruled in 1996 (Salmon 2003, p. 29). This was 

a significant step because it defines necessary infrastructure requirements 

on which future LBS are built. The Co-ordination Group on Access to Location 

Information by Emergency (CGALIES) was created by the EU in 1999 with the 

task of enhancing emergency services using location information in Europe 

(Salmon 2003, p. 30). Three working groups were created in order to 

complete the work of CGALIES that deal with issues such as location 

technologies, public safety answering points, and financing and cost analysis. 

It is mentioned that mobile operators have to use their location information 

commercially in LBS context in order to optimize their benefits. 

Major requirements of location-based health service mentioned frequently 

in the literature are high accuracy and low cost infrastructures in indoor 

tracking. Diverse technologies, namely ultrasonic sensors, infrared, and 

radio-frequency are presented as possible solutions. Additionally, the need 

for tracking in different environments and situational context is mentioned 

as an important factor. Technical problems and limitations of GPS tracking 

mechanisms are also in this sub-group and are highlighted as essential points 

such as in the demonstrated CAALYX project case (Boulos et al. 2007). 

Difficulties of GPS in several environments and inside buildings are great 

disadvantages and the main solution to these is to include other positioning 

technologies or expand the existing one. A low infrastructure positioning 
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method with increased positioning accuracy in location-based smart homes 

that is based on Bluetooth may be optimized through some simple types of 

filters (Kelly et al. 2009). However, this technical solution is more for indoor 

tracking activities while GPS is rather used as outdoor tracking technology. 

A hybrid solution will achieve best results. Another indoor tracking system 

example for the elderly called "Matilda’s House" uses ultrasonic sensor 

technology for positioning (Helal et al. 2003). This tracking technology 

provides high accuracy, moderate costs, and low size, weight, and power 

consumption of the receivers. Four ultrasonic transmitters are placed at the 

top of each corner of the building and two receivers on the shoulders of a 

test dummy are used. Actual positioning errors are in the range between 

1cm and 22cm (Helal et al. 2003, p. 541) which provide highly precise 

tracking possibilities. Different use cases for this location service could be as 

follows: remote monitoring applications; attention capture applications; and 

blind guides to hotel and conference rooms. 

Due to permanent observation and usage of sensors privacy intrusion is an 

important topic in location-based health services. The CAALYX project makes 

an important contribution because local information is only sent during an 

emergency or when an alarm is raised (Boulos et al. 2007). The extended 

CAALYX project takes security, privacy, and defined standards into 

consideration (Boulos et al. 2009). 

2.1.1.4 Location-based Information & Navigation Services 

The fourth sub group, location-based information & navigation services, is 

one of the oldest and most classical groups in the LBS context. It includes 

touristic guides; direction assistance; route calculation; as well as location, 

area, and object related information applications. In its most basic form it is 

implemented in route guidance systems for cars and extended through 

relevant features. Several mobile tourism guides are available that can be 

compared based on a set of factors (Schwinger et al. 2005). The 

demonstrated evaluation framework is based on two dimensions, context 

and adoption, and a third dimension is represented by customization. 
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Context deals with different aspects such as scope (property, extensibility, 

availability, chronology, validity); representation (reusability, abstraction); 

acquisition (automation, dynamicity); and mechanism (push, pull) while 

adoption highlights factors such as: kind (adaption operations, extensions, 

effects, complexity); subject (levels, elements, granularity); and process 

(tasks, automation, dynamicity, instrumentality). Nine approaches are rated 

based on these factors and results provide several insights about those 

guides and highlight "considerable lacks with respect to standards, 

reusability, extensibility and interoperability" (Schwinger et al. 2005, p. 18). 

Activities in this sub-group deal with several topics such as matching relevant 

information to user needs through profiles or important context. User needs 

and important context in a personalized, location-aware tourism service 

based on GPS positioning are highlighted in a guide called "CRUMPET" 

(Schmidt-Belz et al. 2003). The main functionalities are described as 

recommendation of services, interactive maps, proactive tips, and 

information about tourist attractions. Over 75% of people asked see a 

benefit in such a system and 64% are willing to pay for it (Schmidt-Belz et al. 

2003, p. 119). People mention that frequent updates as well as reliable and 

personalized transportation information  must be ensured. Providing 

consumers with appropriate information to the physical world dependent to 

geographic locations and user profiles is also mentioned by Youll et al. (2000). 

In one service example, an interaction and negotiation process between a 

consumer agent and nearby merchants is established when the consumer 

walks by some relevant shopping districts. Another kind of service aids 

discovery of interesting places by matching user interests with nearby 

locations of relevance. 

Social sharing is also an interesting part in this sub-group. Navigational and 

social aspects are for example analyzed in a system called "GeoNotes" 

(Espinoza et al. 2001). It presents techniques to attach user content to real-

world objects and provides methods for social filtering by defining user 

profiles. Notes consist of four components: title; recipient; creator signature; 
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and placement label and are designed for easy and quick creation. Important 

functional aspects include label sharing; accessing methods; ways of sorting; 

and filtering. Data storage, data retrieve, and user privacy are listed as 

necessary implementation requirements. The system is mentioned as a 

bridge between physical and digital space with social enhancement. 

Information representation is often mentioned in this LBS sub-group and 

high value is attached to different displaying methods with maps or text and 

user understanding of these visualization forms. A LBS design for species 

information in recreation areas provides a user-interface with ways to set 

the question by different context and exploring answers with maps or text 

lists (Edwardes et al. 2003). Immediate surroundings, regions of activity, and 

the whole resort differentiates spatial scopes. Another location-based 

mobile tourist service highlights navigational support, additional textual tour 

descriptions, and simple possibilities to pan or zoom beside personalization 

and user context aspects (Schmidt-Belz et al. 2003). Basic elements of a map-

based LBS and diverse forms of route presentation and cartographic support 

are the focus of other works as well (Gartner 2004). 

Finally, special user requirements and feedback to systems are later 

analyzed in this LBS sub-group in greater detail. Usability aspects and special 

adjustments to individual needs like in the case of disabilities are highlighted. 

A museum guide to support persons with specific needs such as parents and 

people with disabilities in hearing, vision, or mobility is presented in a service 

called "MUSEpad" (Waite et al. 2005). A wireless tracking system is used for 

positioning and two ways of automation are presented: an automatic case 

where information to the closest object is displayed and a semi-automatic 

case where a set of objects near the user is displayed are presented. Options 

about an awareness zone fixed to user position are discussed as an 

alternative to fixed exhibit zones and a problem is highlighted when the 

closest item is behind a user. 
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2.1.1.5 Location-based Social Networks 

The last LBS sub group covers location-based social networks (LBSN) and is 

rather a new discipline that has developed over the last few years. The basic 

idea is the integration of the possibility to share places with other users in 

social networks in order to recommend shops or to give status updates. In a 

basic form friend finder applications already belong to this group, because 

users are able to inform and share comments with other people around 

based on their actual position. Often different popular location-based social 

networks are mentioned in this sub group while common social networks 

introduce location-based features, too. Editorial content integration into a 

social media service like "Foursquare" is for example one possible research 

field (Currie 2011). This service provides users with the ability to collect 

points and receive awards for places visited and merchants with the 

possibility to offer deals to frequent users. Telephone interviews of 

newspaper employees that posted restaurant reviews in this context are 

analyzed. Smartphone users who befriended theses journals are informed 

about recommendable places next to them when they use the social media 

service. Friends of these journals vary between 2.7k and 45k, but interaction 

with other social networks such as "Facebook" or "Twitter" are mentioned 

as being more interesting to editors. Additionally engagement and 

conversation are named as goals for posts. Frequent updates and content 

refreshes are highlighted as important aspects while some articles have no 

specific time element. Clear definition of places and created context out of 

similar experiences of different persons are also an important factor in 

location-based social networks. 

Additionally, analysis of trajectories are carried out in this LBS sub-group in 

order to glean insights about users and to predict location and friendship 

relations based on patterns and co-locations. Location traces and 

predictions about co-located users’ friendships and number of friends may, 

for instance, be analyzed by the social network "Facebook" (Cranshaw et al. 

2010). Three different measures of location are frequency, user count, and 

diversity of unique visitors of a location called entropy. Results reveal that 
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users with many different location visits or users with irregular schedules 

have more social network ties. Type of place and regularity of routine are 

strong predictors for number of friends and use intense of the system. 

Furthermore, a friend recommendation system based on strong co-location 

patterns is presented to those who are not yet friends in the social network. 

Other aspects such as number and attributes of friends are noted as relevant 

factors in LBSN in order to create user clusters. Aspects like user profiles, 

update activities, mobility characteristics, social graphs, and attribute 

correlations are analyzed in a location-based social network named 

"Brightkite" (Li & Chen 2009). This social network allows users to share 

location, post notes and upload photos through different interfaces such as 

web, SMS, and email. Four mobility patterns of users are classified, namely 

home, home-vacation, home-work, and other users. A prediction model is 

built in order to forecast a user’s location that provides a median accuracy 

of 49% where 17% of users’ locations can be predicted with at least 99% 

accuracy. Results reveal that "high-degree users are likely more mobile, have 

more friends, and send more updates" (Li & Chen 2009, p. 263). It is noted 

that understanding user behavior can help providers optimize target 

advertising and build performance models. 

Scellato et al. (2011) analyze socio-spatial aspects in three popular location-

based social networks called "Foursquare", "Gowalla", and "Brightkite". 

Geographic location and online friendship connections are mentioned as 

valuable source of data. Insights reveal that "about 40%-50% of all couples 

of friends are within 100 km, with more than 3% of all links being shorter 

than 1 km" (Scellato et al. 2011, p. 4). There is high heterogeneity among 

users, with some having only short-range connections while others have 

long-distance ties. Users with many of connections have social triangles with 

longer distance ties while users with fewer connections have triangles with 

smaller geographic scale. Targeted advertising is mentioned as possible use 

case in this LBS sub-group, and other use cases may include automatic 

friends and location suggestion based on user and location attributes. 

Another social network service called "GeoLife" offers three key application 
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scenarios based on GPS trajectories: sharing life experiences, travel 

recommendations, and personalized friend and location recommendation 

(Zheng et al. 2010). Location-location, user-location, and user-user graphs 

are built in order to analyze data and research focus is based on 

understanding trajectories, users, and locations. Trajectory search by 

location and spatio-temporal queries are described and a learning algorithm 

for transportation mode identification is applied in the sharing life 

experience scenario. In the travel recommendation, scenario are travel 

experts, relevant locations, and travel sequences mined and collaborative 

location and activity recommendations given. Different factors are taken 

into account for friend and location recommendation and results reveal that 

"user, location and trajectory have a collaborative and mutual 

reinforcement relationship among each other" (Zheng et al. 2010, p. 39). 

2.1.2 Literature Review Discussion 

The literature review has shown a new classification scheme that is based 

on former categorization types and other real world use cases. Five different 

categories were described as LBA, location-based game and education 

services, location-based health services, location-based information and 

navigation services, and LBSN. LBA services are found to be implemented 

often with SMS technology while dealing with topics such as privacy aspects 

in push channels, added multimedia elements, personalized offers, right 

context information, and general attitude about these solutions. 

Collaboration, new meanings of objects around, and reaction to fast position 

changes are important points in location-based game and education services 

where solutions in small areas make use of short-range technologies such as 

RFID or Bluetooth. Location-based health services focus on emergency calls 

and systems to assist people with special needs while demanding with very 

precise accuracy, low infrastructure costs, tracking in different 

environments, and privacy protection due to permanent observation. Basic 

location-based information and navigation services are often used as tourist 

guides or for route assistance and have developed over time with respect to 
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new contexts, information presentation, and usability requirements. Finally, 

LBSN is a very new discipline where users can share location information 

with friends, and analyses of trajectories, predictions of location and 

friendships, and user clustering are required for target advertising or 

recommendation systems. 

LBS have enormous growth potential, but technical requirements need to be 

met. Several factors are seen as prerequisites for a successful 

implementation of these technical concepts. One essential condition is a 

widespread and easy-to-use infrastructure. In its nascent stage, LBS suffered 

from different problems resulting from low transmission rates on mobile 

phones, bad or incorrect positioning, high costs for data transfer, and 

inappropriate hardware. Improved transfer techniques in later mobile 

phone generations and additional tracking concepts through GPS, WLAN, 

RFID, or RTLS improve these kinds of services. Due to accurate positioning in 

an open environment through GPS and through short-range technologies in 

urban and indoor places, localization requirements are nearly fulfilled. 

However, no short-range tracking mechanism is a quasi-standard yet even 

when different methods such as positioning via WLAN signal strength 

provide promising solutions. A further need is the distribution of 

smartphones that are able to execute these services in an easy to handle 

manner. There are already many people who own smartphones and the 

number continues to grow steadily (Google 2012). Ongoing developments 

and reduced prices make flat rates for mobile internet widespread and 

increased transmission rates make even complex interactions with servers 

feasible. Another important step is the introduction of so-called apps on 

mobile phones providing an easy way to seek and receive services through 

a central online market place. 

New challenges raised when LBS became widespread. Privacy issues and the 

question of how to secure information that is collected during LBS usage get 

important. Regulations that provide basic requirements for such kind of 

services are often highlighted in the privacy context, but they also raise 
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questions of how strong and in which way governmental regulation is 

reasonable in an open market. In LBS research, a development process in 

topic and focus occurred which reflects the problems of commercial projects. 

People are still concerned about their privacy when they allow applications 

to track every step they make. They become worried and confused if they 

do not understand for what purpose this information is recorded and what 

kind of insights can be generated out of them. It must always be possible for 

users to turn off tracking and it must be visible to them when they are being 

tracked and which information is being transferred to the tracking entity. 

Additional ways to increase privacy benefits or to reduce privacy risks may 

be found in compensation, industry self-regulation, or government 

regulation (Xu, Teo, et al. 2009). If users have positive experiences by using 

LBS and see the benefits then probably their concerns about privacy issues 

will be reduced, too. Therefore, trialability is another important aspect for 

the acceptance of these services. In several cases, privacy concerns can be 

met while maintaining services such if services are delivered without storing 

profile information about the query and context of the user. This requires 

high trust in the provider of the LBS, and the user must be convinced to 

award this trust. 

Adaption to actual user needs is an essential determinant that will decide 

how useful a service will be perceived. In order to provide relevant 

information are other context types beside location such as time or user 

types necessary. It is not difficult to adjust recommendations based on time 

because they are often accessible automatically while user types are difficult 

to find out. There are several ways to learn user interests such as asking 

them for information in profiles, though this process can be annoying and 

complicated while automatic derivations out of trajectory analysis can lead 

to privacy concerns and be inexact. Promising services include social aspects 

that make interactions with other users possible. Location-based social 

networks are thus quite compelling, because recommendations of friends 

are often high valued, and such features are well developed in common 

social networks such as "Facebook". Integration of current places in these 
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networks provide further possibilities in future such as being able to always 

know where your friends currently are in order to meet with them or 

experience interesting places of users with similar interests who have 

overlapping places in used trajectories. 

2.2 Innovation Adoption 

Innovation adoption is a research area that describes important factors 

informing why people adopt an innovation. The term innovation is broad 

and covers all kinds of products such as software- and hardware-related 

innovations. In order to structure theory and research on innovation 

adoption, so-called innovation adoption frameworks exist. In these 

frameworks, factors are positioned in relation with each other. At the 

beginning of a framework the predicting factors are listed and the actual 

adoption or the intention to adopt is discussed at the end of the framework. 

2.2.1 Innovation Adoption Frameworks 

Several different models have been created in order to explain adoption and 

acceptance of innovations. Many use similar factors that occur in those 

models under the same or a different name. Existing models are often just 

extended by additional factors or complementary frameworks, but in some 

cases those changes finish in complete new framework paradigms. Several 

important frameworks are listed below together with some relevant aspects 

around them. Most of these frameworks are behavior-driven frameworks, 

which means that they focus on relevant precusors to explain behavioral 

reasons to adopt an innovation. However, an object-centered model is also 

presented that deals solely with relevant factors regarding objects such as 

object attributes. 

2.2.1.1 Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) 

One of the most known and researched models in this context is the 

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis et al. 1989). It predicts in its 
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most basic form that the behavioral intention to use an innovation is directly 

influenced by perceived usefulness and the attitude towards using it. It is 

additionally influenced indirectly by perceived ease of use and perceived 

usefulness through attitude towards using it. Behavioral intention to use is 

mentioned as the only predictor for actual system usage. Furthermore 

external variables are described as predictors of perceived usefulness and 

perceived ease of use. The original model is displayed in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 – Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis et al. 1989) 

Perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use may be the most important 

factors in this model. Perceived usefulness is defined as "prospective user's 

subjective probability that using a specific application system will increase 

his or her job performance within an organizational context" (Davis et al. 

1989, p. 985) while perceived ease of use is mentioned as "the degree to 

which the prospective user expects the target system to be free of effort" 

(Davis et al. 1989, p. 985). The organization-related focus in this model is 

clearly visible. The intermediate variable attitude toward using is excluded 

in several later papers that are built on this framework due to the strong 

explanatory power of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. While 

perceived usefulness is measured as a constant factor over time, perceived 

ease of use seems to decrease after a longer period of usage and higher 

experience levels of users (Premkumar & Bhattacherjee 2008; Hong et al. 

2011; Venkatesh et al. 2003). Users with less experience prefer services that 

are easy to use while users that are more experienced do not care about this 
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point because they are already familiar with the usability and focus instead 

on the additional benefits. Therefore, the influence of perceived ease of use 

is likely to be more important in the adoption process than in the actual 

usage context. The most important extensions in this model are additional 

external variables such as demographics, additional belief factors such as 

trialability and factors from related models (Wixom & Todd 2005, p. 87). 

External variables are mentioned as precursors to perceived usefulness and 

perceived ease of use, and additional belief factors are stated to influence 

attitude toward using, and factors from related models such as subjective 

norm from the Theory of Reasoned Action (Davis et al. 1989) influence 

behavioral intention to use. 

2.2.1.2 Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) 

The TAM model is an adaption of the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) (Davis 

et al. 1989, p. 985) which is based on social psychology. In TRA, the 

behavioral intention to use is determined by the attitude towards behavior 

and subjective norm. Subjective norm is a social factor that is described as 

the influence of the opinion of important people on the user’s innovation 

adoption decision. In this model, behavioral intention to use is the only 

explanatory variable for actual behavior. Moreover, beliefs and evaluations 

are mentioned to influence attitude toward behavior and normative beliefs 

and motivation are believed to determine subjective norm. 
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Figure 3 – Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) (Davis et al. 1989) 

2.2.1.3 Diffusion of Innovation Theory (DOI) 

Another important theoretical model for innovation adoption is the 

Diffusion of Innovation Theory (DOI) (Moore & Benbasat 1991). Based on 

Rogers five factors for innovations: relative advantage; compatibility; 

complexity; trialability; and observability (Rogers 2002) the framework 

divides the original factors in order to achieve a higher explanatory level. 

Different aspects and influences of these metrics are adjusted and measured 

which results in a final framework with eight factors determining adoption 

intention only, namely perceived relative advantage, perceived 

compatibility, perceived ease of use, perceived result demonstrability, 

perceived image, perceived visibility, trialability, and perceived 

voluntariness. 

Perceived relative advantage is similar to the definition of perceived 

usefulness in TAM and describes "the degree to which an innovation is 

perceived as being better than its precursor" (Moore & Benbasat 1991, p. 

195). A similar situation is true for perceived ease of use, which is defined 

through perceived complexity as "the degree to which an innovation is 

perceived as being difficult to use" (Moore & Benbasat 1991, p. 195). Both 

factors perceived relative advantage and perceived ease of use are for that 

reason closely related to the main factors in TAM. Perceived compatibility 

refers to "the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being consistent 
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with the existing values, needs, and past experiences of potential adopters" 

(Moore & Benbasat 1991, p. 195) and describes the integrative ability of the 

innovation from both technical and personal aspects. Perceived result 

demonstrability and perceived visibility are described as the degree to which 

an innovation is tangible and visible, respectively (Moore & Benbasat 1991, 

p. 203) and together comprise fifth factor, observability, in the original five 

factors of Rogers (Rogers 2002). Due to its complex nature, the factor 

perceived observability is divided in these two factors perceived result 

demonstrability and perceived visibility in DOI. Perceived image is described 

as "the degree to which use of an innovation is perceived to enhance one's 

image or status in one's social system" (Moore & Benbasat 1991, p. 195) and 

includes a strong social factor in this model which is similar to the subjective 

norm in TRA. Trialability is defined as "the degree to which an innovation 

may be experimented with before adoption" (Moore & Benbasat 1991, p. 

195) and refers to the experience of the user with using the innovation. 

Finally, perceived voluntariness is described as "the degree to which use of 

the innovation is perceived as being voluntary, or of free will" (Moore & 

Benbasat 1991, p. 195) and is a very significant factor since it shows if the 

user has the freedom to use an innovation that may be especially difficult in 

a working context. 

All factors in DOI are shown to have significant influences on the intention 

to adopt. An important aspect in this framework is the perceived 

characteristic due to people’s differing perceptions of attributes. The same 

price can be perceived as being expensive by a poor user while another user 

with higher income may perceive it as cheap. Therefore, the definition of 

factors with the perceived characteristic increases the accuracy of people’s 

measured opinions. In DOI all factors are expected to explain behavioral 

intention to adopt directly as displayed in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 – Diffusion of Innovation Theory (DOI) (Moore & Benbasat 1991) 

2.2.1.4 Expectation Disconfirmation Model (EDM) 

The Expectation Disconfirmation Model (EDM) (Oliver 1980) is another 

framework that deals with innovation adoption. Here initial expectations 

about an innovation are compared with its actual performance. 

Performance is "based on their actual product experience" (Premkumar & 

Bhattacherjee 2008, p. 66) and for that reason similar to trialability in DOI. 

Evaluation is executed through the factor disconfirmation, which is defined 

as "the extent to which their initial expectations were disconfirmed" 

(Premkumar & Bhattacherjee 2008, p. 66). Satisfaction has a strong affective 

aspect and is described as "respondent's outright satisfaction, regret, 

happiness, and general feelings about the decision" (Oliver 1980, p. 463). It 

is explained by all three factors initial expectations, actual performance, and 

disconfirmation and is the only predictor for behavioral intention to use. An 

important aspect of this model is its perception measuring at different time 

stages, namely the pre-usage context including initial expectations and the 

post-use usage context including actual performance, disconfirmation, and 

satisfaction. This makes it different to the other models that measure 

perceptions at a specific time. 
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Figure 5 – Expectation Disconfirmation Model (EDM) (Premkumar & Bhattacherjee 2008) 

2.2.1.5 User Satisfaction Research Stream (USRS) 

While most of the mentioned models above are strongly behaviorally driven 

frameworks, the User Satisfaction Research Stream (USRS) (Wixom & Todd 

2005) deals with object-related attributes such as system and information 

characteristics. Here system quality factors such as accessibility, reliability, 

and flexibility have a direct influence on system satisfaction and information 

quality factors such as accuracy, completeness, and format have a direct 

influence on information satisfaction. Satisfaction is defined as the attitude 

that a user has toward the information and system (Wixom & Todd 2005, p. 

87) in this context. Factors mentioned in the object-driven USRS can be used 

as relevant predictors for factors in behavior-driven frameworks such as 

TAM (Wixom & Todd 2005). System satisfaction is found to explain perceived 

ease of use and information satisfaction predicts perceived usefulness. The 

factors of TAM have direct effects on behavioral intention to use and indirect 

effects on behavioral intention to use through attitude. 
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Figure 6 – User Satisfaction Research Stream (USRS) (Wixom & Todd 2005) 

2.2.1.6 Combined Models and the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of 

Technology (UTAUT) 

The large number of different models and factors in the innovation adoption 

context gives way to a great deal of research in this area by combining 

various types of frameworks with each other. As mentioned above, Wixom 

& Todd (2005) show that the USRS can predict factors from TAM. 

Premkumar & Bhattacherjee (2008) merge TAM with EDM and demonstrate 

that a combined framework predicts more variance than any of these 

models alone. Another example is the work of Hong & Tam (2006) where 

factors from innovation adoption, consumer behavior, and psychology 

literature are aggregated and provide interesting insights into the 

dependency of different effects. Due to several smaller-scale attempts that 

concentrate only on very few of the relevant models, a broader approach 

that consolidates the most important factors of these models while keeping 

their individual explanatory aspects is necessary. 

The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) 

(Venkatesh et al. 2003) takes such an approach by looking at eight different 

models, namely TRA, TAM, DOI, the motivational model, the Theory of 

Planned Behavior (TPB), a combined TAM and TPB model (C-TAM-TPB), the 

model of PC utilization (MPCU), and the Social Cognitive Theory (SCT). 
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Among these models, four basic factors are extracted: performance 

expectancy; effort expectancy; social influence; and facilitating conditions. 

Performance expectancy is described as "the degree to which an individual 

believes that using the system will help him or her to attain gains in job 

performance" (Venkatesh et al. 2003, p. 447) and is closely related to 

perceived usefulness in TAM, perceived relative advantage in DOI, extrinsic 

motivation in the motivational model, job-fit in MPCU, and outcome 

expectations in SCT. The factor effort expectancy is defined as "the degree 

of ease associated with the use of the system" (Venkatesh et al. 2003, p. 450) 

and is similar to complexity in MPCU and perceived ease of use in TAM and 

DOI. Social influence is described as "the degree to which an individual 

perceives that important others believe he or she should use the new 

system" (Venkatesh et al. 2003, p. 451) and represents subjective norm in 

TRA, TPB, and C-TAM-TPB, image in DOI, and social factors in MPCU. Finally, 

facilitating conditions are defined as "the degree to which an individual 

believes that an organizational and technical infrastructure exists to support 

use of the system" (Venkatesh et al. 2003, p. 453) and combines perceived 

behavioral control in TPB and C-TAM-TPB, facilitating conditions in MPCU, 

and perceived compatibility in DOI. 

The UTAUT predicts and proves the significant influences of performance 

expectancy, effort expectancy, and social influence on behavioral intention 

to use. Additionally, facilitating conditions and behavioral intention to use 

are shown to explain usage behavior. Four important moderators are 

introduced in this framework: gender; age; experience; and voluntariness of 

use. Gender and age are mentioned in other studies as external variables 

having an influence on the main attributes as in TAM (Wixom & Todd 2005) 

or as own variables with a direct influence on behavioral intention to adopt 

(Hong & Tam 2006). Experience is closely related to the attribute trialability 

in DOI that is mentioned as a direct factor explaining behavioral intention to 

adopt, and it is also closely related to actual performance in EDM that is 

mentioned as a factor explaining behavioral intention to use indirectly 
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through disconfirmation and satisfaction. Voluntariness of use is similar to 

the attribute perceived voluntariness in DOI mentioned as a direct factor 

influencing behavioral intention to adopt. Moderating effects are found in 

several relationships in UTAUT. The first of these is the relationship between 

performance expectancy and behavioral intention to use, the effect of which 

is stronger for men and younger workers. The second is found between 

effort expectancy and behavioral intention to use, and it more strongly 

affects women, older workers, and those with little experience. The third 

relationship is found between social influence and behavioral intention to 

use, and its effects are stronger for women, older workers, under conditions 

of mandatory use and limited experience. The last relationship is that 

between facilitating conditions and usage behavior, which is stronger for 

older workers with greater experience. UTAUT is successfully tested by using 

data from six different organizations with various points of measurement 

and it is shown that it outperforms all eight presented models in its 

introduction by explaining 70% of variance in usage intention (Venkatesh et 

al. 2003, p. 467). 

 

Figure 7 – Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et al. 2003) 

Several findings of the UTAUT model are approved in Wang & Wang (2010), 
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and social influence have a significant influence on behavioral intention to 

use mobile internet. Performance expectancy is shown to be a significant 

determinant for men only, and effort expectancy is a stronger determinant 

of behavioral intention to use for women than for men. Two additional 

relevant factors predicting behavioral intention to use are introduced, 

namely perceived value and palm-sized computer self-efficacy. Perceived 

value is defined as "the consumer’s overall assessment of the utility of a 

product based on perceptions of what is received and what is given" (Wang 

& Wang 2010, p. 419) and palm-sized computer self-efficacy is defined as 

"summary judgment of one’s capability to engage in some specific 

computer-related activities through a palm-sized computer" (Wang & Wang 

2010, p. 419). The model accounts for 65% of the variance in behavioral 

intention to use. 

Hong et al. (2011) focus on agile information systems (AIS) which are defined 

as "frequent upgrades with a small number of new features released 

periodically" (Hong et al. 2011, p. 236). They use a tripartite model from 

psychology literature with the main dimensions cognitive, affective, and 

behavioral attitude where UTAUT factors are used as cognitive dimensions 

in attitude. Facilitating conditions is said to be the strongest cognitive factor, 

and comfort with change, described as "feeling ‘at ease’" (Hong et al. 2011, 

p. 246), is the strongest influencing factor. Habit, defined as "the extent to 

which using a particular IS has become automatic in response to certain 

situations" (Hong et al. 2011, p. 247), is the strongest behavioral variable in 

predicting behavioral intention to use. Significantly, different drivers are 

observed motivating the behavioral intention to continue using AIS and 

motivating the behavioral intention to continue use new features. An 

affective attitude attribute is mentioned to be the strongest predictor for 

behavioral intention to use overall. The model accounts for 51% and 43% of 

the variance in behavioral intention to continue using AIS and behavioral 

intention to use future features, respectively. 
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Another perspective is presented by Brown et al. (2010), who use an 

integrated model combining theories from collaboration research and 

UTAUT. In this paper, technology characteristics are described through social 

presence, immediacy, and concurrency (Brown et al. 2010, p. 19), individual 

and group characteristics are described through collaboration technology 

experience, computer self-efficacy, and familiarity with others (Brown et al. 

2010, p. 21), and task characteristics are distinguished by idea generation 

and decision-making tasks (Brown et al. 2010, p. 23). Situational 

characteristics that are described through co-worker and organizational 

environmental factors (Brown et al. 2010, p. 24) are supposed to predict or 

moderate the relationship to main factors performance expectancy, effort 

expectancy, social influence, and facilitating conditions from UTAUT. The 

model is supported through two different field studies. 

Venkatesh et al. (2012) include hedonic motivation, price value, and habit 

into UTAUT and tests the moderating factors’ influence on behavioral 

intention to use and technology use. The tested moderating factors are age, 

gender, and experience. A two-stage online survey of mobile Internet 

consumers is used to test the model. Hedonic motivation influence on 

behavioral intention to use is found to be moderated by age, gender, and 

experience while price value influence on behavioral intention to use is 

found to be moderated by age and gender only. Habit influence on 

behavioral intention to use and technology use is found to be moderated by 

all these three factors (Venkatesh et al. 2012, p. 174). Variance explained in 

this model is 74% for behavioral intention to use and 52% for technology use 

(Venkatesh et al. 2012, p. 172). 

2.2.2 Innovation Adoption Framework Adaptability 

Innovation adoption frameworks are used in different scenarios and use 

cases. While all of them have some innovation topics in common, most of 

them deal with different particular aspects. Due to its far distribution, its 

long existence, and approval in many studies, many innovation topics 
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related to information technology and software programs are measured in 

TAM (Hong & Tam 2006) (Premkumar & Bhattacherjee 2008). The UTAUT is 

a newer framework that is used in its original form or with individual 

enhancements in more specified use cases such as mobile internet 

(Venkatesh et al. 2012; Wang & Wang 2010), mobile commerce (Min et al. 

2008), agile information systems (Hong et al. 2011), and collaboration 

technologies (Brown et al. 2010). In the case of LBS, a large number of 

studies still deal with TAM or combinations with TAM (Dias & Beinat 2009; 

Peng et al. 2014; Xu & Gupta 2009; Xu, Gupta, et al. 2009; Zhu et al. 2014). 

These works include topics such as mobile real-time LBA (Peng et al. 2014), 

location-aware information in mobile systems (Dias & Beinat 2009), 

location-based recommendation agents (Zhu et al. 2014), and general LBS 

(Xu, Gupta, et al. 2009; Xu and Gupta 2009). Other studies that measure the 

innovation adoption of LBS may use a large aggregation of different 

frameworks and factors (Gerpott & Berg 2011) or a slightly extended UTAUT 

(Zhou 2012). Possible reasons for the preference of TAM in the case of LBS 

relate to its easy integration and the need to measure only two explanatory 

factors. 

The relevance of different moderating effects has been verified in several 

situations and adoption frameworks. Venkatesh et al. (2003) and Brown et 

al. (2010) reveal that the influence of performance expectancy on behavioral 

intention to use is stronger for men and younger people while Wang & Wang 

(2010) highlights that a significant relationship exists for men only in this 

case. Venkatesh et al. (2003) and Brown et al. (2010) also demonstrate that 

the influence of effort expectancy on behavioral intention to use is stronger 

for women, older people and those with little experience, while in Wang & 

Wang (2010), a stronger effect is found for women only. Finally, a stronger 

influence of social influence on behavioral intention to use is found again for 

women, older people and those with little experience (Brown et al. 2010; 

Venkatesh et al. 2003) while no gender differences are found in the other 

paper (Wang & Wang 2010). A stronger influence of facilitating condition on 

the usage behavior for older people and those with increasing experience is 
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also found (Venkatesh et al. 2003). Additional empirical support for the 

moderating factors age, gender, and experience is available in the original 

UTAUT (Venkatesh et al. 2012). Experience in the context of SMS advertising 

is also mentioned through the factor trialability, which is taken from the DOI 

(Muk 2007). It is shown that trialability is the strongest predictor of adopting 

SMS advertising in the case of American consumers. In a different work, 

demographic customer segments are built using gender and age attributes 

selected by retailers in order to send mobile advertising to these special 

target groups (De Reyck & Degraeve 2003). Based on the combination of 

messages and target segments, a complex broadcast schedule is developed 

in order to send different target groups relevant messages about products. 

2.2.3 Innovation Adoption Frameworks and LBS 

As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, the intention to adopt LBS has been tested 

by several frameworks (Dias & Beinat 2009; Gerpott & Berg 2011; Peng et al. 

2014; Zhou 2012). However, most studies do not incorporate factors 

relevant to LBS and in others only few are included such as in the case of 

integrating additional precursors for behavioral intention to use in the 

UTAUT (Zhou 2012). Relevant factors from LBS literature may be both 

object-related and behavioral-related. Some of these factors are listed 

below. 

The first three relevant object-based factors from LBS literature are relevant 

content; relevant context; and user-related information. Chen et al. (2009) 

mentions this differentiation in the area of personalized broadband mobile 

advertisement. In this context, relevant content is described as the message 

in mobile advertising in the form of promotion, price, and brand name. 

Relevant context is defined by the subscriber’s current situation through 

influences such as weather, location, time, user activity, and device type. 

Finally, user-related information is related to a subscriber’s background, 

preferences, interests, searching history, and virtual community. Another 

way to classify content is by distinguishing topical information and 
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comprehensive content (Kaasinen 2003). Topical information is closely 

related to relevant context through information that may change while the 

user is moving, and comprehensive content is similar to relevant content. 

User-related information is mentioned in the same paper in the context of 

personalization according to the user’s preferences. The importance of 

relevant content is also highlighted by comparing values of promotional and 

advertising message content in terms of perceived effectiveness in LBA (Unni 

& Harmon 2007). Relevant context is extended in the work of Malhotra & 

Malhotra (2009) where common context factors for LBS such as time and 

location are extended by consumers’ anticipated need, resulting in 

relevancy-based services. Relevant context plays also an important role in 

another work, where a broadcast scheduling system for mobile advertising 

deciding which ads to send to which customers at what time is developed 

(De Reyck & Degraeve 2003). User-related information is essential in the 

LBSN context, where user behaviors and profiles are used for targeted 

advertising and performance models (Li & Chen 2009) or for personalized 

friend and location recommendations (Zheng et al. 2010). Due to their 

importance in regard to information, the factors relevant content, relevant 

context, and user-related information are potential precursors for 

information quality. 

The next two relevant object-based factors from the LBS literature are 

display size and position accuracy. Limited user interfaces are noted as a 

serious challenge in mobile advertising usage (Bulander et al. 2005) and 

reflect the importance of large display size. Device specifications and small 

display sizes are also highlighted in map-based LBS (Gartner 2004). The size 

becomes especially relevant when the LBS overloads the user with 

unnecessary information that acts as noise hiding relevant information 

(Boulos 2003). Adjusting and formatting the content to different device 

types renders the development of LBS difficult. In the context of LBS tourist 

guides, many users intuitively attempt to pan and zoom in maps (Schmidt-

Belz et al. 2003) and the usage of these functions may be reduced in larger 

screens. The fast progress and recent development in the smartphone sector 
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reduces the display size problem in some regards, but it is still expected to 

have a relevant influence because of several different device types available 

on the market. The limitations of position technologies as in the case of the 

most commonly used GPS tracking, which has problems in proximity to high 

buildings (Drab & Binder 2005) and when used during fast movement 

(Benford et al. 2005), reveals the importance of a high position accuracy. In 

order to address these problems, several solutions have been developed for 

outside usage such as expanding this technology with AGPS (Drab & Binder 

2005) or replacing it with better situational solution as in RFID (Rashid, 

Bamford, et al. 2006). A list of different tracking technologies is presented in 

Rashid, Mullins, et al. (2006) describing basic positioning techniques and 

their extensions by explaining the usage of cellular level, GPS or implied 

location solutions. There is also a wide range of indoor tracking possibilities 

that use WiFi, Bluetooth or Ultrasonic signals. Benford et al. (2004) suggest 

another interesting approach using self-reporting as a useful fallback 

solution if other automated systems are unavailable. Due to their strong 

system-related aspects, the factors display size and position accuracy are 

potential precursors for system quality. 

The only behavioral factor from LBS literature is privacy concerns, which is 

defined as the "degree to which location-based services are considered to 

be intrusive on users’ privacy" (Barkhuus & Dey 2003, p. 709). Its behavioral 

precursor position for behavioral intention to use is demonstrated in several 

LBS-related innovation adoption frameworks (Gerpott & Berg 2011; Xu & 

Gupta 2009; Xu, Gupta, et al. 2009; Zhou 2012). A missing privacy protection, 

doubt regarding one’s own privacy and unsafe techniques, are often 

mentioned as reasons for not using LBS (Fritsch & Muntermann 2005). The 

aforementioned work also highlights users need for control and information 

about the positioning process. Location-tracking services that are based on 

other parties tracking the user’s location are found to generate more privacy 

concerns than position-aware services, in which only the device itself knows 

its position (Barkhuus & Dey 2003). This is logical because users are more 

concerned if entities are able to track their location. Xu, Teo, et al. (2009) 
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extends the privacy calculus in LBS, which is described as "individual’s 

privacy interests as an exchange where individuals disclose their personal 

information in return for certain benefits" (Xu, Teo, et al. 2009, p. 138). They 

measure three privacy intervention approaches: compensation; industry 

self-regulation; and government regulation. They demonstrate that the 

influence of these interventions on an individual’s privacy calculus varies 

significantly between pull and push services. Different influences of privacy 

concerns between pull and push LBA are also analyzed in another work 

where concerns are greater for push LBA, and privacy concerns are found to 

be generally high in LBA (Unni & Harmon 2007). In mobile advertising in 

general, privacy concerns are mentioned as a serious obstacle to progress 

(Bulander et al. 2005). 

Other framework factors such as social influence, performance expectancy, 

and effort expectancy from the UTAUT are also referred to LBS literature as 

relevant factors. Apart from the aforementioned factors that are only 

relevant in LBS context, the general factors social influence, performance 

expectancy, and effort expectancy are also of relevance in this context. 

These factors are behavioral such as privacy concerns in the UTAUT. 

Social influence is said to exert influence in a mandatory context only in the 

UTAUT framework (Venkatesh et al. 2003), but in several LBS papers dealing 

with voluntary situations, the relevance of this factor is highlighted 

(Cranshaw et al. 2010; Li and Chen 2009; Zheng et al. 2010). In the LBSN 

sector, the social component is the most important aspect because sharing 

one’s location with friends is a central element and the more friends 

participate in this activity the more relevant it becomes to the potential user. 

Social graphs are created based on friend lists in a social network in the work 

of Li & Chen (2009) in order to cluster them together with other attributes 

in specific groups and yield insights about them. Analyzing the social context 

of a geographic region and measuring co-location in order to predict and 

recommend friendships is another aspect (Cranshaw et al. 2010). Friend 

recommendation is also a central element in another work where 
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trajectories, users, and locations are analyzed in order to find relationships 

among these factors (Zheng et al. 2010). 

Performance expectancy in the LBS context also plays a central role in 

several studies. It is, for example, mentioned as perceived usefulness where 

participants must rate the usage of different LBS for mobile telephony 

(Barkhuus & Dey 2003). In Junglas & Watson (2008), location-tracking 

capabilities are rated with high perceived usefulness and users are 

convinced of location-aware services. The usefulness of wireless web service 

in general is analyzed in another work where location, time, and need are 

mentioned as relevant context factors (Malhotra & Malhotra 2009). Results 

reveal that perceived usefulness is correlated with consumers’ propensity to 

adopt these services. The added value of location-awareness in a mobile 

tourism service is also confirmed where user validations are analyzed and 

conclusions are drawn (Schmidt-Belz et al. 2003). A different study  

contrarily shows that perceived benefits and values from LBA are low, and it 

recommends convincing people of the benefits of these services (Unni & 

Harmon 2007). LBA are stated to be more effective when consumers request 

these services explicitly. 

The importance of effort expectancy in the LBS context is highlighted in 

Kaasinen (2003), who measures need for location-aware mobile services and 

notes that "services should be easy to find, and it should be easy to get an 

overview of the available services as well as their coverage, and services 

should be easy to take into use and use thereafter" (Kaasinen 2003, p. 78). 

Accessibility to information and overcoming handicaps in the usage of LBS is 

another important aspect in a study that presents a mobile museum service 

created especially for people with disabilities in vision, mobility, or hearing 

and parents (Waite et al. 2005). Location-tracking abilities are also stated to 

have a higher perceived ease of use compared to the control counterparts 

that only have wireless capability (Junglas & Watson 2008). Finally, in 

Malhotra & Malhotra (2009), perceived ease of use is mentioned as having 
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a correlation with users’ tendency to adopt wireless web services by 

stressing the focus on LBS.  

Many of the aforementioned frameworks only describe situations in an 

organizational context. The DOI, for example, provides its own factor for 

perceived voluntariness in order to measure the strength of the dependency 

in this context while the UTAUT uses it as a moderating factor and social 

influence only plays a role in a mandatory context (Venkatesh et al. 2003). 

However, in several LBS cases,  voluntary situations exist where no 

influences from organizations or other institutions affect the user decision 

(Dias & Beinat 2009; Gerpott & Berg 2011; Xu & Gupta 2009). Factors such 

as facilitating conditions and voluntariness of use from the UTAUT are not 

important here because of their strong organizational context. The 

definition of facilitating conditions focuses on the organizational and 

technical infrastructure while voluntariness of use is explained by its 

inherent definition. In a voluntary situation context, none of these factors 

are required. 

This chapter provided a general review of literature in LBS context. Five LBS 

sub-groups were derived based on these findings, namely location-based 

advertising, location-based games and education, location-based health 

services, location-based information and navigation services, and location-

based social networks. Every sub-group was explained in light of relevant 

topics and use cases.  Additionally, a review of common innovation adoption 

frameworks such as Technology Acceptance Model, Theory of Reasoned 

Action, Diffusion of Innovation Theory, Expectation Disconfirmation Model, 

User Satisfaction Research Stream, and Unified Theory of Acceptance and 

Use of Technology was presented. Factors found in innovation adoption 

frameworks as well as factors specific to the literature on LBS were verified 

in order to determine the important factors in the adoption process. 

Important factors from innovation adoption frameworks cover aspects such 

as social influence, performance expectancy, and effort expectancy, while 

LBS-related factors include relevant content, relevant context, user-related 
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information, display size, position accuracy, and privacy concerns. Relevance 

in the LBS context is shown for innovation adoption framework factors and 

factors from the LBS literature are classified into innovation adoption 

structures such as object-based information and system factors as well as 

behavioral-based factors. In the next chapter these dimensions are 

combined into a holistic framework. 
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3 LBS Adoption Framework 

This chapter is based on the findings of the literature review and brings the 

collected insights together. Mentioned factors from LBS and innovation 

adoption are incorporated into a novel framework. 

Based on the findings of the different frameworks and its expansions, a novel 

framework for location-based service (LBS) adoption is developed using the 

factors from LBS literature. This framework is aligned with a voluntary 

situation as described in Section 2.2.3, because no pressure from an outside 

institution is expected. The demonstrated model combines the User 

Satisfaction Research Stream (USRS) as a precursor of the Unified Theory of 

Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT), much like the combination of 

USRS and Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) in Wixom & Todd (2005). 

The factor behavioral intention to use is utilized in this framework, because 

it is a more generic term compared to the factor behavioral intention to 

adopt and represents the usage situation at every stage of the adoption 

process. Behavioral intention to adopt on the other hand is only important 

at the earlier stage of the adoption process. Behavioral intention to use 

covers the whole adoption process and is therefore not restricted to a 

specific aspect of the adoption process. 

3.1 Connection of the frameworks 

Information quality and system quality are defined as object-based beliefs 

in USRS and determine the user’s perceptions of quality. Information 

satisfaction and system satisfaction are defined as object-based attitudes in 

USRS and determine a user’s perceived satisfaction. Information satisfaction 

and system satisfaction have been found to explain perceived usefulness 

and perceived ease of use, respectively, in the work of Wixom & Todd (2005). 

For this reason, the satisfaction attributes are set as predictors of the UTAUT 

factors performance expectancy and effort expectancy. This relationship 
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connects the two different frameworks USRS and UTAUT with each other. 

Information quality and system quality are described as having a direct 

influence on information satisfaction and system satisfaction, respectively. 

It is also shown that system satisfaction has a significant influence on 

information satisfaction, which may be explained by the ability to obtain 

useful information better when the user is effectively able to interact with 

the system. Therefore, the hypotheses are similar to those in the combined 

USRS (Section 2.2.1.5) and TAM (Section 2.2.1.1):  

H1: Positive information and system satisfaction increase performance 

expectancy and effort expectancy, respectively. 

H2: Positive information and system quality increase information and 

system satisfaction, respectively. 

H3: Positive system satisfaction increases information satisfaction. 

 

Figure 8 – Hypotheses 1-3 of the LBS adoption framework 

Hypotheses 1-3 measure the relationship between the two frameworks 

USRS and UTAUT as mentioned above. They are necessary to quantify the 

strength of influences between URSR related factors and factors of the 

UTAUT that are intermediate variables in the LBS adoption framework. 

Significance is verified as well as if these precursors explain the whole 

variance of the subsequent factors. 

3.2 Factor integration from LBS literature 

The predicting variables for information quality are expected to be different 

for the LBS context as compared to those in the original USRS (Wixom & 
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Todd 2005). The following factors derived from LBS literature, relevant 

content, relevant context, and user-related information are expected to 

have a significant influence on information quality as described in Section 

2.2.3. Therefore, the following hypotheses are proposed: 

H4: High relevant content increases information quality. 

H5: High relevant context increases information quality. 

H6: High user-related information increases information quality. 

 

Figure 9 – Hypotheses 4-6 of the LBS adoption framework 

As in the case of information quality, predicting variables for system quality 

are expected to be different in the LBS context. The following factors derived 

from LBS literature, display size and position accuracy, are expected to have 

a significant influence on system quality as described in Section 2.2.3. Here 

the following hypotheses are derived: 

H7: Large display size increases system quality. 

H8: High position accuracy increases system quality.  
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Figure 10 – Hypotheses 7-8 of the LBS adoption framework 

Hypotheses 4-8 measure the influence of factors from LBS literature on 

information and system quality from USRS. They are necessary to verify if 

relevant content, relevant context and user-related information are valid 

predictors for information quality just like display size and position accuracy 

predict system quality. Verification will show if these factors explain the 

whole variance of the subsequent factors or if additional precursors are 

missing. 

3.3 Precursors of behavioral intention to use 

Similar to the UTAUT, social influence, performance expectancy, and effort 

expectancy are expected to explain behavioral intention to use. Moreover, 

the additional factor privacy concerns is expected to be a precursor for 

behavioral intention to use in the LBS context as well. Privacy concerns are 

cited as one specific aspect of facilitating conditions (Xu, Gupta, et al. 2009). 

While facilitating conditions are defined more broadly if "an organizational 

and technical infrastructure exists to support use of the system" (Venkatesh 

et al. 2003, p. 453), privacy concerns are more focused on "service providers’ 

information practices to prevent misuse of personal information" (Xu, Gupta, 

et al. 2009, p. 2). The relevance of all precursor factors social influence, 

performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and privacy concerns to LBS is 

demonstrated in Section 2.2.3. Therefore, the following hypotheses are 

established: 

H9: High social influence increases behavioral intention to use LBS.  

H10: High performance expectancy increases behavioral intention to use 
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LBS.  

H11: High effort expectancy increases behavioral intention to use LBS.  

H12: High privacy concerns decrease behavioral intention to use LBS. 

 

Figure 11 – Hypotheses 9-12 of the LBS adoption framework 

Hypotheses 9-12 measure the predicting factors of behavioral intention to 

use that are taken from the original UTAUT and LBS literature as mentioned 

above. They verify if social influence, performance expectancy, effort 

expectancy, and privacy concerns are significant factors to predict 

behavioral intention to use and if they explain its whole variance. 

3.4 Moderating influences 

The moderating effects are expected to be the same as in the original UTAUT. 

However, the results in literature differ in several regards, as shown in 

Section 2.2.2, and thus the moderating influence cannot be predicted with 

exact precision. In the case of social influence, effort expectancy, and privacy 

concerns, all moderation variables are expected to have an influence on the 

relationship between the precursors and behavioral intention to use. The 

same moderations are expected for performance expectancy except for the 

moderating factor experience. Therefore, the following hypotheses are 

proposed: 
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H13: Experience has a moderating influence on the relationship of social 

influence, effort expectancy, and privacy concerns on behavioral intention 

to use. 

H14: Gender has a moderating influence on the relationship of social 

influence, performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and privacy concerns 

on behavioral intention to use. 

H15: Age has a moderating influence on the relationship of social influence, 

performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and privacy concerns on 

behavioral intention to use. 

 

Figure 12 – Hypotheses 13-15 of the LBS adoption framework 

Hypotheses 13-15 measure the moderating effects of the relationship 

between behavioral intention to use and its predictors. Target groups are 

expected to focus on different factors that are verified in the mentioned 

hypotheses. Additionally, it is checked if some or any predictors become 

significant or not signification when looking on these target groups. 

3.5 General factor dependencies 

Influence of effort expectancy on performance expectancy is proven in the 

original TAM (Davis et al. 1989) and its modified iterations, e.g., (Wixom & 

Todd 2005). However, this path becomes insignificant when people learn 
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how to use the technology, so this relationship is more important for pre-

usage situations (Premkumar & Bhattacherjee 2008). Providing additional 

value is similar to system satisfaction on information satisfaction, and an 

easy-to-use LBS is expected to have more utility. Therefore the last 

hypothesis is: 

H16: Low effort expectancy increases performance expectancy. 

 

Figure 13 – Hypothesis 16 of the LBS adoption framework 

Finally, hypothesis 16 measures the influence between effort expectancy 

and performance expectancy that is mentioned in many adoption papers as 

mentioned above. Therefore, this relationship is also verified in this 

framework covering scenarios in the LBS context. 

3.6 Summarized framework 

All hypotheses are integrated into the final LBS adoption framework as 

displayed in Figure 14. The precursor factors relevant content, relevant 

context, and user-related information are expected to explain information 

quality. Information quality, on the other hand, is expected to predict 

information satisfaction, which again explains performance expectancy. The 

precursor factors display size and position accuracy are expected to explain 

system quality. System quality, however, is expected to predict system 

satisfaction, which again explains effort expectancy. The four factors social 

influence, performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and privacy concerns 

are expected to explain behavioral intention to use while these relations are 
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moderated by age, gender, and experience. Finally, system satisfaction is 

expected to have an influence on information satisfaction much like effort 

expectancy on performance expectancy. 

 

Figure 14 – LBS adoption framework 

This chapter brought insights of the last chapter together and combined 

factors from LBS and innovation adoption theory into a holistic approach. 

The newly introduced LBS adoption framework uses factors from the User 

Satisfaction Research Stream (USRS) as precursors of the factors from the 

Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT). Additionally, 

it integrates relevant factors from LBS literature as predictors of information 

quality, system quality, and behavioral intention to use. The LBS adoption 

framework covers several hypotheses that measures the connection 

between USRS and UTAUT, the integration of factors from LBS literature, 

general factor dependencies, the definition of relevant precursors of 

behavioral intention to use, and the influence of moderating variables. In 

the next chapter, different methodologies are presented in order to verify 

these hypotheses. 
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4 Methodology 

In order to test the location-based services (LBS) Adoption Framework and 

the established hypotheses, this chapter includes five sections: 4.1 Regional 

Focus and Research Area; 4.2 Meta-Analysis: Academic Research Analysis; 

4.3 Expert Interviews; 4.4 Written Survey; 4.5 Meta-Analysis: Framework 

Validation. They confirm whether the ideas and thoughts in this work are 

applicable for the innovation adoption process of LBS in practice. The core 

of this methodology will be applied in Germany, which will provide the 

regional focus of this study (Section 4.1). The first meta-analysis will validate 

development in academic literature based on four academic databases 

(Section 4.2) and the expert interviews will provide more insights from a 

broad view of experts in this industry by covering the current situation, 

problems, and trends of LBS in Germany (Section 4.3). The written survey 

will empirically test the LBS adoption framework by asking a broad set of 

users in Germany about different aspects of the model in the specific case 

of the LBS Google+ Local (Section 4.4). The second meta-analysis will validate 

the relationship results in the framework by comparing insights from other 

studies (Section 4.5). Expert interviews and the first meta-analysis together 

provide general insights into LBS adoption and LBS development while the 

written survey and the second meta-analysis test the LBS adoption 

framework directly. The LBS adoption framework is analyzed in a free 

decision environment. Factors in this model are checked for their 

appropriateness to measure innovation adoption of LBS. Relevant target 

groups are differentiated by the moderating factors experience and the 

demographic aspects age and gender in order to analyze differences 

between a range of potential adopters. 

4.1 Regional Focus and Research Area 

Some methodologies relate to a specific regional area. While the written 

survey is focused on smartphone users in Germany, the expert interviews 

focus on German LBS experts only. Germany is an industrialized country with 

a high potential for LBS and a growing availability of services (Goldhammer 
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2014). By choosing Germany, the author, smartphone users, and experts can 

use their native language in order to avoid misinterpretation and translation 

mistakes. Furthermore, no detailed research in the domain of LBS is 

available for Germany, and results from this thesis can be compared with 

those from other countries. As described in Section 2.1, Germany has low 

smartphone penetration compared to other countries such as Singapore or 

Australia, but on a global level the distribution is still high (Google 2012). In 

order to use LBS in an effective way, a GPS and an internet connection is 

needed, and these can be found in nearly every smartphone. Therefore, only 

those potential adopters who own a smartphone are observed in the written 

survey. 

4.2 Meta-Analysis: Academic Research Analysis 

Research topics in LBS have changed over time as already shown in Chapter 

2. However, different subjects such as privacy risks, positioning tracking, and 

infrastructure-related issues remain important. A closer look at the 

academic literature provides not only a historic picture of topics in LBS, but 

it also displays the development of some crucial issues with regard to this 

thesis. Therefore, this meta-analysis searches for different LBS topics in 

academic databases (ScienceDirect, SpringerLink, IEEE, EBSCOhost) in order 

to find historical structures and other insights. 

4.3 Expert Interviews 

Expert interviews are a promising way to receive real life qualitative expert 

data in order to evaluate the framework. Experts from Germany in industry 

and the academic world that develop or deal with LBS were asked about 

trends, generals problems, and aspects for the distribution and adoption of 

LBS in Germany. This technique is used rather rarely in this research context, 

but insights from those experts help understanding basic aspects in the 

adoption process. High willingness to participate, controllable conversation 

procedure, and low risk for misinterpretations are advantages for this kind 

of method while rather high costs, long execution times, and interviewer 
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bias are disadvantages (Kornmeier 2007). Experts include people from 

industry, research or institutes as well as app developers that deal with LBS 

or who are strongly related to this discipline. Topics in these expert 

interviews focus on the main issues in LBS adoption context. Those include 

relevant content, relevant context, user related profiles, display size, 

position accuracy, privacy, relative advantage, ease of use, and social 

influence. Additionally, general questions are asked about current adoption 

situation, problems, major aspects, cultural differences and trends in LBS 

adoption in Germany. Those general questions provide free answer 

possibilities where participants are able to reply to in any way. They are 

asked before the other ones in order to reduce influencing bias of the other 

questions and to receive own opinions in a better way. All questions issues 

are described in detail. 

The current LBS adoption situation has already been described in Section 

2.1.1 where several important sub-areas in LBS were presented: location-

based advertising (LBA); location-based games & education; location-based 

health services; location-based information & navigation services; and 

location-based social networks (LBSN). Several problems in the LBS context 

have also already been mentioned. One of the most serious aspects of LBS 

is the protection of data and privacy (Fritsch & Muntermann 2005; Junglas 

& Watson 2008; Kaasinen 2003). Often people are not aware why and what 

kind of information about them is being tracked. Therefore, high 

transparency and a visible option to turn off the tracking is important. 

Additional problems in the LBS context include costs (Kölmel 2003), 

differences in pay motivation and between offers and customer wishes 

(Fritsch & Muntermann 2005) as well as restricted usability (Kölmel 2003). 

Possible opportunities are also mentioned in Chapter 2 through improved 

and widespread infrastructure that provide a chance to push the distribution 

of LBS. While low transmission rates, bad or incorrect positioning, high costs 

for data transfer, and inappropriate hardware are critical issues in former 

times, the situation continues to improve. The increasing mobile share of 
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web traffic (Pingdom 2012) and mobile-connected devices (Cisco 2012) 

especially promise to improve possibilities for LBS. Positioning techniques 

like GPS, Assisted GPS, WLAN triangulation, or RFID provide a robust set of 

tracking technologies for different scenarios like in the case of location-

based health services. The introduction of mobile apps brought also 

advantages to LBS. Determinants for the success of LBS are mentioned as 

efficiency gains and attitudinal perceptions (Junglas & Watson 2008) as well 

as individual adjustment to personal needs (Kölmel 2003). 

Trends in LBS context include, for example, the chance to provide 

personalized offers in LBA (De Reyck & Degraeve 2003; Chen et al. 2009). 

Location-based health services assist people with special needs such as 

elderly and ill people as well as the disabled (Boulos et al. 2009; Helal et al. 

2003; Waite et al. 2005). In LBSN, predictions and recommendations of 

location and friendships (Cranshaw et al. 2010; Zheng et al. 2010) and share 

of location information with friends (Currie 2011; Zheng et al. 2010) are 

common. In location-based games and education services, collaboration 

plays an important role (Benford et al. 2005; Drab & Binder 2005; Huizenga 

et al. 2009; Rashid, Bamford, et al. 2006). 

One closed question is asked to every relevant factor in the LBS adoption 

framework (Chapter 3): relevant content; relevant context; user related 

profiles; display size; position accuracy; privacy concerns; performance 

expectancy; effort expectancy; and social influence. Question items are all 

structured in the same way, i.e., "[Factor] is an important issue in the 

adoption of LBS in Germany" and are measured using a 7-point Likert scale 

ranging from 1 "Not Agree" to 7 "Agree". 

Additionally, country differences in the adoption and acceptance of LBS are 

asked of the experts. Differences in infrastructure are mentioned in several 

publications in Chapter 2 (Google 2012; Pingdom 2012) and are supposed to 

have a strong influence. Smartphone penetration is a basic requirement in 

order to use most of LBS, and distribution of smartphones varies by country. 
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It is also shown that GPS penetration in Europe is lower than in North 

America or Japan and that data-sensitive concerns prevent growth of LBS in 

Germany more than in other countries (Goldhammer et al. 2013). 

In order to motivate participation, an incentive is given to receive final 

aggregated results of the expert interview analysis. Due to the focus on LBS 

experts in this area, insights into current topics are quite important to them. 

Email addresses are collected and stored independently from the other 

questionnaire items and only used for distribution of the aggregated results. 

Data is at no point validated on single participants and only evaluated in an 

aggregated form. The summarized questionnaire is available in the Appendix. 

The German version of this questionnaire can also be found there. 

Translation was reviewed and smaller notes for some formulation issues 

were made and included in the final version. 

Contact addresses of potential expert participants were searched on the 

internet by exploring relevant webpages of scientists, app developers, and 

firms that deal with LBS. Email addresses of possible participants were 

extracted from these webpages. This selection method was not random, 

because the goal was to find specific LBS experts and therefore selection bias 

could occur. These people were contacted by email with the questionnaire 

attached and asked to participate. The timeframe to respond was one 

month and the expert interviews were carried out within three months after 

contact. Follow-up emails were only sent to participants who agreed to 

participate and who had not responded to an interview inquiry for more 

than two weeks. All interviews were conducted over telephone. 

4.4 Written Survey 

The written survey provides a robust test of the LBS adoption framework 

empirically by looking at people who own smartphones, because this is the 

potential target group for LBS. Different device types and mobile contracts 

give a variety of experiences regarding display size and tracking technologies 
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used. This method is executed by using an online questionnaire with 7-point 

Likert scale questions and other question types that are answered by 

arbitrary selected participants. Using a written survey is quite common. Fast 

feedback, long reflection times for users, easy organization, no interviewer 

bias, and low costs are advantages of this technique while low participation 

in long questionnaires, no spontaneous answer possibilities, no control who 

answers questionnaires, rather low response rates, and no overall 

representation due to online community focus are disadvantages 

(Kornmeier 2007). 

Questionnaires are developed based on the hypotheses in this framework. 

Questions of established factors are reused from known literature and new 

questions are created where required. Used items of the questions are 

described below. These item questions have already been proven regarding 

convergent and discriminant validity. Measuring items include average 

variance extracted (AVE), which needs to be higher than the threshold of 0.6 

(Fornell & Larcker 1981a); internal consistency reliabilities (ICR), which are 

also known as composite reliability and which need to be above 0.7 (Fornell 

& Larcker 1981b); Cronbach’s alpha values, which need to be higher than 0.7 

(Nunnally 1978); and correlation sizes, which can range between -1.0 and 

+1.0 and which describe the strength of relationship of factors. 

Question items for the original direct influencing factors performance 

expectancy (PE), effort expectancy (EE), and social influence (SI) on 

behavioral intention to use in the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of 

Technology (UTAUT) are reused from papers in that context (Venkatesh et 

al. 2003, 2012; Zhou 2012). In this questionnaire, the following question 

items are included: PE1; PE2; PE3; EE1; EE2; EE3; SI1; SI2; and SI3. The 

original framework is presented in Venkatesh et al. (2003) and expanded in 

Venkatesh et al. (2012) by adding additional variables into the framework. 

Zhou (2012), on the other hand, adapts the factor items from this framework 

to the adaption scenario of LBS. Validity is demonstrated in all works where 

item loadings vary between 0.79 and 0.94 (Venkatesh et al. 2003), between 
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0.75 and 0.87 (Venkatesh et al. 2012), and between 0.69 and 0.87 (Zhou 

2012) for all factors, performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and social 

influence. The AVE exceeds 0.6 in all papers and square roots of AVE are 

higher than correlation coefficients with other factors. ICR's are greater than 

0.7 in Venkatesh et al. (2003) and Venkatesh et al. (2012) and Cronbach’s 

alpha values exceed 0.7 in Zhou (2012). Because of that, convergent and 

discriminant validities are proven in these papers. 

The first item question for the factor performance expectancy, "I would find 

the system useful in my job" (Venkatesh et al. 2003), is similar to "I find 

mobile Internet useful in my daily life" (Venkatesh et al. 2012) and "I find 

that LBS are useful" (Zhou 2012). The second item question, "Using the 

system increases my productivity" (Venkatesh et al. 2003), likewise matches 

"Using mobile Internet increases my productivity" (Venkatesh et al. 2012) 

and "Using LBS increases my living and working productivity" (Zhou 2012). 

Finally, the third question, "Using the system enables me to accomplish tasks 

more quickly" (Venkatesh et al. 2003), is similar to "Using mobile Internet 

helps me accomplish things more quickly" (Venkatesh et al. 2012) and "Using 

LBS improves my living and working efficiency" (Zhou 2012). Item factors are 

taken from Zhou (2012), because his research context also covers LBS. 

Factors are only adapted to the non-working situation in this study. Resulting 

question items for performance expectancy are: 

PE1. I find the LBS is useful. 

PE2. Using the LBS increases my productivity.  

PE3. Using the LBS improves my efficiency. 

 

The first question items for effort expectancy are "I would find the system 

easy to use" (Venkatesh et al. 2003), "I find mobile Internet easy to use" 

(Venkatesh et al. 2012), and "I find that LBS are easy to use" (Zhou 2012). 

The second question items are "Learning to operate the system is easy for 

me" (Venkatesh et al. 2003), "Learning how to use mobile Internet is easy 

for me" (Venkatesh et al. 2012), and "Learning to use LBS is easy for me" 
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(Zhou 2012). The third items are "It would be easy for me to become skillful 

at using the system" (Venkatesh et al. 2003), "It is easy for me to become 

skillful at using mobile Internet" (Venkatesh et al. 2012), and "Skillfully using 

LBS is easy for me" (Zhou 2012). All items are taken again from Zhou (2012). 

Resulting question items for effort expectancy are: 

EE1. I find the LBS is easy to use. 

EE2. Learning to use the LBS is easy for me. 

EE3. Skillfully using the LBS is easy for me. 

 

The first question items for social influence are "People who influence my 

behavior think that I should use the system" (Venkatesh et al. 2003), "People 

who influence my behavior think that I should use mobile Internet" 

(Venkatesh et al. 2012), and "People who influence my behavior think that I 

should use LBS" (Zhou 2012). The second question items consist of "People 

who are important to me think that I should use the system" (Venkatesh et 

al. 2003), "People who are important to me think that I should use mobile 

Internet" (Venkatesh et al. 2012), and "People who are important to me 

think that I should use LBS" (Zhou 2012). Two additional question items in 

Venkatesh et al. (2003) are related to an organizational context situation and 

for that reason omitted. One further question in Venkatesh et al. (2012) uses 

the neutral formulation "People whose opinions that I value prefer that I use 

mobile Internet" and is included in an adapted form together with the items 

from Zhou (2012) in this study. Resulting question items for social influence 

are: 

SI1.  People who influence my behavior think that I should use the LBS. 

SI2.  People who are important to me think that I should use the LBS. 

SI3.  People whose opinions that I value prefer that I use the LBS. 

 

Question items for privacy concerns (PCO) are derived from relevant papers 

in LBS and LBA (Unni and Harmon 2007; Xu and Gupta 2009; Zhou 2012). In 

this questionnaire, the following question items are included: PCO1; PCO2; 
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PCO3; and PCO4. Different components for privacy concerns are presented 

in Xu & Gupta (2009) that cover collection, unauthorized access, errors, and 

secondary use of location information. Collection is defined as "the concern 

that extensive amounts of personally identifiable data are being collected 

and stored in databases" (Xu & Gupta 2009, p. 138), unauthorized access is 

defined as "the concern that data about individuals are readily available to 

people not duly authorized to view or work with data" (Xu & Gupta 2009, p. 

138), errors are defined as "the concern that protections against deliberate 

and accidental errors in personal data are inadequate" (Xu & Gupta 2009, p. 

138), and secondary use is defined as "the concern that information is 

collected from individuals for one purpose but is used for another secondary 

purposes without consent" (Xu & Gupta 2009, p. 138). While Xu & Gupta 

(2009) and Xu, Gupta, et al. (2009) cover all of the aforementioned aspects 

of privacy concerns, Unni & Harmon (2007) and Zhou (2012) use question 

items only for privacy concerns components collection and secondary use as 

well as unauthorized access and secondary use, respectively. Differentiation 

between push and pull services is essential in virtually all papers where 

privacy concerns are found to be "significantly greater for push than pull 

LBA" (Unni & Harmon 2007, p. 35) and that "privacy concerns was negatively 

related to behavioral intention only for push-based LBS" (Xu, Gupta, et al. 

2009, p. 6). In Xu & Gupta (2009), the factor privacy concerns is measured 

with three question items for every single component while Xu, Gupta, et al. 

(2009) use only one question item for every component to summarize 

privacy concerns. Due to the easy measurement option, question items of 

Xu, Gupta, et al. (2009) are used in this study for privacy concerns. 

Convergent and discriminant validity are proven in this paper as well. Item 

loadings vary between 0.82 and 0.94 for privacy concerns and exceed 

therefore 0.7. AVE is higher than 0.6 and square roots of AVE are higher than 

correlation coefficients with other factors. Cronbach Alpha values for privacy 

concerns are higher than 0.85 and therefore greater than the criterion of 0.7 

(Nunnally 1978). Due to their suitability, all question items for privacy 

concerns are used in the same way as described in Xu, Gupta, et al. (2009): 
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PCO1.  Service providers are collecting too much information about me. 

PCO2.  Service providers may not take measures to prevent 

unauthorized access to my location information. 

PCO3.  Service providers may keep my location information in a non-

accurate manner in their database. 

PCO4.  Service providers may share my location information with other 

companies without notifying me or getting my authorization. 

 

Question items for behavioral intention to use (BI) are available in several 

papers (Venkatesh et al. 2003; Xu and Gupta 2009) and derived in this thesis 

as well: BI1; BI2; and BI3. Based on the original paper of Davis et al. (1989), 

questions regarding behavioral intention to use are derived in Venkatesh et 

al. (2003) for the UTAUT framework. Adapted question items are also reused 

in Xu, Gupta, et al. (2009) and Xu & Gupta (2009) with a LBS focus. Compared 

to the general UTAUT paper where the focus lies on general adoption of 

information technology systems, those with a LBS focus measure the 

adaption intention in the subsequent six months. Reasons for this period are 

not explained. Convergent and discriminant validity for similar question 

items of behavioral intention to use are demonstrated in all papers. Item 

loadings vary between 0.82 and 0.88 (Xu, Gupta, et al. 2009), between 0.80 

and 0.90 (Xu & Gupta 2009), and between 0.90 and 0.92 (Venkatesh et al. 

2003) for the factor behavioral intention to use. AVE's exceed 0.6 in all works 

and square roots of AVE are higher than correlation coefficients with other 

factors. ICR's are greater than 0.70 in Venkatesh et al. (2003) and Cronbach’s 

alpha values exceed 0.7 in Xu, Gupta, et al. (2009) and Xu & Gupta (2009). 

Resulting question items for behavioral intention to use are: 

BI1.  I intend to use the LBS in the next 6 months. 

BI2.  I predict I would use the LBS in the next 6 months. 

BI3.  I plan to use the LBS in the next 6 months. 

 

The aforementioned question items: PE1; PE2; PE3; EE1; EE2; EE3; SI1; SI2; 

SI3; PCO1; PCO2; PCO3; and PCO4 measure the precursor factors of 
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behavioral intention to use: performance expectancy; effort expectancy; 

social influence; and privacy concerns. The question items BI1; BI2; and BI3 

measure the factor behavioral intention to use. These relations are displayed 

in Figure 15: 

 

Figure 15 – Question Items for the factors: Performance expectancy; effort expectancy; social 
influence; privacy concerns; and behavioral intention to use 

Information regarding the moderating factors age (AGE) and gender (GDE) 

are collected homogeneously across different papers while experience (EXP) 

is measured in different ways. Question items cover GDE1; AGE1; and EXP1. 

Gender is coded as a 0 or 1 dummy variable and age is a continuous variable 

in years in Venkatesh et al. (2003) as well as in Venkatesh et al. (2012). In 

Brown et al. (2010), both factors are just described to be measured using 

single items, but no further definition is available. Experience is 

operationalized in Venkatesh et al. (2003) by measuring it during different 

points of time where user experience increases at each step. The variable is 

coded using ordinal values 0, 1, and 2 for the points of time T1, T2, and T3, 

respectively. Another possibility is demonstrated in Venkatesh et al. (2012) 

where experience with the system is measured in months. Brown et al. (2010) 

create their own scales for the factor that is examined for validity. Question 

items are all designed in a way such as "My experience with 

audioconferencing is: None at all . . . Very extensive". ICR is greater than 0.70, 

AVE greater than 0.6 and square roots of AVE are higher than correlation 
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coefficients with other factors for all constructs in this work. Question items 

for the moderating factors are adapted to the LBS context in this study. 

Gender is measured as a binary variable, age as a continues variable in years, 

and experience by asking questions in a similar manner to that employed in 

Brown et al. (2010) using a Likert scale. Resulting question items for age, 

gender, and experience are: 

GDE1.  I am [male/female]. 

AGE1.  I am currently [current age] years old. 

EXP1.  I am experienced in using the LBS. 

Information quality (IFQ) and information satisfaction (IFS) as well as system 

quality (SYQ) and system satisfaction (SYS) are analyzed in combination with 

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) in Wixom & Todd (2005). Derived 

question items used here are IFQ1; IFQ2; IFQ3; SYQ1; SYQ2; SYQ3; IFS1; IFS2; 

SYS1; and SYS2. The same study approach with a combined UTAUT is 

developed in Min et al. (2008), but they offer no empirical validation. 

Satisfaction in general is measured in the context of agile information 

systems in the paper of Hong et al. (2011) and in the context of IT usage in 

the paper of Premkumar & Bhattacherjee (2008). Validity of the 

measurement items are proven with an empirical validation. Item loadings 

for satisfaction factors range between 0.84 and 0.93 (Hong et al. 2011), 

between 0.90 and 0.95 (Premkumar & Bhattacherjee 2008), and between 

0.96 and 0.97 (Wixom & Todd 2005). Item loadings for quality factors are 

between 0.90 and 0.95 (Wixom & Todd 2005). AVEs exceed 0.6 in all works 

and square roots of AVE are higher than correlation coefficients with other 

factors. Cronbach’s alpha values are greater than the minimum 0.70 norm 

(Nunnally 1978). Measurement of the general factor satisfaction is carried 

out by asking the question "What is your overall satisfaction with the 

upgrades of the system?" and providing scales between dissatisfied/satisfied, 

unpleasant/pleasant, and frustrated/contented in Hong et al. (2011). The 

same factor is measured by using the sentence "I am _ with my use of CBT" 

and providing scales to fill between displeased/pleased, 
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frustrated/contented, terrible/delighted as well as dissatisfied/satisfied in 

Premkumar & Bhattacherjee (2008). On the other hand, item questions are 

developed for all factors, information quality, information satisfaction, 

system quality, and system satisfaction in Wixom & Todd (2005). Due to a 

close fit to the general satisfaction questions and a more granular separation 

of the question items, questions from Wixom & Todd (2005) are used in an 

adapted form for this study. Resulting question items for information quality 

and information satisfaction as well as system quality and system 

satisfaction are: 

IFQ1. Overall, I would give the information from the LBS high marks. 

IFQ2. Overall, I would give the information provided by the LBS a high 

rating in terms of quality. 

IFQ3. In general, the LBS provides me with high-quality information. 

 

SYQ1. In terms of system quality, I would rate the LBS highly. 

SYQ2. Overall, the LBS is of high quality. 

SYQ3. Overall, I would give the quality of the LBS a high rating. 

 

IFS1. Overall, the information I get from the LBS is very satisfying. 

IFS2. I am very satisfied with the information I receive from the LBS. 

 

SYS1. All things considered, I am very satisfied with this LBS. 

SYS2. Overall, my interaction with this LBS is very satisfying. 

The aforementioned question items IFQ1; IFQ2; IFQ3; SYQ1; SYQ2; SYQ3; 

IFS1; IFS2; SYS1; and SYS2 measure the factors: information quality; system 

quality; information satisfaction; and system satisfaction. These relations 

are displayed in Figure 16: 
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Figure 16 – Question Items for the factors: information quality; system quality; information 
satisfaction; and system satisfaction 

Item questions for the precursory factors of information quality, namely 

relevant content (RCN), relevant context (RCX), and user-related information 

(URI) are often combined in several ways. In this questionnaire, the following 

question items are included: RCX1; RCX2; RCX3; RCN1; RCN2; RCN3; URI1; 

URI2; and URI3. While Xu, Teo, et al. (2009) use the attribute perceived 

benefits of information disclosure in the context of locatability in order to 

summarize relevant content- and relevant context-related information, the 

same attribute is related to the factor user-related information in the 

context of personalization. Relevant aspects are also published in Malhotra 

& Malhotra (2009) where relevant context is divided into location, time, and 

need. Chen et al. (2009) divide relevant context into weather, user activity, 

location, time, and device type. Relevant content is broken down to 

promotion, price, and brand name and finally user-related information is 

defined by background information, preference, interests, search history, 

and virtual community. Question items mentioned in the work of Xu, Teo, et 

al. (2009) are used in this study due to the comprehensive amount of 

different question types and validation of them. Convergent and 

discriminant validity of the measurement items are proven in this work. Item 

loadings for the relevant factors range between 0.82 and 0.89, AVEs exceed 

0.6 and square roots of AVE are higher than correlation coefficients with 

other factors. Cronbach’s alpha values are greater than 0.70. In order to 

achieve a more specific distinction between relevant content and relevant 

context, question items are separated and modified. Items for user-related 

information are adjusted to match user-related aspects. Ideas from 

Malhotra & Malhotra (2009) and Chen et al. (2009) are added to this 
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approach in order to cover a broader set of elements. Resulting question 

items for relevant content, relevant context, and user-related information 

are: 

RCX1. With the LBS, I am able to access information at the right place. 

RCX2. With the LBS, I am able to access information at the right time. 

RCX3. With the LBS, I am able to access information when I need it. 

 

RCN1. With the LBS, I am able to access up to date information. 

RCN2. With the LBS, I am able to access relevant information. 

RCN3. With the LBS, I am able to access beneficial information. 

 

URI1. The LBS can provide me with information tailored to my personal 

interests. 

URI2. The LBS can provide me with information tailored to my 

preferences. 

URI3. The LBS can provide me with information tailored to my usage 

history. 

The aforementioned question items RCX1; RCX2; RCX3; RCN1; RCN2; RCN3; 

URI1; URI2; and URI3 measure the factors relevant context; relevant content; 

and user-related information. These relations are displayed in Figure 17: 

 

Figure 17 – Question Items for the factors: relevant context; relevant content; and user-related 
information 
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Display size (DSI) and position accuracy (PAC) are also found to be important 

aspects in LBS. Derived question items for both factors are DSI1; DSI2; DSI3; 

PAC1; PAC2; and PAC3. Few studies asked participants about their perceived 

opinions on this issue. While measuring absolute positions or the size of 

screens is reasonable to determine technical aspects, actual experience with 

the LBS is more important. A small smartphone screen can be perceived as 

being too small or sufficiently large by two different persons, and a variation 

of 100 meters to the target location can be perceived as very accurate or not 

accurate at all. Question items for display size and position accuracy are 

therefore very rare. The effectiveness of summaries in different screen sizes 

are asked in Sweeney & Crestani (2006) where proof of validity is not 

highlighted at all. Additionally, those questions are specific to the context of 

summaries in order to reuse them in this framework. In Möller et al. (2012), 

position accuracy is measured by using three rating sentences "The system 

seemed to know well my location", "The system seemed to know well my 

orientation", and "I perceived the navigation instructions as correct". Again, 

no test for validity is demonstrated. No further question items are found 

except for those mentioned above. For that reason, items for display size are 

newly introduced and those for position accuracy are adapted from existing 

questions. Resulting question items for display size and position accuracy are: 

DSI1. The display size of my device is big enough to use the LBS 

effectively. 

DSI2. The display size is big enough to see all required information 

when using the LBS. 

DSI3. The LBS can be handled effectively based on the display size of 

my device. 

 

PAC1. The LBS seems to display my position accurately. 

PAC2. My current position is updated correctly by the LBS. 

PAC3. My position is tracked by the LBS exactly. 
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The aforementioned question items DSI1; DSI2; DSI3; PAC1; PAC2; and PAC3 

measure the factors display size and position accuracy. These relations are 

displayed in Figure 18: 

 

Figure 18 – Question Items for the factors: display size and position accuracy 

In order to validate the framework and its possible relevant factors for LBS 

adoption, a suitable popular service in Germany is necessary. Finding such a 

service is complicated, because Germany has only begun developing in this 

area recently and smartphone as well as mobile web traffic distribution is 

still lower than in other important industrial countries as discussed 

previously. However, people in Germany already use some aspects of LBS in 

their daily activities without knowing it. In many cases it is simply special 

local information based on the current IP address or GPS information. The 

LBS Google+ Local is used as target service in this survey. Due to the 

relatively new extension of mobile search results of Google, people may not 

be aware what kind of service they actually see and use. In order to reduce 

misinterpretations in this questionnaire (Appendix), Google+ Local and its 

occurrences are briefly explained to the users before the interview starts. A 

short text summarizes main attributes of this service, and then the regular 

questions are asked in the context of Google+ Local. 

In order to validate popularity of LBS in Germany, additional questions are 

asked in order to determine which LBS are known and which are used at all. 

High potential LBS like Google+ Local, Foursquare, Qype, and Facebook 

Places are mentioned and participants are asked if they know these services 

and if they have ever used them. It is expected that widely known services 

such as Google and Facebook have a positive influence on the usage of its 
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integrated LBS features. To motivate the people to participate in this 

questionnaire, an incentive is given. On three occasions 20€ coupons from 

Amazon are randomly drawn and sent to people who participate. For that 

reason, people have the option of inserting their email address at the end of 

the questionnaire in order to take part in this lottery and to be contacted if 

they win. Email addresses are collected and stored independently from the 

other questionnaire items and only used for the lottery to select the winners. 

Data is at no point validated on single participants and only evaluated in an 

aggregated form. The summarized questionnaire is available in the Appendix. 

The German version of this questionnaire can also be found there. The 

translation was reviewed and smaller notes for some formulation issues 

were made that are integrated in the final version. 

4.5 Meta-Analysis: Framework Validation 

The second meta-analysis is based on an extensive literature review and is 

an established method to additionally verify hypotheses in the LBS adoption 

framework (Chapter 3). In the context of this research, the available and 

identified body of literature from the first meta-analysis will be used 

together with other studies of innovation adoption theory. These studies are 

taken from five important databases: ScienceDirect; SpringerLink; IEEE; 

EBSCOhost; and Google Scholar. They will be evaluated with regard to 

parameters and findings relevant for innovation adoption in the context of 

LBS. Criteria for the comparison of these studies is proper fit with the 

hypotheses in this thesis in order to derive similarities and differences of the 

insights gleaned. 

Due to the novelty of the discipline of LBS adoption theory, only a small set 

of academic papers exists on this issue. Several papers have explored the 

relationship between the precursors of behavioral intention to use LBS (Unni 

and Harmon 2007; Yun et al. 2013; Zhou 2012), but no paper deals with the 

quality and satisfaction part of the established LBS adoption framework. For 

this reason, only hypotheses of the framework between 9 and 16 can be 
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validated in the meta-analysis measuring the influences of social influence, 

performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and privacy concerns on 

behavioral intention to use together with their moderating factors and the 

relationship between effort expectancy and performance expectancy. Each 

hypothesis will be verified by comparing agreements and discrepancies 

among the studies and synthesizing different insights together. Based on the 

number of relevant papers, a broader picture will be drawn for the 

hypotheses. 

This chapter presented different methodologies to verify hypotheses of the 

LBS adoption framework from chapter 3. At first, a meta-analysis shows the 

chronological development process of relevant factors in the LBS related 

literature. Expert interviews provide insights from experts about the current 

situation, problems, and trends in LBS context. A written survey verifies the 

hypotheses empirically by asking users of LBS about factors in the LBS 

adoption framework. Finally, another meta-analysis validates the 

hypotheses in this framework by comparing results from similar researches. 

Results for each of these methods are described in the following chapter.  
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5 Results 

This chapter includes four sections: 5.1 Meta-Analysis: Academic Research 

Analysis; 5.2 Expert Interviews; 5.3 Written Survey; 5.4 Meta-Analysis: 

Framework Validation. Section 5.1 presents the results of the academic 

research showing development of LBS topics over time. Section 5.2 

demonstrates the results of the expert interviews providing insights about 

current adoption situation in Germany. Section 5.3 analyzes the results of 

the written survey by testing the hypotheses of the LBS adoption framework. 

Section 5.4 highlights results of the framework validation by comparing 

results of other studies. 

5.1 Meta-Analysis: Academic Research Analysis 

Four important academic databases were analyzed for papers related to this 

area: ScienceDirect; SpringerLink; IEEE; and EBSCOhost. The keyword used 

for all database queries was "Location Based Services" and only papers with 

the content type "Journal" were selected. Query execution and paper 

collection was done on 07/21/2011 with results available in the following 

table. 

Database Source Amount of Journal Papers 

ScienceDirect 737 

SpringerLink 527 

IEEE 85 

EBSCOhost 102 

Total 1,451 

Table 2 – Database sources and their amount of published journal papers dealing with LBS 

Most journal papers related to location-based services (LBS) were found in 

ScienceDirect with 737 entries. SpringerLink follows in second place with 527 

LBS papers. IEEE and EBSCOhost found the fewest papers with 85 and 102, 

respectively. The earliest journal paper dealing with LBS found using this 

search string was published in ScienceDirect in 1994. Most papers were, 
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however, published after the year 2000. Only 7 papers (0.5%) were 

published before this date. 

 

Figure 19 – Date distribution of journal papers dealing with LBS in percent per database 

Across all of the academic databases, the number of LBS related papers 

continues to increase. This indicates that LBS have been and still are of 

academic interest, which has resulted in a significant annual increasing rate. 

All four databases show average annual increases of between 30% and 49%. 

In ScienceDirect the number of LBS-related journal papers increased every 

year with exceptions in 2007 and 2009. The situation is slightly different for 

SpringerLink, where the number of papers decreased from 2007 to 2008, 

with other gaps in 2005 and 2010. The general trend, however, shows an 

increasing number of published papers in SpringerLink. IEEE had a steady 

increase of relevant papers with only one exception in 2008. The increase in 

the number of LBS related journal papers for EBSCOhost had gaps during 

2002, 2005, and 2007. The other years demonstrate upward trends as well. 

In looking at the average distribution of all journal papers published in the 

LBS context, a steady increasing curve becomes apparent with only two 

smaller gaps in 2005 and 2007. The gap in 2005 is noteworthy as the 

decrease from 2004 is rather low and the increase to 2006 is the highest in 

the observed period. In general, 2006 provided a peak of papers as in 2007 

another small decrease occurred. In 2006, papers related to infrastructure 

and processing dominated explaining the local peak. The average increase 
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over all papers is 65% for each year since 2000. Insights from these results 

reveal a rising number of released papers in LBS during the years between 

2000 and 2010, which highlights its growing importance in academic 

research. 

For the purpose of exploring the topics of demonstrated LBS studies and 

their development over time, a categorization process was executed in the 

first step using a subset of journals dealing with LBS. The subset was selected 

by using journals with the highest number of LBS studies and therefore the 

strongest LBS relevance in their databases. Due to the different numbers of 

LBS studies in these journals, the minimum amount for integration in the 

subset varied between each database. Twelve LBS studies (1.6% of the 

database) became the minimum threshold for a journal integration in the 

subset in the case of ScienceDirect while only seven LBS studies (1.3% of the 

database) were required for SpringerLink. In the case of EBSCOhost and IEEE, 

only two LBS studies (2.0% and 2.4% of the database) were necessary. An 

overview list of the selected journal source subset is displayed in the 

appendix. All of the journal studies of the subset were categorized. The final 

classification with a description to each category is shown in Table 3. A more 

detailed version with extended descriptions is available in the appendix. 

Category Group Central Topic 

Architecture & 
Infrastructure 

Infrastructure, Architecture, Middleware, Network 
Management, Handover Techniques,  etc. 

Data Processing 
Queries, Processing, Patterns, Data Mining, Location 
Prediction, Trajectory Management, Estimation, etc. 

General Overview Overviews 

Journal Meta 
Information 

Journal Descriptions 

Other 
Test Purposes, Legal Developments, Energy 
Efficiency, etc. 

Positioning 
Positioning, Accuracy, Proximity, Trilateration, 
Tracking, etc. 

Privacy & Security 
Privacy Protection, Security, Identity Management, 
Cryptography, Authorization, Risks, etc. 

Use Cases Finance 
Mobile Commerce, Mobile Payment, Advertising, E-
Marketing, Financial Services, Coupons, etc. 

Use Cases Healthcare 
Emergency, Assistive Technologies, Health Medicine, 
etc. 
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Use Cases Other 
Taxi Service, Virtual Nanny Service, City Information, 
Friend Locator, etc. 

User 
User preferences, Recommendation, Participation, 
Usage, Expectation Management, etc. 

Visualization 
City Modeling, Augmented Reality, Map Visualization, 
Labeling, etc. 

Table 3 – Category groups and descriptions for journal papers dealing with LBS 

The classification process was based on a manual analysis of abstracts, titles, 

conclusions, and keywords of each LBS study of the mentioned subset. No 

text-mining algorithm or special tool was used in this process stage. Humans 

are able to verify the overall context of a study and exceptions in better than 

algorithms can. Algorithms check the number of specific words or follow 

certain rules and have often problems identifying irony or negation 

(Carvalho et al. 2009; Vinodhini & Chandrasekaran 2012). Therefore, an 

automated process is more unreliable compared to reading all important 

parts of the studies manually. This manual process becomes infeasible as the 

number of papers increases, with a doubling between 2010 and 2013, from 

around 200 to around 400, thus an automated process had to be used of 

necessity for 2013 as described below. 

One central topic was defined for each LBS study that reflects the primary 

research motivation or message of each study. In many cases, the central 

topic was evident in the title, but in others, it was only described in other 

parts of the work such as in the abstract or the mentioned keywords. 

Category groups were developed during the classification process by using 

the central topics. A category group was created if a group of central topics 

covers a specific research scope by using similar words, synonyms, or 

complementary areas. At the same time the category group was checked for 

atomism by covering the research area. Category groups were aggregated if 

they were found to cover similar areas and separated if another discrete 

area was found. If a specific topic fit into more than one category group, 

then the category that best fits the content of the study was chosen. 

Classification decision was solely based on human judgment and knowledge 

of this field. Central topics that did not match to any category group were 
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summarized to the category group "Other". Paper duplicates, which were 

found in more than one database, were filtered out. This was also carried 

out with papers categorized as "Journal Meta Information", because this 

group had no relevance to the LBS context. 

The yielded category groups are highlighted as important topic 

classifications in several researching areas. "Data Processing" is mentioned 

as a common way of forecasting user locations (Cranshaw et al. 2010; Li & 

Chen 2009) or calculating location recommendations (Zheng et al. 2010). 

"Architecture & Infrastructure" is a basic requirement of LBS in terms of 

smartphone distribution and mobile share (Google 2012; Pingdom 2012). 

"Privacy & Security" is covered in several ways such as possibilities to 

increase privacy benefits or to reduce privacy risks (Xu, Teo, et al. 2009). 

"User" topics strongly refer to the personalization aspect where background 

information, preferences, and interests are listed as important factors (Chen 

et al. 2009). "Positioning" often focuses on different location technologies 

such as GPS, AGPS, and Cell ID usage (Rashid, Mullins, et al. 2006). "Use 

Cases Finance" are described in category groups such as "Location-Aware 

Advertising & Content Delivery" (Fritsch & Muntermann 2005) or, for 

example, as a specific form of mobile advertising (Bruner II and Kumar 2007). 

"Visualization" describes different forms of route presentation and 

cartographic support (Gartner 2004). "Use Cases Healthcare" are included in 

category groups such as "Safety & Emergency" (Fritsch & Muntermann 2005) 

and "Safety" (Jensen et al. 2001) or mentioned in a broad set of different 

healthcare projects (Boulos et al. 2009). 

Doublet Category Group Papers Papers % 

No Data Processing 193 21.5% 

Architecture & Infrastructure 178 19.8% 

Privacy & Security 113 12.6% 

User 83 9.2% 

Journal Meta Information 71 7.9% 

Positioning 66 7.3% 

Use Cases Finance 39 4.3% 

Use Cases Other 38 4.2% 

Visualization 32 3.6% 
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Other 26 2.9% 

General Overview 14 1.6% 

Use Cases Healthcare 14 1.6% 

Yes  31 3.5% 

Total 898 100.0% 

Table 4 – Journal paper dealing with LBS distribution by category group 

In total, 898 papers (61.9% of total papers) were chosen as a subset as 

described before. Of these, 31 papers (3.5%) were eliminated because they 

were duplicates, and 71 papers (7.9%) were dropped due to their category 

group "Journal Meta Information". The final outcomes show that over 50% 

of the LBS related journal studies can be classified in one of the top 3 

categories, namely "Data Processing", "Architecture & Infrastructure", and 

"Privacy & Security". Most papers were classified to the category group 

"Data Processing" where 193 papers (21.5%) were included. The next 

greatest number of papers was found in "Architecture & Infrastructure", 

with 178 papers (19.8%). Third place represents "Privacy & Security" with 

113 papers (12.6%). 

Other category groups do not cross the 10% threshold. This demonstrates 

that in most cases the papers focus on fundamental questions regarding 

technical equipment, basic concepts or calculation methods. Topics 

regarding user-related aspects were represented in only 83 papers (9.2%), 

and real implementations in the form of use cases were represented in 91 

papers (10.1%) in total. In order to analyze the research topic relevance over 

time, a date distribution was created for the top 3 categories. 
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Figure 20 – Date distribution of top 3 categorization groups in percent per group 

It is notable that "Architecture & Infrastructure" was most relevant at the 

beginning of LBS paper timeline between 2000 and 2005 with a peak in 2003. 

This peak happened after a period of 3 years where several papers related 

to infrastructure were developed. After 2003, a first saturation effect 

occurred. Afterwards, "Architecture & Infrastructure" remains static with a 

slight increase in 2006 and 2010. Since 2006, "Data Processing" topics 

become increasingly relevant with some decreases in-between. Research in 

this field started with a small number of papers in the early years and 

increased steadily since then. Large number of papers in "Architecture & 

Infrastructure" as well as "Data Procession" provided a local peak in 2006 

reflecting the transition phase from the infrastructure focus to the 

processing focus. The strongest rise in relevance during last years is in the 

category "Privacy & Security" with its top improvement in 2009. In this year, 

the highest increase is noticeable showing the breakthrough of privacy 

related papers. The increase of the other two category groups was far lower 

in this year. Since 2000, a constant increase in numbers is visible for "Privacy 

& Security" with only one gap in 2005. 

Developments reveal that over time, diverse topics came to have different 

importance due to changing progress. For a more detailed research of topic 

developments over time, two additional category groups, namely "User" and 

"Uses Cases", were inspected. 
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Figure 21 – Date distribution of user and use case related works in percent per group 

Papers that deal with user-related topics had a smaller peak in 2003 with a 

gap the following year. Subsequently the number of papers in this area 

increased constantly with another gap in 2009. The consolidated category 

group "Use Cases", which is an aggregation of "Use Cases Finance", "Use 

Cases Healthcare", and "Use Cases Other" shows two peaks in 2003 and 

2005. After 2006, a continuous increase in uses case amount becomes visible. 

The chart shows that some user-related papers as well as some practical use 

cases were published soon after the first research was established in the LBS 

context. Following some small declines afterwards, both topics became 

increasingly important in later years. 

It is interesting to note that user-related questions, real world use cases and 

privacy issues had an increased influence over the latter period. Privacy 

protection, in third place of overall published papers, is especially relevant. 

Compared to the infrastructure and process-related topics at the beginning 

of this research area, privacy had a smaller role. However, with increasing 

potential and possibilities for usage, the risk of misuse of the information 

increased. 

In order to validate current category development, an automatic algorithm 

was developed to automatically match academic journal papers dealing with 

LBS to the aforementioned category groups. As discussed above, an 

algorithm cannot be as precise as a human mapping process in all regards. 
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However, based on the observed increase in published LBS papers, a manual 

mapping is time-consuming and cannot be extended to other years easily. 

Therefore, some other solution is needed to map automatically. The 

program would essentially retrieve a list of different papers as an input and 

count the number of words in every document. Based on the highest 

number of words, these documents are mapped to the already described 

categories found in the manual mapping process. 

The chosen year for testing the algorithm was 2013. The same four different 

databases were used for searching papers related to LBS: ScienceDirect; 

SpringerLink; IEEE; and EBSCOhost. Again, the keyword for all database 

queries was "Location Based Services" and only papers with the content type 

"Journal" were selected. Queries were run on 09/15/2014. Results are 

available in the following table. 

Database Source Amount of Journal Papers 

ScienceDirect 213 

SpringerLink 167 

IEEE 26 

EBSCOhost 30 

Total 436 

Table 5 – Database sources and their amount of published journal papers dealing with LBS in 
2013 

The search for journal papers demonstrated a massive increase in LBS 

related publications. While 1,451 journal papers dealing with LBS were 

published in the eleven years between 2000 and 2010, the number for a 

single year increased to 436 in 2013. A manual mapping of these large 

numbers of publications would be time-consuming and include a great deal 

of effort. Out of the 436 journal papers dealing with LBS, 214 (49%) cases 

had a full paper access while in 222 (51%) cases only access to the title, 

abstract, and keywords was granted. All of the 436 publications were 

exported using the available export options in the academic databases. Mass 

exports were only possible in ScienceDirect, where 20 publications could be 

exported at once. In all other academic databases, such an export option did 
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not exist and therefore exports had to be carried out manually for every 

publication. All of the exports were PDF documents and a conversion to plain 

text was needed as the implemented algorithm could only handle raw data. 

A standard tool called "PDFZilla" was used to mass-convert PDF files into 

plain text. The conversion process was tested on a set of example documents 

that were a subset of the total number of journal papers dealing with LBS in 

2013 and included 20 documents. At first, the PDF documents were 

converted into plain text. In the next step, the original PDF documents were 

compared with the converted plain texts word by word in order to verify the 

conversion process. Results revealed no differences between the PDF 

documents and the plain text. Finally, the conversion process was executed 

for all journal publications dealing with LBS in 2013. 

In the next step, a program was required that was able to count the amount 

of words in every document and sort the occurrence of each word in a 

document. This program was written in the programming language Java. It 

was tested with a set of sample documents. This sample set was a random 

subset of the 436 journal papers dealing with LBS in 2013 and included 50 

documents. For every document of this subset, the program was executed 

and the top 10 words based on their number of occurrences were identified. 

Afterwards, the number of occurrences of these top 10 words was counted 

manually in each of the documents and compared to the results in the 

program. Results revealed that there were no differences in using the 

program or counting the number of words manually. In the next step, the 

program was executed for all papers in 2013. As a result, a Java instance 

object was available for every LBS publication in 2013 with a list of words 

and their occurrence in the document. The total computation time for all 

publications in 2013 was approximately three minutes. 

In the final step, keywords were defined for every category group in order 

to ensure comparable results between the automatic algorithm and the 

manual mapping process. The keywords for this categorization process were 

derived directly from the first manual mapping step in order to rebuild the 
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same classification logic as well. The implemented classification process was 

therefore comparable to the manual classification process, as the same 

keywords were used in order to classify publications to category groups. The 

final classification with the list of derived keywords is shown in Table 6. 

Category Group Keywords 

Architecture & 
Infrastructure 

framework, architecture, infrastructure, spectrum, 
platform, middleware, voip, standardisation 

Data Processing 

spatial, algorithm, query, estimation, trajectory, 
queries, monitoring, semantic, mining, neighbor, 
routing, handover, geospatial, fuzzy, trajectories, 
paging, neighborhood, forecasting, handoff 

General Overview overview, review 

Journal Meta 
Information 

preface, foreword 

Other - 

Positioning 
localization, positioning, tracking, accuracy, accurate, 
localisation, wi-fi, georeferencing, nfc, positional, 
propagation, fingerprinting, rfid 

Privacy & Security privacy, security, protection, anonymous 

Use Cases Finance marketing, commerce, advertising, purchase 

Use Cases Healthcare health, elderly, blind, hazard, emergency 

Use Cases Other learning, education 

User 
social, experience, consumer, gender, human, 
relationship, usability, user-support, diffusion, 
preference 

Visualization 
visualization, augmented, three-dimensional, 
visualisation 

Table 6 – Category groups and keywords for the automated mapping approach 

The yielded keywords were validated for a sub-set of publications and found 

to provide robust mappings. The correct categorization of papers where only 

the title, abstract, and keywords were available was tested and a suitable 

matching rate was realized. The automated mapping approach was 

subsequently applied for the total set of 436 publications. The final 

categorization based on this algorithm is available in Table 7. 

Category Group Papers Papers % 

Data Processing 122 28.0% 

Positioning 67 15.4% 

User 64 14.7% 

Privacy & Security 58 13.3% 

Architecture & Infrastructure 47 10.8% 
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Use Cases Finance 17 3.9% 

Journal Meta Information 15 3.4% 

Use Cases Healthcare 14 3.2% 

Visualization 13 3.0% 

Use Cases Other 10 2.3% 

General Overview 5 1.1% 

Other 4 0.9% 

Total 436 100.0% 

Table 7 – Journal paper dealing with LBS distribution by category group for 2013 

Compared to the manual mapping process for the years between 2000 and 

2010, the results for the automated mapping process in 2013 are mixed. 

"Data Processing" is once again the main category while "Architecture & 

Infrastructure" and "Privacy & Security" are less important. On the other 

hand, the categories "Positioning" and "User" increased in importance. 

When looking at the general development of the categories over the years, 

data processing topics peak again after having been passed by privacy-

related topics in 2009. Architecture-related topics declined drastically while 

publications related to positioning and user-related issues took second and 

third place in the ranking for 2013. 

The algorithm is a useful tool for running the mapping process in other years 

as well. However, a high workload still exists due to the need to export 

documents in the academic databases. Therefore, a classification for the 

missing years 2011 and 2012 was omitted in this thesis. Future research can 

reuse the classification program and analyze forthcoming developments. 

5.2 Expert Interviews 

Expert interviews were conducted between April and June 2014. Experts 

were found on the internet by searching for app developers, scientist, and 

companies involved with LBS. The final list of experts includes a total set of 

165 who were contacted by email. Out of those 165 expert contacts, 55 are 

app developers, 55 scientists, and 55 companies. Twenty-eight people 

agreed to an interview, resulting in a response rate of 17%. Out of those 28 

interview participants, 14 were scientists, 9 company members, and 5 app 
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developers. All expert interviews were conducted by telephone and answers 

were written down and repeated to the experts in order to confirm their 

statements. No recording tool was used. Analysis was carried out directly 

from the interview data. All interview sheets are available as an attachment 

in the digital version of this thesis. 

Regarding question 1 ("What is your opinion about current adoption of LBS 

in Germany?"), 19 participants (68%) answered that LBS are accepted or still 

rising, 4 participants (14%) were undecided, and 5 participants (18%) stated 

a low distribution or acceptance. One expert noted, "Location-based 

services are perceived and accepted by users as additional value, 

enhancement, and simplification of current offers". Most arguments for high 

acceptance were based on high smartphone distribution (6 participants) 

followed by a broad set of application acceptance related to navigation, 

delivery, point of interest information, social platforms, e-commerce, or 

emergency (5 participants), and the general additional benefit (3 

participants). However, several application categories were stated to be 

accepted, such as those with basic location extension of already existing 

services or those with a social component while others were mentioned not 

to be accepted, such as those with perceived data privacy or marketing-

related issues. Another expert stated, "unspectacular LBS applications on 

the smartphone such as 'show me the next cash terminal next to me' and 

navigation systems may be widely spread and massively used in the 

meantime. LBS applications on the smartphone that strongly interfere 

privacy and reveal users position such as Foursquare or Waze may not be 

used that often". 

Based on question 2 ("What do you think are problems in adoption of LBS in 

Germany?") a considerable number of experts highlight the importance of 

data security or perceived data security. Twenty-two participants (79%) have 

this opinion and explain it by missing transparency when the user is tracked 

and for what, general profile building, and possible spy attacks based on the 

recent NSA scandal in Germany. Here an expert notes, "from a user 
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perspective, problems in the case of acceptance and adoption of LBS are still 

concerns in data and privacy protection. These concerns are partially not 

justified, but some providers increase them through irresponsible handling 

of tracking information". Additional answers to the question are manifold 

and include inaccuracies or non-availabilities of tracking solutions (8 

participants), complexity of the services plus missing ergonomics (4 

participants), and missing additional benefits as well as useful applications 

(4 participants). In addition, missing standards (3 participants), high power 

consumption of devices (3 participants), missing publicity (3 participants), 

high costs for roaming and internet access (3 participants), and the 

counteraction of the media (3 participants). Some feedback even mentions 

that "people have a lack of knowledge about the potential of LBS" and that 

LBS are still in "an early stage (pioneer work)". 

In question 3 ("What do you think are major aspects to increase adoption of 

LBS in Germany?") experts mention two important points: increasing and 

showing additional benefits plus creating more and better use cases (17 

participants) as well as improving data privacy by enhancing transparency 

and trust (17 participants). Here a response states, "at first a clear legal 

framework is required that sufficiently protects the privacy of users while 

giving companies the opportunity to provide location-based applications 

and services. (…) New application areas and business models will particularly 

push the acceptance and adoption of LBS in future." Increased benefits can 

be achieved by including user preferences and by better showing the 

potential of LBS. To improve privacy, the aforementioned legal framework is 

required as well as the ability to stay anonymous at all times. Other frequent 

answers to this question include improving tracking technologies and 

network coverage (7 participants), reducing technical barriers (5 

participants), integration into existing services and into daily life (4 

participants), and increasing usability generally (3 participants). On the other 

hand, four participants mention that there is no additional need to do 

anything to increase the adoption of LBS. One expert argues that 

"applications are ultimately chosen based on their functionality". 
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Question 4 ("What do you think are trends in the context of LBS in 

Germany?") focuses on actual expected developments in the LBS area. The 

main answer here is the increasing set of additional LBS use cases (14 

participants) while location-based advertising and mobile commerce-related 

use cases (8 participants), location-based social network services (5 

participants), and the general usage of augmented reality (4 participants) are 

mentioned most frequently. Other highlighted uses cases are related to 

geocaching, dating, education, local journalism, sports, and guides. One 

participant reports that "more and more LBS will exist that are not identified 

as LBS at first, such as underground railway apps that automatically know 

my current station or a calendar that knows I am in the office and highlights 

my office entries and makes my private entries invisible". The general 

growth of usage (5 participants) and the focus on customer-centered 

processes (5 participants) are mentioned together with the rising 

importance of other context factors such as time or weather (4 participants) 

and the increase of additional LBS gadgets (3 participants). Some other 

expert mentions that "LBS usage will generally increase in terms of diversity, 

usage frequency, and different usage groups". 

Questions 5 through 13 are closed questions measuring the acceptance of 

the listed statements on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 (not agree) to 7 (agree). 

Mean values and standard deviations for each question are calculated and 

listed. Based on the mean values, the most important factors in this list for 

the adoption of LBS in Germany are relevant content (6.4), relative 

advantage (6.4), and ease of use (6.2) with rather low standard deviations in 

the answers (< 1.0). On the other hand, less important factors in the 

adoption of LBS in Germany are display size (2.9), social influence (4.3), and 

user-related profiles (4.6) with higher standard deviations in the answers (>= 

1.6). 

Question Mean value Standard deviation 

Question 5: Relevant Content is an 
important issue in the adoption of LBS in 
Germany 

6.4 0.9 
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Question 6: Relevant Context is an 
important issue in the adoption of LBS in 
Germany 

5.8 1.2 

Question 7: User Related Profiles are an 
important issue in the adoption of LBS in 
Germany 

4.6 1.8 

Question 8: Display Size is an important 
issue in the adoption of LBS in Germany 

2.9 1.7 

Question 9: Position Accuracy is an 
important issue in the adoption of LBS in 
Germany 

5.1 1.8 

Question 10: Privacy is an important issue 
in the adoption of LBS in Germany 

5.6 1.9 

Question 11: Relative Advantage is an 
important issue in the adoption of LBS in 
Germany 

6.4 0.8 

Question 12: Ease of Use is an important 
issue in the adoption of LBS in Germany 

6.2 0.9 

Question 13: Social Influence is an 
important issue in the adoption of LBS in 
Germany 

4.3 1.6 

Table 8 – Expert Interviews: Mean values and standard deviations of closed questions 

Finally, in response to Question 14 ("Where do you think are differences in 

the adoption of LBS in other countries compared to Germany?"), 17 

participants (61%) describe Germany as being more critical in the case of 

data privacy than in other countries. Arguments for this are based on 

historical spying activities and the recent NSA scandal in Germany. One 

expert describes Germany as being an "unreflected conservative" nation, 

meaning that people are not fully aware why they are acting this way. 

Furthermore, it is stated that innovative technologies have higher barriers 

to acceptance in Germany compared to other countries, and that there is 

lower willingness to try new things in Germany (5 participants). Worse 

network quality and higher internet costs are also reasons for this (3 

participants). In the U.S., LBS are more accepted and data transparency is 

handled in a less complicated way (7 participants). People in Asia are less 

critical of new technologies as well as data privacy, and Japan is especially 

technically further developed and has faster technological cycles (7 

participants). An expert notes, "in Israel where the LBS App Waze has a high 

market penetration, additional benefits of this crowd-sourced navigation 

app are higher rated than privacy critical doubts". 
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5.3 Written Survey 

The final questionnaire was uploaded to a free online survey tool called 

"Alpha Survey" (http://alpha-survey.de). Participation was promoted and 

asked in different ways: by writing emails to email distribution lists of 

German university students and employees of a large German company; 

asking the author’s own relatives and friends by phone, SMS, and in person; 

and posting messages in my social networks at Facebook and Xing. 

Participation was only possible by using the online survey tool in a web 

browser. The upload of the questionnaire was done on September 2013 and 

people were able to fill out the questionnaire during a period of four months. 

Data analysis is carried out using Excel, SmartPLS, and SPSS Statistics. At first, 

general research details are described together with demographics and 

general usage behavior. After validation of the measurement items, 

hypotheses are tested by using structural equation modeling methods and 

bootstrap algorithms for significance verification. In total, 474 participants 

started the online survey, but only 249 participants finished it resulting in a 

finishing rate of 53%. The rather high discontinuation rate can be explained 

by the length of the questionnaire and the number of questions. Out of 

those 249 finished questionnaires, one participant does not own a 

smartphone and is excluded from the final analysis along with another 

participant who is younger than 18 years, resulting in a final sample of 247 

participants. Out of those participants, 151 are male and 96 female, showing 

a rather male-dominated sample; 183 participants (74%) are in the age 

group between 20-29, meaning the sample is rather young, which can be 

explained by a high participation rate of students. 
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Figure 22 – Written Survey: Gender and age group distribution 

Regarding GPS connectivity, participants were asked if the GPS in their 

smartphones is generally activated and if they usually allow apps to use their 

GPS geo-location. Sixty-four participants (26%) answered that their GPS is 

normally activated on their smartphones, while 175 participants (71%) 

stated that it was not. Eight participants (3%) do not know whether it was 

normally activated or not. On the other hand, 61 participants (25%) reply 

that apps are allowed to use GPS on their smartphone, while 179 

participants (72%) mention that they are not. Seven participants (3%) did 

not know if they were allowed or not. In the case of LBS experience, 

participants were asked if they have ever heard or used Google+ Local, 

Foursquare, Qype, and Facebook Places before; 173 participants (70%) had 

heard of Google+ Local, 61 participants (25%) of Foursquare, 91 participants 

(37%) of Qype, and 149 participants (60%) of Facebook Places. On the other 

hand, 98 participants (40%) had used Google+ Local while only 9 participants 

(4%) used Foursquare, 31 participants (13%) used Qype, and 79 participants 

(32%) used Facebook Places previously. Therefore, Google+ Local is the best-

known and most often used LBS in this list. In total, 219 participants (89%) 

had heard of and 149 participants (60%) used at least one of these listed LBS 

services, which reflects quite a high publicity. 

 

Figure 23 – Written Survey: LBS heard about and used before 

In order to test measurement validity and reliability, a confirmatory factor 

analysis was carried out. Outer loadings are calculated using partial least 

square (PLS) regression and t-values using the bootstrapping algorithm in 
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SmartPLS. Nearly all factor-loading items exceed 0.70 except for one item, 

privacy concerns, at 0.67. The average variance extracted (AVE) is also above 

0.6 for all items except for privacy concerns with 0.55. Therefore, the 

convergent validity of the measurement model is supported (Fornell & 

Larcker 1981a). Additionally, cross loadings are validated and in every case, 

the lowest outer loading is higher than the highest cross loading of some 

other factor. Composite construct reliabilities (CCR) range between 0.83 to 

0.98 and exceed the required threshold of 0.8 (Chin & Gopal 1995). 

Cronbach’s alpha factors range between 0.75 to 0.96 and pass the required 

threshold of 0.7 (Nunnally 1978). Therefore, an adequate internal 

consistency is fulfilled for all constructs. 

Items 
Outer Loadings 

(t-values) 

Average 
variance 

extracted 
(AVE) 

Composite 
construct 
reliability 

(CCR) 

Cronbach's 
alpha 

Relevant Content   0.90 0.96 0.94 

[RCN1] Relevant Content 1 0.94 (55.26)       

[RCN2] Relevant Content 2 0.95 (57.37)       

[RCN3] Relevant Content 3 0.95 (76.85)       

Relevant Context   0.91 0.97 0.95 

[RCX1] Relevant Context 1 0.95 (57.70)       

[RCX2] Relevant Context 2 0.96 (68.30)       

[RCX3] Relevant Context 3 0.95 (77.56)       

User-Related Information   0.91 0.97 0.95 

[URI1] User-Related Information 1 0.95 (81.69)       

[URI2] User-Related Information 2 0.94 (39.96)       

[URI3] User-Related Information 3 0.96 (89.20)       

Display Size   0.89 0.96 0.94 

[DSI1] Display Size 1 0.94 (47.60)       

[DSI2] Display Size 2 0.94 (37.57)       

[DSI3] Display Size 3 0.95 (81.52)       

Position Accuracy   0.87 0.95 0.93 

[PAC1] Position Accuracy 1 0.93 (28.93)       

[PAC2] Position Accuracy 2 0.94 (63.17)       

[PAC3] Position Accuracy 3 0.93 (39.83)       

Information Quality   0.85 0.94 0.91 

[IFQ1] Information Quality 1 0.93 (50.63)       

[IFQ2] Information Quality 2 0.93 (55.71)       

[IFQ3] Information Quality 3 0.91 (44.23)       

System Quality   0.91 0.97 0.95 

[SYQ1] System Quality 1 0.94 (54.59)       

[SYQ2] System Quality 2 0.96 (74.51)       

[SYQ3] System Quality 3 0.96 (43.28)       
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Information Satisfaction   0.96 0.98 0.96 

[IFS1] Information Satisfaction 1 0.98 (155.04)       

[IFS2] Information Satisfaction 2 0.98 (131.50)       

System Satisfaction   0.96 0.98 0.95 

[SYS1] System Satisfaction 1 0.98 (119.74)       

[SYS2] System Satisfaction 2 0.98 (126.42)       

Social Influence   0.89 0.96 0.94 

[SI1] Social Influence 1 0.92 (27.04)       

[SI2] Social Influence 2 0.97 (80.63)       

[SI3] Social Influence 3 0.94 (61.28)       

Performance Expectancy   0.83 0.94 0.90 

[PE1] Performance Expectancy 1 0.89 (40.60)       

[PE2] Performance Expectancy 2 0.91 (37.22)       

[PE3] Performance Expectancy 3 0.93 (48.04)       

Effort Expectancy   0.88 0.96 0.93 

[EE1] Effort Expectancy 1 0.95 (28.76)       

[EE2] Effort Expectancy 2 0.96 (54.13)       

[EE3] Effort Expectancy 3 0.91 (56.55)       

Privacy Concerns   0.55 0.83 0.75 

[PCO1] Privacy Concerns 1 0.80 (2.47)       

[PCO2] Privacy Concerns 2 0.77 (2.47)       

[PCO3] Privacy Concerns 3 0.67 (2.03)       

[PCO4] Privacy Concerns 4 0.70 (2.06)       

Behavioral Intention   0.91 0.97 0.95 

[BI1] Behavioral Intention to Use 1 0.96 (140.41)       

[BI2] Behavioral Intention to Use 2 0.93 (84.04)       

[BI3] Behavioral Intention to Use 3 0.97 (41.89)       

Table 9 – Written Survey: Factor Loadings, AVE, CCR, and Cronbach’s alpha 

Additionally, the factor validation is carried out by a correlation matrix 

where the diagonal line represents the square roots of AVE. The square roots 

of AVE must be greater than the off-diagonal construct correlations in the 

corresponding rows and columns in order to demonstrate discriminant 

validity (Fornell 1983). While the square roots of AVE range between 0.74 to 

0.98, no correlation in a corresponding row or column is higher. However, 

correlations are in some cases quite high, such as between relevant content 

and relevant context (0.90) or between information quality and information 

satisfaction (0.89), but never exceed the square roots of AVE. Therefore, the 

validity of constructs is validated. 
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  BI DSI EE IFQ IFS PE PAC PCO RCN RCX SI SYQ SYS URI 

Behavioral 
Intention to 
Use 

0.95              

Display Size 0.41 0.94             

Effort 
Expectancy 

0.59 0.55 0.94            

Information 
Quality 

0.74 0.47 0.71 0.92           

Information 
Satisfaction 

0.72 0.46 0.66 0.89 0.98          

Performance 
Expectancy 

0.63 0.40 0.61 0.72 0.70 0.91         

Position 
Accuracy 

0.51 0.57 0.67 0.59 0.55 0.55 0.93        

Privacy 
Concerns 

-0.09 -0.01 0.13 0.03 -0.01 -0.03 0.07 0.74       

Relevant 
Content 

0.67 0.42 0.66 0.81 0.85 0.65 0.55 0.03 0.95      

Relevant 
Context 

0.66 0.42 0.72 0.83 0.85 0.63 0.56 0.08 0.90 0.95     

Social 
Influence 

0.41 0.15 0.25 0.36 0.38 0.39 0.24 -0.14 0.40 0.33 0.94    

System 
Quality 

0.69 0.44 0.68 0.89 0.90 0.66 0.53 0.04 0.81 0.82 0.38 0.95   

System 
Satisfaction 

0.77 0.43 0.62 0.85 0.88 0.72 0.53 -0.04 0.83 0.81 0.45 0.86 0.98  

User-Related 
Information 

0.56 0.39 0.55 0.70 0.71 0.55 0.50 0.06 0.77 0.73 0.41 0.75 0.68 0.95 

Table 10 – Written Survey: Correlation matrix and square roots of AVE for factors 

In the next step, hypotheses are tested by using the PLS method and the 

bootstrap algorithm from SmartPLS. Results reveal that hypotheses 1 

through 3 are fully supported and highly significant (p < 0.01). These 

hypotheses support the positive influence of information satisfaction on 

performance expectancy and of system satisfaction on effort expectancy 

(Hypothesis 1), the positive influence of information quality on information 

satisfaction and of system quality on system satisfaction (Hypothesis 2), and 

the positive influence of system satisfaction on information satisfaction 

(Hypothesis 3). Hypothesis 16 is also supported (p < 0.01), with a highly 

significant influence of effort expectancy on performance expectancy. 

Variances of the factors are explained in this model in the case of 

performance expectancy by 53%, in the case of effort expectancy by 38%, 

and in the cases of information satisfaction and system satisfaction by 85% 

and 73%, respectively. Relevant content (p < 0.05), relevant context (p < 

0.01), and user-related information (p < 0.10) are predictors of information 

quality supporting hypotheses 4 to 6, respectively, and explaining variance 

of information quality by 71%. Display size (p < 0.05) and position accuracy 
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(p < 0.01), on the other hand, are predictors of system quality supporting 

hypotheses 7 to 8, respectively, and explain variance of system quality by 

31%. Social Influence (p < 0.05), performance expectancy (p < 0.01), and 

effort expectancy (p < 0.01) are found to predict behavioral intention to use, 

supporting hypotheses 9 through 11, respectively. In the case of effort 

expectancy, only reverse questions were asked, but these were not reversed 

afterwards as has been done in many similar studies (Brown et al. 2010; 

Wang & Wang 2010; Xu & Gupta 2009; Xu, Gupta, et al. 2009; Zhou 2012). 

Privacy concerns are found to have no significant influence on behavioral 

intention to use, and therefore hypothesis 12 is refuted. This model explains 

50% of the variance of the factor behavioral intention to use. All 16 

hypotheses are validated except for three: hypotheses 13; 14; and 15. 

 

Figure 24 – Written Survey: PLS analysis of LBS adoption framework 

In order to validate hypotheses 13 to 15 and the moderating influences of 

the factors experience, gender, and age, the sample is split to several sub-

groups. The moderating factor experience is stratified by using Question 8 

("I am experienced in using Google+ Local"), and taking answers of the range 

1 to 3 to represent those with little experience and taking answers of the 

range 5 to 7 to represent those with high experience. Based on this, 162 

participants are classified as being inexperienced, and 57 participants as 
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having a high degree of experience, showing a stronger distribution of less 

experienced Google+ Local users. In the case of gender, the split shows 151 

male and 96 female participants, demonstrating a male-dominated sample. 

Finally, the moderating factor age is stratified by grouping participants 

between 18 to 23 years old in the younger age group and participants with 

an age older or equal to 30 in the older age group. Based on this, 135 

participants are classified as being in the younger age group while 44 

participants are classified as being in the older age group, representing a 

predominantly young sample, as has been mentioned previously. The 

bootstrap algorithm is used to calculate the unpaired t-tests in order to 

validate differences between all sub-sample factor influences on behavioral 

intention to use. Performance expectancy is the most important precursor 

of behavioral intention to use in the case of low experience participants, 

while effort expectancy is the most important in the case of high experience 

participants. Male participants care more about social influence then female 

participants, while female participants were more concerned with effort 

expectancy. Older aged participants care more about social influence and 

privacy concerns and less about performance expectancy and effort 

expectancy than did younger participants. All differences were found to be 

significant and therefore are all hypotheses between 13 and 15 were 

supported. 

 N=162 N=57    

 Low experience High experience    

 

Behavioral 
Intention to Use 

Behavioral 
Intention to Use    

Metrics Mean s.d. Mean s.d. DF T-Value SIG 

Social Influence 0.176 0.09 0.187 0.09 217 -7.14 0.000 
Performance 
Expectancy 0.356 0.09 0.151 0.10 217 125.34 0.000 

Effort Expectancy 0.276 0.09 0.474 0.09 217 -118.86 0.000 

Privacy Concerns -0.145 0.11 -0.024 0.14 217 -56.08 0.000 
s.d. = Standard Deviation. DF = Degrees of Freedom. SIG = Significance 

Table 11 – Written Survey: Unpaired t-test between low experience and high experience 
participants 
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 N=151 N=96    

 Male Female    

 

Behavioral 
Intention to Use 

Behavioral 
Intention to Use    

 Metrics Mean s.d. Mean s.d. DF T-Value SIG 

Social Influence 0.236 0.09 0.137 0.07 245 74.00 0.000 
Performance 
Expectancy 0.345 0.09 0.328 0.09 245 10.79 0.000 

Effort Expectancy 0.280 0.10 0.410 0.08 245 -85.61 0.000 

Privacy Concerns -0.111 0.11 -0.076 0.13 245 -17.37 0.000 

s.d. = Standard Deviation. DF = Degrees of Freedom. SIG = Significance 

Table 12 – Written Survey: Unpaired t-test between male and female participants 

 N=135 N=44    

 Younger age Older age    

 

Behavioral 
Intention to Use 

Behavioral 
Intention to Use    

 Metrics Mean s.d. Mean s.d. DF T-Value SIG 

Social Influence 0.193 0.08 0.253 0.08 177 -37.55 0.000 
Performance 
Expectancy 0.350 0.09 0.208 0.11 177 75.66 0.000 

Effort Expectancy 0.347 0.08 0.271 0.11 177 43.86 0.000 

Privacy Concerns -0.092 0.10 -0.310 0.11 177 107.48 0.000 

s.d. = Standard Deviation. DF = Degrees of Freedom. SIG = Significance 

Table 13 – Written Survey: Unpaired t-test between younger age and older age participants 

In summary, nearly all hypotheses were supported except for hypothesis 12, 

which predicted a significant effect of privacy concerns on behavioral 

intention to use. Hypothesis 6, which sought to measure the impact of user-

related information on information quality, only has a significance level of 

10%. Three hypotheses are significant at the 5% level, and the remaining 

eleven hypotheses are significant at the 1% level. 

Hypotheses Is Supported? Strength 

Connection of the frameworks 
H1: Positive information and system satisfaction 
increase performance expectancy and effort 
expectancy, respectively. 

Supported *** 

H2: Positive information and system quality 
increase information and system satisfaction, 
respectively. 

Supported *** 

H3: Positive system satisfaction increases 
information satisfaction. 

Supported *** 

Factor integration from LBS literature 
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H4: High relevant content increases information 
quality. 

Supported ** 

H5: High relevant context increases information 
quality. 

Supported *** 

H6: High user-related information increases 
information quality. 

Supported * 

H7: Large display size increases system quality. Supported ** 
H8: High position accuracy increases system quality. Supported *** 
Precursors of behavioral intention to use 
H9: High social influence increases behavioral 
intention to use LBS. 

Supported ** 

H10: High performance expectancy increases 
behavioral intention to use LBS. 

Supported *** 

H11: High effort expectancy increases behavioral 
intention to use LBS. 

Supported *** 

H12: High privacy concerns decrease behavioral 
intention to use LBS. 

Not Supported n.s. 

Moderating influences 
H13: Experience has a moderating influence on the 
relationship of social influence, effort expectancy, 
and privacy concerns on behavioral intention to 
use. 

Supported *** 

H14: Gender has a moderating influence on the 
relationship of social influence, performance 
expectancy, effort expectancy, and privacy concerns 
on behavioral intention to use. 

Supported *** 

H15: Age has a moderating influence on the 
relationship of social influence, performance 
expectancy, effort expectancy, and privacy concerns 
on behavioral intention to use. 

Supported *** 

General factor dependencies 
H16: High effort expectancy increases performance 
expectancy. 

Supported *** 

p < 0.10 = *, p < 0.05 = **, p < 0.01 = ***, n.s. = not significant 

Table 14 – Written Survey: Supported hypotheses and significance levels 

5.4 Meta-Analysis: Framework Validation 

Based on relevant papers dealing with LBS innovation adoption, some 

aspects of the LBS adoption framework that covered hypotheses 9-16 could 

be verified. Related papers and their approval or disapproval of the 

hypotheses can be found in the following table. 

Hypotheses Academic Paper 
Approved / 
Disapproved 

Precursors of behavioral intention to use 

H9: High social 
influence increases 

(Gerpott & Berg 2011) Approved 

(Zhou 2012) Approved 
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behavioral intention 
to use LBS. 

(McKenna et al. 2011) Approved 

(Yun et al. 2013) Disapproved 

H10: High 
performance 
expectancy increases 
behavioral intention 
to use LBS. 

(Peng et al. 2014) Approved 

(Xu, Gupta, et al. 2009) Approved 

(Zhou 2012) Approved 

(Junglas & Spitzmüller 2006) Approved 

(Keith et al. 2010) Approved 

(Aloudat et al. 2014) Approved 

(Xu & Gupta 2009) Approved 

(Zhu et al. 2014) Approved 

(Yun et al. 2013) Approved 

(Zhou 2013b) Approved 

(Dickinger & Zins 2008) Approved 

(Dias & Beinat 2009) Approved 

(McKenna et al. 2011) Disapproved 

H11: High effort 
expectancy increases 
behavioral intention 
to use LBS. 

(Peng et al. 2014) Approved 

(Xu, Gupta, et al. 2009) Approved 

(Xu & Gupta 2009) Approved 

(Yun et al. 2013) Approved 

(Dias & Beinat 2009) Approved 

(Zhou 2012) Disapproved 

(McKenna et al. 2011) Disapproved 

(Keith et al. 2010) Disapproved 

H12: High privacy 
concerns decrease 
behavioral intention 
to use LBS. 

(Xu & Teo 2004) Approved 

(Zhou 2013a) Approved 

(Gerpott & Berg 2011) Approved 

(Xu et al. 2005) Approved 

(Keith et al. 2010) Approved 

(Zhou 2011) Approved 

(Xu, Gupta, et al. 2009) Partly Approved 

(Junglas & Spitzmüller 2006) Partly Approved 

(Zhou 2012) Disapproved 

(Xu & Gupta 2009) Disapproved 

Moderating influences 

H13: Experience has a 
moderating influence 
on the relationship of 
social influence, effort 
expectancy, and 
privacy concerns on 
behavioral intention 
to use. 
 
H14: Gender has a 
moderating influence 
on the relationship of 
social influence, 
performance 
expectancy, effort 
expectancy, and 
privacy concerns on 

(Xu & Gupta 2009) Partly Approved H13 
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behavioral intention 
to use. 
 
H15: Age has a 
moderating influence 
on the relationship of 
social influence, 
performance 
expectancy, effort 
expectancy, and 
privacy concerns on 
behavioral intention 
to use. 

General factor dependencies 

H16: High effort 
expectancy increases 
performance 
expectancy. 

(Xu, Gupta, et al. 2009) Approved 

(Keith et al. 2010) Approved 

(Aloudat et al. 2014) Approved 

(Dias & Beinat 2009) Approved 

(Xu & Gupta 2009) Partly Approved 

Table 15 – Framework Meta-Analysis: Verification of LBS adoption framework hypotheses 

Hypothesis 9 (High social influence increases behavioral intention to use LBS) 

is approved by three out of four papers in the literature LBS, while one paper 

does not support this relationship. In the agreeing papers, the authors 

mention that, "out of the remaining four potential determinants, primarily 

social influence exhibited a significant effect on willingness to use LBS" 

(Gerpott & Berg 2011, p. 285), "performance expectancy, social influence 

and facilitating conditions affect usage intention" (Zhou 2012, p. 140), and 

"social influences had a very strong positive influence on behavioral 

intention" (McKenna et al. 2011, p. 6). The paper that does not support the 

relationship, however, focuses on actual users of LBS applications and 

reveals that, "the research findings support the hypotheses regarding the 

effects of performance expectancy and effort expectancy on LBS usage 

intention but do not support the hypothesis regarding the effect of social 

influence" (Yun et al. 2013, p. 1). This study has a student share of only 10%. 

Hypothesis 10 (High performance expectancy increases behavioral intention 

to use LBS) is approved by twelve out of thirteen papers while one paper 

does not support this relationship. One supporting paper shows, for example, 

that users generally care about the usefulness of mobile real time location-
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based advertising services (Peng et al. 2014), while others support several 

precursor factor combinations for LBS adoption intention such as 

"performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and personal innovativeness 

were positively related to behavioral intention" (Xu, Gupta, et al. 2009, p. 6), 

"performance expectancy, social influence and facilitating conditions affect 

usage intention" (Zhou 2012, p. 140), "perceived usefulness, perceived 

control, and perceived institutional assurance are important in developing 

adoption intention" (Zhu et al. 2014, p. 675), and "willingness to use the 

information service, primarily determined by the perceived usefulness and 

entertainment of the system" (Dickinger & Zins 2008, p. 139). Additionally, 

several papers mention the significant, positive influence between 

performance expectancy and behavioral intention to use (Dias & Beinat 

2009; Junglas & Spitzmüller 2006; Keith et al. 2010; Xu & Gupta 2009; Yun et 

al. 2013). The disapproving paper, however, posits that, "performance 

expectancy had no influence on behavioral intention" (McKenna et al. 2011, 

p. 7). In this study, a group of students validates a navigation prototype, and 

most participants are between 16 to 25 years old. 

Hypothesis 11 (High effort expectancy increases behavioral intention to use 

LBS) is approved by five out of eight papers, while three do not support this 

relationship. While ease of use is also an important factor in the use 

intention of mobile real time location-based advertising services (Peng et al. 

2014), the effort expectancy is found to be positively related to LBS usage 

intention (Xu, Gupta, et al. 2009; Yun et al. 2013) and the suggested 

relationship is statistically sound and significant at the 1% level (Dias & 

Beinat 2009; Xu & Gupta 2009). The disapproving papers, however, highlight 

that, "effort expectancy had no influence on behavioral intention" (McKenna 

et al. 2011, p. 7) or that "we did not find the effect of effort expectancy and 

privacy concern on usage intention" (Zhou 2012, p. 140). Additionally Keith 

et al. (2010) mentions that intention to adopt is affected by location privacy 

risk and perceived usefulness, but not by perceived ease of use. The 

disapproving papers deal with the validation of a navigation prototype 

(McKenna et al. 2011), general LBS experiences (Zhou 2012), and a variety 
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of different LBS apps (Keith et al. 2010). While Keith et al. (2010) show a 

significant indirect influence through performance expectancy, the other 

two papers do not measure this effect. In Zhou (2012), only experienced 

users are interviewed, while McKenna et al. (2011) and Keith et al. (2010) 

also include inexperienced respondents. 

Hypothesis 12 (High privacy concerns decrease behavioral intention to use 

LBS) is approved by six out of ten papers, while two only partially approve 

this relationship and two do not support it. The papers supporting it mention 

that privacy risks directly affect usage intention (Gerpott & Berg 2011; Keith 

et al. 2010; Zhou 2013b), "increase their intentions to disclose personal 

information for using LBS" (Xu et al. 2005, p. 905), that privacy concerns are 

"a major inhibiting factor in consumers’ adoption of LBS" (Xu & Teo 2004, p. 

802) and that privacy concerns have a significant effect on adoption of LBS 

(Zhou 2011). In the case of the papers partially supporting this, privacy 

concern "was negatively related to performance expectancy only for pull-

based LBS" (Xu, Gupta, et al. 2009, p. 6) and not all aspects of perceived 

privacy had a significant and direct influence on intention to use LBS (Junglas 

& Spitzmüller 2006). The papers that did not support the relationship 

mention that privacy concern "was not related to behavioral intention" (Xu 

& Gupta 2009, p. 144) and "we did not find the effect of effort expectancy 

and privacy concern on usage intention" (Zhou 2012, p. 140). However, 

those studies measure indirect influences through intermediate variables 

between privacy concerns and behavioral intention to use as in the case of 

effort expectancy (Xu & Gupta 2009) and perceived risk (Zhou 2012). 

Only one paper was found for Hypothesis 13 (Experience has a moderating 

influence on the relationship from social influence, effort expectancy, and 

privacy concerns on behavioral intention to use), and this paper partially 

supports the relationship by mentioning that performance expectancy and 

effort expectancy have a stronger positive effect for experienced users as 

compared to potential users (Xu & Gupta 2009, p. 146). No relevant LBS 

adoption paper could be found for Hypothesis 14 (Gender has a moderating 
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influence on the relationship from social influence, performance expectancy, 

effort expectancy, and privacy concerns on behavioral intention to use) or 

for Hypothesis 15 (Age has a moderating influence on the relationship from 

social influence, performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and privacy 

concerns on behavioral intention to use). 

Finally, Hypothesis 16 (High effort expectancy increases performance 

expectancy) is supported by four out of five papers while one paper only 

partially supports this relationship. The papers highlight the great 

importance of perceived ease of use on perceived usefulness (Aloudat et al. 

2014; Keith et al. 2010), support the positive relationship between effort 

expectancy and performance expectancy (Xu, Gupta, et al. 2009, p. 6), and 

generally support the positive correlation of all important relationships (Dias 

& Beinat 2009). The paper that partially approves the relationship mentions 

that "effort expectancy was found positively related to performance 

expectancy only for potential users" (Xu & Gupta 2009, p. 144). 

 

Figure 25 – Framework Meta-Analysis: full and partial approval of hypotheses 

This chapter applied the different methodologies from the last chapter and 

presented results. The first meta-analysis showed the chronological 

development process of papers related to LBS in four academic databases: 

Social 
Influence 

Privacy 
Concerns 

Performance 
Expectancy 

Effort 
Expectancy 

Behavioral 
Intention 

Experience 

H9 = 75% 

H10 = 92% 

H11 = 63% 

H12 = 80% 

H13 = 100% 

H16 = 100% 
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ScienceDirect; SpringerLink; IEEE; and EBSCOhost. A general increase of 

published papers was discovered since 2000 where most papers dealt with 

architecture and infrastructure-related topics. The situation changed 

between 2006 and 2008 where data processing-related works became more 

important. Finally, between 2009 and 2010 privacy and security-related 

papers were prevalent. Expert interviews showed qualitative insights about 

the adoption situation in Germany mentioning that LBS are already accepted 

or still rising, but that other countries have a higher acceptance for such kind 

of services. Smartphone distribution and several applications were relevant 

factors for the success while data transparency and better use cases are 

tasks for the future. The written survey asked users about the factors in the 

LBS adoption framework. Results in the survey show, that none of the above 

stated hypotheses is false and they were confirmed. While relevant content 

and relevant context are strong predictors of information quality, the effect 

of user-related information is lower. On the other hand display size and 

position accuracy are strong predictors for system quality, but they do not 

explain the whole variance. Social influence, performance expectancy, and 

effort expectancy were found to be relevant precursors of behavioral 

intention to use while privacy concerns were found to be not significant at 

all. All moderating hypotheses were supported as well. Finally, the second 

meta-analysis showed that nearly 75% of papers related to LBS support 

hypotheses of the LBS adoption framework at least in parts. However, for 

some hypotheses only a small number or no paper existed that measured 

the same influences. While only results were presented in this chapter, the 

following one discusses these results critically. 
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6 Discussion 

This chapter includes two sections: 6.1 Result Evaluation and 6.2 Limitations. 

Section 6.1 consolidates the insights gleaned from the different methods 

and offers interpretations of the findings. Section 6.2 describes the 

limitations of the methods referring to constraints of the written survey, the 

expert interviews, and the two meta-analyses. 

6.1 Result Evaluation 

The location-based service (LBS) Adoption Framework is the result of a 

combination of the User Satisfaction Research Stream (USRS), the Unified 

Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT), and factors 

integrated from LBS theory. The empirical written survey, expert interviews, 

and two meta-analyses yield many insights. 

The meta-analysis with a focus on academic research analysis reveals several 

compelling findings regarding the development of LBS in academic literature. 

In general, there is tendency for LBS papers to be published increasingly 

since 2000. While at the beginning of 2000, studies dealing with architecture 

and infrastructure-related topics were prevalent, this changed between 

2006 and 2008 when data processing-related works dominated. Since 2009, 

privacy and security-related issues have become the most important. In 

addition, user and use case-related works have had several peaks in the 

period between 2000 and 2010. In looking at the results of the automatic 

mapping algorithm for 2013, a small shift is visible where the main focus 

appears to have reverted to data processing topics and issues related to 

position and the user gained importance as well. 

The results of the written survey are revealing. Nearly all supported 

hypotheses are found to be validated. The first part of the framework, which 

is derived from the USRS, has especially high explanatory ranges; 85% from 

the variance of information satisfactions, 73% from system satisfaction, and 
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71% from information quality is explained by their precursors. Relevant 

content, relevant context, and user-related information are good predictors 

for information quality even if user-related information is not such a large 

and strongly statistically significant influence. Relevant context is the 

strongest predictor showing the enormous relevance of all context factors 

like location or time. On the other hand, the precursors display size and 

position accuracy only describe 31% of the variance of system quality, 

highlighting the need for other potential factors as well. While position 

accuracy is a very strong predictor, display size is much weaker, although it 

still has a significant influence. 

The influences of information quality and system quality on information 

satisfaction and system satisfaction, respectively, are very high and strongly 

support the USRS. In addition, the strong influences of information 

satisfaction on performance expectancy and of system satisfaction on effort 

expectancy confirm the interfaces of the USRS on UTAUT. Factors from the 

original framework social influence, performance expectancy, and effort 

expectancy are found to be strongly significant precursors of behavioral 

intention to use. Only the newly introduced variable of privacy concerns was 

found to have no significant influence on behavioral intention to use. This is 

rather noteworthy because this factor is described in many papers as an 

important condition for the acceptance of LBS (Xu and Gupta 2009; Zhou 

2012). It seems that even if people are concerned about privacy issues, this 

concern does not have an influence on their behavioral intention to use LBS. 

On the other hand, other papers also fail to measure a significant direct 

effect between privacy concerns and behavioral intention to use (Xu and 

Gupta 2009; Zhou 2012), but rather measure indirect influences through 

trust and perceived risk (Zhou 2012) as well as through performance 

expectancy in continued adoption (Xu and Gupta 2009). Further research is 

required in order to obtain more evidence for or against privacy concerns 

effects. 
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Differences between the moderating factors illustrate their importance and 

further validate the UTAUT. It is interesting to note that performance 

expectancy is the more important precursor of BI in the case of 

inexperienced participants while effort expectancy is more important in the 

case of experienced participants. It seems that rather low experience users 

need a stronger argument and additional benefits to be motivated to use a 

LBS while more experienced users already know about the advantages and 

are more concerned with ease of use. This is, however contrary, to other 

works that demonstrate a stronger influence of effort expectancy on 

behavioral intention to use for rather less experienced users (Brown et al. 

2010; Venkatesh et al. 2003). It is also interesting that male users care more 

about social influence than do female users, while female users care more 

about effort expectancy than do male users. This may be due to men caring 

more about the opinion of others while women have a stronger focus on 

ease of use (Section 5.3). In other works, the influence of social influence on 

behavioral intention to use is stronger for females (Brown et al. 2010; 

Venkatesh et al. 2003) while the impact of effort expectancy on behavioral 

intention to use for females is no different than for men (Brown et al. 2010; 

Venkatesh et al. 2003; Wang & Wang 2010). 

Finally, older users care more about social influence and privacy concerns 

and less about performance expectancy and effort expectancy, showing that 

unrelated product aspects such as the opinion of others and privacy 

concerns may play a stronger role. Additionally, privacy concerns are the 

most important factor in this sub-group. For older people, the stronger 

influence of social influence on behavioral intention to use and the lower 

influence of performance expectancy is supported in other works (Brown et 

al. 2010; Venkatesh et al. 2003), while a higher relevance of effort 

expectancy on behavioral intention to use is found for older people as well 

(Brown et al. 2010; Venkatesh et al. 2003). Again, further research is 

required in order to understand these relations in greater detail. 
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Expert interviews provide insights from another perspective. While most 

experts believe, that LBS are already accepted or still rising in Germany, 

other countries have higher acceptance or a generally higher affinity for new 

technologies such as the U.S. or Japan. High smartphone distribution and a 

broad set of applications explain the success of LBS in Germany while 

improving data transparency and creating better use cases as well as 

showing additional benefits are issues that must be addressed in the future. 

People in Germany are afraid of data privacy issues and keep a stronger 

focus on it than in other countries. New use cases, location-based 

advertising, and location-based social network services are predicted as 

general trends. Relevant content, relative advantage, and ease of use are 

the most important factors for the adoption of LBS in Germany while the 

display size, social influence, and user-related profiles are found to be less 

important. 

Finally, results from the framework validation meta-analysis strongly 

support many hypotheses of the LBS adoption framework. Most hypotheses 

are fully or partially supported by over 75% of the papers. However, some 

hypotheses are validated by relatively a small number papers. Hypothesis 11 

(High effort expectancy increases behavioral intention to use LBS) is the only 

one to have a lower supporting rate than the others at 63%. Here the lower 

rate may be explained through indirect influences of effort expectancy on 

performance expectancy in the case of highly experienced users. 

While the written survey empirically verifies nearly all hypotheses, the 

framework validation meta-analysis supports many of them. The expert 

interviews, on the other hand, show current conditions and expected future 

trends. The relevant influences of social influence, performance expectancy, 

and effort expectancy on behavioral intention to use are validated by the 

written survey as well as in the framework meta-analysis. However, the 

impact of effort expectancy on behavioral intention to use is found to be 

rather small in the case of the framework meta-analysis while the indirect 

influence of performance expectancy is stronger. The direct influence of 
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privacy concerns on behavioral intention to use, on the other hand, is 

supported by many papers in the framework meta-analysis while this 

predictor is insignificant in the written survey. 

Privacy issues are highlighted in the expert interviews as one of the main 

obstacles in the adoption of LBS, and improving transparency in data privacy 

issues is noted as having the greatest potential to increase adoption in 

Germany. Information quality precursors relevant content, relevant context, 

and user-related information as well as system quality precursor display size 

and position accuracy are found to be significant in the written survey. In the 

expert interviews, the first two factors relevant content and relevant context 

are also mentioned to be important in the cased of LBS adoption in Germany. 

The factor user-related information, however, is rated lower, which fits with 

the smaller influence in the written survey. Display size is rated as the least 

important aspect in LBS adoption in the expert interviews while position 

accuracy is mentioned to be quite important. This stands in opposition to 

the results of the written survey, which found both factors to be important. 

Due to the topical relation, a high correlation exists between information 

quality and satisfaction as well as between system quality and satisfaction. 

Results reveal that these factors are, however, divisible. Information quality 

and system quality have a strong influence on information satisfaction and 

system satisfaction, respectively. These effects are only measured in the 

written survey and support the USRS. Moderating influences of the factors 

experience, gender, and age are supported in the written survey. While 

performance expectancy is more important for less experienced users and 

effort expectancy is more important for experienced users, male users are 

more concerned with social influence and female users care more about 

effort expectancy. Additionally, older users care more about social influence 

and privacy concerns and less about performance expectancy and effort 

expectancy. In the framework meta-analysis, only one paper partially 

approve the moderating influence of experience. 
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6.2 Limitations 

Measuring the LBS adoption framework by different methods reduces the 

limitations. Of course, all demonstrated research approaches have their own 

limitations and some have several. In the written survey, the cultural context 

is limited to Germany only. Germany is rather conservative, sensitive to 

privacy, and less developed in smartphone distribution as already 

demonstrated. It is expected that a survey in another country would yield 

other results, which highlights the importance of adding an additional 

cultural component in this framework. Furthermore, this study is limited to 

adult smartphone users and ignores the opinion of possible future LBS users 

who do not own a smartphone yet or who are simply too young. Results also 

reveal that the sample group is rather male-dominated, younger, and less 

experienced with the usage of LBS. The reason for this is a high participation 

rate of students. This has an influence on the results, such as on the 

validation of the moderating factors. It is expected that the measured target 

group is possibly more amenable to innovative technology like LBS than are 

non-student groups. This has yet to be proven, however. Additionally, the 

way in which participants were contacted in the written survey does not 

constitute a completely random process. 

In the expert interviews, only German experts were asked about the 

aforementioned topics, ignoring opinions of experts elsewhere on this world. 

Even though the last question referred to differences in Germany compared 

to other countries, the answers of German experts are subjectively 

influenced. The way the contact addresses were searched on the internet 

also creates the possibility of selection bias. In addition, the definition of an 

expert is hard to determine by objective criteria. As mentioned previously, 

in this context it included people from industry, app development, or science 

who dealt with LBS in any way. It does not measure the extent of their 

involvement nor their expert knowledge in LBS. Additionally, opinions of 28 

experts are insufficient to provide a comprehensive image of all experts in 

Germany. This was, however, not the goal of this research. Finally, opinions 
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are merely subjective estimations of the reality and do not always reflect 

reality. 

The academic research analysis is based only on four large academic 

databases representing a significant fraction of published research in this 

domain. In order to obtain a broader perspective, an additional review of 

other databases is required. A similar classification can ultimately help to 

compare results. In addition, this academic research omits the years 

between 2011 and 2012 due to the enormous number of papers and the 

manual work required to export those from the databases. Furthermore, in 

order to understand current developments, a review for the following years 

is required. Apart from these considerations, additional important 

categories may arise that must be derived from LBS literature iteratively 

moving forward. Studying these years will require the development of an 

automated paper retrieval system, since paper download represented the 

biggest temporal overhead. The study of additional categories would 

proceed smoothly from the software already written. Furthermore, the 

search query only includes the search phrase "Location Based Services" with 

the expectation of covering all papers related to the topic. However, LBS are 

not always selective and therefore other notions like "location-aware 

services" or "context-aware services" are also possible. Categorization of LBS 

topics is subjective and other research might give other names or even 

include new groups in this concept in the manual or automatic mapping case. 

The framework meta-analysis validates only frameworks with similar paths 

as expected in the present LBS framework. Therefore, only the author’s own 

hypotheses were checked, and no new possible factors were analyzed. 

Additional factors or indirect paths were therefore ignored. Another 

limitation is the rather small set of papers found for this context. Even if 

many of them confirm most hypotheses, the number is quite low. As 

discussed previously, only the second part of the LBS framework is verified 

in this meta-analysis, leaving a validation of the first part yet to be realized. 
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There are simply no papers found for the relevant context, reflecting the 

minimal research activity in the area so far. 

This chapter summarized the results of the last chapter and validated them 

critically. It showed that the written survey verified nearly all hypotheses and 

the second meta-analysis supported many of them. Expert interviews 

presented current topics and future trends while privacy issues were 

mentioned as critical aspect in the adoption process. Contrary to this, the 

written survey discovered no significant influence of privacy concerns on 

behavioral intention to use. Additionally, the chronological development 

process in the first meta-analysis brought interesting insights about the 

changing importance of categories such as architecture and infrastructure, 

privacy and security, and data processing. Different limitations of the 

different methodologies were highlighted such as the cultural limitation to 

Germany, usage of adult smartphone users only, possibility of selection 

biases, selection of academic databases, and missing papers for the 

verification of certain hypotheses in the second meta-analysis. The next 

chapter finally provides implications and conclusions based on this 

discussion. 
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7 Conclusions and Implications 

This chapter includes two sections: 7.1 Conclusion and 7.2 Future Research. 

Section 7.1 briefly describes the problem this work sought to address along 

with the research goal and methods used to reach this goal. Section 7.2 

describes future research areas based on the insights of this thesis. 

7.1 Conclusion 

This thesis focuses on the gaps between innovation adoption theory and 

location-based service (LBS) literature. The principal issue was the lack of 

integration of LBS factors into current innovation adoption frameworks, 

meaning that important LBS-related aspects had not been robustly covered. 

A holistic LBS adoption framework with 16 hypotheses was presented that 

addresses the gap. This model is a combination of two innovation adoption 

frameworks: the User Satisfaction Research Stream (USRS) and the Unified 

Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT). The former is an 

object-based framework positioned as a precursor of the latter, which is a 

behavior-based framework. Different aspects from LBS literature are 

integrated as suitable. 

The 16 hypotheses were divided into five different categories that cover 

each aspect of the LBS adoption framework. The first category includes 

hypotheses that connect the two frameworks USRS and UTAUT with each 

other while the second category contains factors from LBS literature that are 

integrated into the LBS adoption framework. The third category involves all 

hypotheses that measure precursor factors of behavioral intention to use 

and the fourth category covers moderating influences between these 

relationships. Finally, the last category measures general factor 

dependencies. 
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This thesis employed four methodological components to verify the LBS 

adoption framework: a written survey, expert interviews, and two meta-

analyses. 

 The written survey reveals that nearly all hypotheses in all different 

category groups were confirmed for a German context. Only 

hypothesis 12, which relates to the relationship between privacy 

concerns and behavioral intention to use, was found to be not 

significant. This hypothesis is part of category group three covering 

precursors of behavioral intention to use. Hypotheses 1-11 and 

hypothesis 16 measuring different relations and categories in the 

framework were validated using the partial least square (PLS) and 

bootstrapping algorithm, while hypotheses 13-15, which measured 

moderating effects of the precursor factors of behavioral intention 

to use in an own category group, were supported by applying an 

unpaired t-test; 

 

 Expert interviews do not validate the framework directly, but rather 

provide insights into the current adoption situation of LBS in 

Germany, general problems and future developments, trends, and 

differences with other countries. Results reveal the importance of 

the factors relevant content, relative advantage, and ease of use; 

 

 The first meta-analysis did not seek to validate the framework, but 

rather to review historical LBS development between 2000-2010 and 

2013. It was found that infrastructure topics were most important in 

2000-2005, data processing topics were most important in 2006-

2008, and privacy topics were most important in 2009-2010. User 

and use case topics had sporadic peaks in between. In 2013, the 

focus shifted back to data processing; and 

 The second meta-analysis compares the LBS adoption framework 

with results from other studies, but they cover only the behavior-
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based part of the framework thus focusing on the category groups 

precursors of behavioral intention to use, moderating influences, 

and general factor dependencies. At least 75% of published studies 

supported all corresponding hypotheses in all category groups 

measuring the precursor factors of behavioral intention to use, 

except for the hypothesis referring to the relationship between 

effort expectancy and behavioral intention to use, which was 

supported by only 63% of studies. 

7.2 Future Research 

The LBS adoption framework of this thesis successfully combined innovation 

adoption theory and LBS literature and provides several possible avenues for 

future research: 

 Several factors from LBS literature are integrated in the object-based 

and behavior-based part of the framework. However, different LBS 

sub-groups have different needs and the progress of LBS is still 

underway. Therefore, additional facets must be integrated in order 

to include all aspects; 

 

 The direct influence of privacy concerns on behavioral intention to 

use was found to be insignificant. Indirect influences through factors 

such as performance expectancy (Xu & Gupta 2009) or trust and risk 

(Zhou 2012) were found to be significant in other studies. For this 

reason, this relationship must be researched further; 

 

 The framework was only validated in the cultural context of Germany 

in the written survey and the expert interviews. Additional research 

is needed to uncover intercultural differences and test additional 

services as well; 
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 The framework only measures adoption intention as the final result. 

Future research should address actual usage by first asking people 

about their intentions and then monitoring their behavior afterwards; 

 

 Historical development of academic papers in LBS context was only 

analyzed for the years between 2000-2010 and 2013. Other relevant 

LBS topics must be discovered by using additional search queries 

apart from the phrase "Location Based Services"; 

 

 The framework meta-analysis merely validated expected factors in 

the LBS adoption framework. Relevant factors mentioned in other 

studies must also be researched in a meta-analysis; and 

 

The demonstrated framework only reflects adoption factors. A process 

needs to be established to determine how these findings can be integrated 

into LBS development. This work provides a solid framework with important 

factors that help to improve LBS. Information quality factors such as relevant 

content, relevant context or user-related information need a deeper 

integration into the whole LBS process. Feedback of potential users about 

expected information features must be considered during the development 

step. Additionally, an on-going evaluation process about the information 

quality is required after the release of the LBS. System quality factors such 

as display size or the chosen tracking technology must fit the LBS 

requirements in order to prevent perceived quality and satisfaction gaps. 

Furthermore, the LBS has to provide an additional value and must be easy 

to use in order to increase adoption willingness. It is important to integrate 

interpersonal interaction factors as well in order to benefit from social 

influences. Finally, the LBS need to provide trust and transparency to keep 

privacy concerns of users small. Feedback to all mentioned factors needs to 

be collected, evaluated, and integrated through the whole development and 

enhancement process. 
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This chapter, finally, provided implications and future research areas. It 

summarized the holistic LBS adoption framework approach that was verified 

by four methodological components. Several future research areas were 

presented such as the integration of additional factors into this framework, 

introduction of indirect influences for privacy concerns, other cultural 

context situations, focus on actual usage, extension to other years in the first 

meta-analysis, and a general integration of insights into the LBS 

development process. 
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9 Appendix 

Journal 
Number 

Database Source Journal Source 
Amount of 
Journal Papers 

1 ScienceDirect Computer Communications 63 
2 ScienceDirect Ad Hoc Networks 55 
3 ScienceDirect Computers, Environment and Urban Systems 45 
4 ScienceDirect Expert Systems with Applications 37 
5 ScienceDirect Journal of Systems and Software 26 
6 ScienceDirect Computer Networks 21 
7 ScienceDirect Electronic Commerce Research and Applications 21 
8 ScienceDirect Pervasive and Mobile Computing 19 
9 ScienceDirect Computer Law and Security Review 18 
10 ScienceDirect Telecommunications Policy 16 
11 ScienceDirect Data and Knowledge Engineering 18 
12 ScienceDirect Information Systems 15 
13 ScienceDirect Decision Support Systems 14 
14 ScienceDirect Card Technology Today 13 
15 ScienceDirect Journal of Network and Computer Applications 14 
16 ScienceDirect Computer Standards and Interfaces 12 
17 ScienceDirect Computers and Geosciences 12 
18 ScienceDirect Telematics and Informatics 12 
19 SpringerLink Wireless Personal Communications 56 
20 SpringerLink Mobile Networks and Applications 40 
21 SpringerLink Personal and Ubiquitous Computing 38 
22 SpringerLink GeoInformatica 33 
23 SpringerLink BT Technology Journal 26 
24 SpringerLink The VLDB Journal 25 
25 SpringerLink Wireless Networks 14 
26 SpringerLink e & i Elektrotechnik und Informationstechnik 14 
27 SpringerLink Multimedia Tools and Applications 13 
28 SpringerLink Annals of Telecommunications 12 
29 SpringerLink Telecommunication Systems 11 
30 SpringerLink Knowledge and Information Systems 11 
31 SpringerLink GPS Solutions 10 
32 SpringerLink Journal of Computer Science and Technology 9 
33 SpringerLink Geo-Spatial Information Science 9 
34 SpringerLink GeoJournal 8 
35 SpringerLink Information Systems Frontiers 8 
36 SpringerLink Electronic Commerce Research 8 
37 SpringerLink Datenschutz und Datensicherheit - DuD 7 
38 SpringerLink Electronic Markets 7 
39 IEEE IEEE Pervasive Computing 11 
40 IEEE IEEE Transactions on Mobile Computing 9 
41 IEEE IEEE Communications Magazine 8 
42 IEEE IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering 8 
43 IEEE Computer 6 
44 IEEE IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology 5 
45 IEEE IEEE Network 3 
46 IEEE IEEE Transactions on Consumer Electronics 3 
47 IEEE IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications 2 
48 IEEE IEEE Technology and Society Magazine 2 
49 IEEE IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems 2 
50 IEEE IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems 2 
51 IEEE IEEE Wireless Communications Magazine 2 
52 IEEE IET Intelligent Transport Systems 2 
53 EBSCOhost IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering 7 
54 EBSCOhost IEEE Communications Magazine 7 
55 EBSCOhost Communications of the ACM 6 
56 EBSCOhost IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology 6 
57 EBSCOhost Journal of Systems and Software 4 
58 EBSCOhost IEEE Transactions on Consumer Electronics 4 
59 EBSCOhost Information Systems 3 
60 EBSCOhost Computers and Industrial Engineering 2 
61 EBSCOhost IEEE Network 2 
62 EBSCOhost Computer Networks 2 

Total     898 

Table 16 – Journal sources subset for topic analyzes 
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Category Group Central Topic 

Architecture & 
Infrastructure 

Infrastructure, IP Multimedia Subsystem Architecture, Network Architecture, 
Middleware Architecture, Network Management, Application Layer Architecture, 
Spatial Data Infrastructure, Handover Architecture, Mobility Management 
Architecture, Information-Centric Networking Architecture, Scheduling Architecture, 
Beyond 3G Infrastructure, WiMax Network Architecture, Internet Geolocation 
Architecture, Mobile Middleware, Geographic Information Service Infrastructure, 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Infrastructure, Location Services Architecture, 
Scalable Architecture, Middleware, Service Discovery Architecture, Wireless Internet 
Infrastructure, Ubiquitous Computing Infrastructure, Middleware Platform, Wireless 
Infrastructure, WLAN Infrastructure, Mobile Data Value Chains, Mobile Broadband 
Wireless Access Infrastructure, Multi-Agent Architecture, Smart Ambient Media 
Infrastructure, Satellite Navigation Infrastructure, Galileo Navigation System 
Infrastructure, Electromyography Infrastructure, Ad-Hoc Wireless Networks 
Infrastructure, NGE IT Infrastructure, Geographic Information Standard Architecture, 
Service Architecture, Application Developing Architecture, Ubiquitous Middleware, 
Geospatial Data Infrastructure, Wireless Networking Infrastructure, Geospatial 
Infrastructure, Near Field Communication Infrastructure, Handle Variability with 
Micro-Architecture, Personal Networks Infrastructure, Active Base Station 
Architecture, Self-Organizing Network Architecture, Ad-Hoc Networks Architecture, 
Service Platform Infrastructure, Handover Management, Spectrum Management 
Framework, Handover Parameters, Web Architecture Concept, Handover Protocol, 
External Service Architecture, Handover Technique, Mobility Management 
Architecture Performance, Handover Techniques, Multi-Sensor Architecture, High 
Altitude Platform Architecture, Data Warehousing Infrastructure, Hybrid Mobility 
Management Architecture, Open Network Service Architecture, IEEE 802.16 
Infrastructure, Real-Time Mobile GIS Architecture, Information System Architecture, 
Digital Convergence Infrastructure, Bluetooth Architecture, Sensor-Based 
Infrastructures, Bluetooth Scatternet Infrastructure, Service Oriented Architectures, 
Instant Messaging Architecture, Service-Based Architecture, Integration Architecture, 
Spatial Information Infrastructure, Integration System Architecture, Third Generation 
Mobile Systems (3G), Intelligent City Architecture, Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks 
Infrastructure, Intelligent Network Standard Architecture, Web Service Architecture, 
Intermediary Infrastructures, Wireless Communication Infrastructure, Cognitive Radio 
Architecture, Wireless Mobile Communication Architecture, Internet Infrastructure, 
Future Mobile Communication Infrastructure, Internet Trend Infrastructure, 
Multimedia Service Infrastructure, Internet Vision Infrastructure, Multidimensional 
Structure Architecture, Communication Infrastructure Trend, Near Field 
Communication Architecture, IP-Based Voice Call Infrastructure Performance, Data 
Model Architecture, Knowledge Grid Architecture, New Mobile Service Creation 
Architecture, Knowledge Infrastructure, Open Infrastructure, Location API, Optimal 
Handover Decision, Location Model Infrastructure, Power Allocation Infrastructure, 
Communication System Infrastructure, Resource Sharing Architecture, Medium Access 
Control Infrastructure, Development Architecture, Content Delivery Architecture, 
Schema Transformation Architecture, Context Driven Process Infrastructure, Sensor 
Network Optimization Architecture, Middleware Architectures, Service & Device 
Convergence Architecture, Context Model Architecture, Distributed Geospatial 
Infrastructure, Middleware Protocol, Service Oriented Computing Infrastructure, 
Migration Path from 2G to 3G, Service Product Configuration Architecture, Context-
Aware Decision Support System Architecture, Session Management Architecture, 
Access Network Architecture, Distributed Research Infrastructure, Mobile Computing 
Environment Middleware, Spatiotemporal Database Infrastructure, Mobile Computing 
Infrastructure, System Architecture, Mobile Content Architecture, Ecosystem Principle 
Infrastructure, Mobile Content Delivery Architecture, Unified Global Infrastructure, 
Converged Mobile Internet Architectures, Vertical Handover, Mobile Handset 
Architecture, Web Communication Architecture, Data Center Infrastructure, Wi-Fi 
Hotspot Architecture, Mobile Network Optimization Infrastructure, Wireless Access 
Network Architecture, Mobile Phone Industry Value Networks, Wireless 
Communications Infrastructure, Mobile Phone Systems, Fourth Generation Mobile 
(4G), Mobile Service Infrastructure, Wireless Network Architecture, Mobile Telephone 
History Infrastructure, Wireless Personal Multimedia Infrastructure, Mobile Wireless 
Value Chains, Data Management Architecture, Mobile Communication System 
Architecture 

Data Processing 

Nearest Neighbor Queries, Query Processing, Movement Patterns, Continuous 
Queries, Spatial Queries, Location-Based Queries, Spatial Query Processing, Location-
Dependent Queries, Moving Objects Queries, Spatial Data Mining, Location Prediction, 
Service Discovery Processing, Trajectory Management, Data Processing, Transforming 
Processing, Data Mining, Database Processing, Skyline Queries, Mining Frequent 
Closed Patterns, Continuous Query Processing, Nearest Neighbor Query, Spatio-
Temporal Queries, Planar Point Queries, Trajectory Processing, KNN Search Query 
Process, Range Queries, Mobility Prediction, Path Prediction Query, Coverage Problem 
Processing, Real-Time Urban Monitoring, Benchmark Range Queries, Bandwidth 
Estimation & Monitoring, Data Transformation & Query Management, Queries for 
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Future Positions, Call Admission Control Processing, Area Switching Processing, 
Deriving Trajectory, Traffic Simulation Processing, Destination & Future Route 
Prediction, Validation & Calibration Processing, Destination Prediction, Probabilistic 
Least Influenced Set (PLIS) Query, Discovering Trajectory, Continuous Queries, 
Ecological Risk Estimation, Route Planning, Editing & Versioning Processing, 
Continuous Range Query Processing, Extracting Routes, Temporal Data Mining, Flash 
Memory Processing, Trajectory Monitoring, Fluid Coding Processing, Uncertain Query 
Processing, Fuzzy Query, Data Mining Technique, Generating Route Directions, 
Content-Based Routing, Geocasting Routing, Qualitative Spatial Queries, Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) Processing, Query Optimization, Geographic Knowledge 
Discovery Processing, Range Search Queries, Geographic Routing, Road-Matching 
Processing, Geographical Routing Algorithm, Service Discovering Processing, 
Geolocation Estimation, Spatial Aggregation, Georeferenced Multimedia Processing, 
Spatial Processing, Geospatial Data Processing, Data Classification Processing, 
Geospatial Service Classification Processing, Testing System, Geospatial Tagging, 
Trajectory Data Reduction, Geotagging, Data Dissemination Processing, GSM Networks 
Data Processing, Travel Behavior Processing, Identifying Routes, Underwater Routing 
Protocols, Indoor Routing, Web Data Extraction, Information Filtering Processing, OLAP 
Queries, In-Network Join Processing, Personalized Route Planning System, Category 
Pattern Mining, Predictive Range Query, Load Shedding Processing, Processing Cache 
Structure, Location Estimation, Qualitative Trajectory Calculus, Location Model Query 
Processing, Query Load Shedding, Clustering Algorithm, Query Performance, Clustering 
Protocol, Analyzing Contextualized Warehouse, Clustering Trajectory, Range-
Monitoring Query, Loss Recovery Processing, Resource Reservation Prediction, Mining 
Closed Inter-Transaction Itemsets, Route Directions, Mining Closed Patterns, Routing 
Algorithms, Clustering Transactional Datasets, Continuous Query, Mining Frequent 
Patterns, Snapshot Range Queries, Mining Movement Patterns, Spatial Data 
Compression Processing, Mobile Object Monitoring, Spatial Patterns, Mobile Route 
Planning Systems, Converting Semantic Location, Mobility Pattern Analysis, Spatial 
Statistics Processing, WLAN Load Balancing, Temporal Aspects of Information 
Processing, Analyzing Behavioral Data, Testing Applications, Monitoring for Anomaly 
Detection, Timed Net with Choice Probability Processing, Monitoring Queries, 
Trajectory Analysis, Monitoring Underground Conditions, Data Delivery Processing, 
Communication Networking Processing, Trajectory prediction, Moving Location 
Queries, Trajectory Similarity Search, Moving Object Monitoring Query Language, 
Transportation Network Processing, Compression Processing for Media Streams, 
Travel Time Prediction, Navigation Imprecision Processing, Uncertainty Processing, 
Content Based Information Routing, Urban Sprawl Processing, Content-Based Image 
Query, Vehicle Velocity Estimation, Nearest Neighborhood Query, Web-Based Permit 
Routing, Network Estimation, Network Selection Processing, Mobility Prediction 
Scheme 

General 
Overview 

Overview, Overview Using Google, Location-Aware Computing Overview 

Journal Meta 
Information 

Journal Description, Journal Information, Index 

Other 

Test Purposes, Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM), Citation Analysis, Mobile 
Communication Market, Competency Development & Management, Mobile Service 
Quality, Country Legal Developments, Smart Card Market, Developing Contest, Digital 
Measurable Image, Energy Efficiency, Mobile Phones Demand Forecasting, 
Environmental & Urban Systems, Mobile Services, EU Legal Developments, Future 
Internet, Software Engineering Education, Human Centric RFID, Mobile Business, 
Ambient Media, Mobile Business Models 

Positioning 

Positioning, Indoor Positioning, Positioning Accuracy, Indoor Location Positioning, 
Positioning System, TDOA Positioning, Proximity Detection, Snapshot Positioning, Cell-
Based Positioning, Positioning Methodology, Trilateration Location Accuracy, 
Positioning Technology, Indoor Positioning & Tracking, Range-Free Positioning, Indoor 
Positioning Technique, High Accuracy Positioning, Location Management Positioning, 
GPS Operation Indoors & Downtown Positioning, Location Positioning Methods, 
Indoor Moving Object Positioning, Location Tracking, Positioning Services, GPS 
Positioning, Positioning Technique, Vehicle Positioning, Positioning Tracking, Tracking 
Nearest Surrounding Objects, Proximity Techniques, Children Tracking Scheme, 
Satellite System Positioning, Positioning Component, Approach for Trilateration, Group 
Positioning, Positioning Methods, A-GPS Positioning, Positioning by GIS Systems, 
Positioning by Diffusion 

Privacy & 
Security 

Privacy Protection, Location Privacy, Authentication Security, Privacy Preserving, 
Identity Management Security, Security & Privacy, Privacy Preservation, Privacy 
Protocol, Security Policy Enforcement, Security Access Control, Privacy-Preserving Data 
Publication, Information Privacy Concern, Security for RFID Systems, Information 
Security & Data Protection, Trust Security, Cryptography & Security, Context-Risk-
Aware Access Security, Network Aware Privacy Model, Security Authorization, Privacy 
& Security Risk, Security Location Constraints, Privacy Calculus Model, Security & 
Privacy, Privacy Concepts, XML-Based Security Standards, Privacy Concerns, Safety 
Protection, Privacy Management, Security & Privacy Risks, Privacy Policy-Making, 
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Security Analysis, Data Security, Security Communication Scheme, Digital Rights 
Security, Security in Mobile Computing, Privacy Preserving Service, Security 
Mechanisms, Geodata Privacy Protection, Security Protection, Avoiding Privacy 
Violation, Service Security, Privacy Retrieval, WLAN Location Privacy, Privacy-Aware 
Data Collection, Information Privacy, Privacy-Aware System 

Use Cases 
Finance 

Mobile Commerce, E-Commerce Oriented Software Agents, Mobile Payment, 
Permission-Based Advertising, Mobile Data Service Charging, Ubiquitous Commerce 
Support, Distribution Strategies, E-Commerce Mobile Transactions, Electronic Toll 
Collection System, Retailing & Marketing, E-Marketing, Commerce Web Services, 
Financial Services, Mobile E-Commerce, Mobile Marketing, Online Advertising 
Effectiveness, International Roaming Charges, Payment Protocol, Location Based 
Advertising, Price Reduction Effect, Location-Aware Advertising, Reward-Driven 
Request Prioritization, Mobile Banking, Ubiquitous Electronic Commerce Systems, 
Charging Platform, Mobile Coupons 

Use Cases 
Healthcare 

Emergency Services, Services for Elderly & Disabled People, Diabetes Health System, 
Health Medicine Services, Healthcare Service System, Healthcare Systems, Needs of 
the Elderly, Emergency Telecommunication, Assistive Technologies for Elderly & 
Disabled, GIS-based Emergency Response System 

Use Cases Other 

LBS Use Cases, LBS Data Centers, LBS Location Information, LBS Taxi Service, LBS 
Bubble Sensing, LBS Business Models, LBS Virtual Nanny Service, LBS City Information, 
LBS Mobile Fair Diary, LBS Cognitive Radio, LBS Sensor-Driven IM, LBS Context 
Provider, LBS Travel Assistance Device, LBS Context-Aware Use Cases, LBS Alarm, LBS 
Country Use Cases, LBS Mobile Cinema, LBS Cyber Physical Systems, LBS Mobile Tourist 
Guide, LBS Mobility Portals, LBS News Services, LBS Pedestrian Navigation, LBS Friend 
Finder, LBS Social Computing, LBS Friend Locator, LBS Tourist Guide, LBS Group 
Decision-Support System, LBS Ambient Services, LBS Ubiquitous Multimedia Services, 
LBS Human-Pet Interaction, LBS Wireless Innovations, LBS Local Location Assistant, LBS 
Location Discovery 

User 

Mobile Service Adoption, User preferences, Recommendation System, User-Based 
Geoportals, User Participation System, User Information Recommendation, 
Computational Social User Science, User Social Networks, Consumer Mobile Service 
Usage, Wayfinding Behavior of User Pairs, Consumer Usage, User Location Perspective, 
Context & User Adaption, User Requirements, Customer Expectation Management, 
User Task Technology Fit, Digital Differentiation Adoption, Users Mobile Internet 
Acceptance, Emotional Experience of Users, User Evaluation, European Citizen User 
Profiling, User Interaction, Government Adoption, User Needs, Hotel Recommendation 
Expert System, Car Navigation Adoption, IM Bots Customer Service, User Smart Phone 
Function Adoption, Innovation Adoption in Korea, User Socio Ethical Factors, Location 
& User Personalization, User Volunteered Geographic Information, Location-Aware 
Recommendation System, User-Generated Content, Location-Based Service 
Recommendation Model, Vehicle Telematics System User Needs, Mobile 
Communication Adoption in Europe, Wireless User Perspective, Mobile Data Service 
Adoption, User Experience for Rendezvousing, Adoption Process, User Information 
Requirements, Mobile Service User Evaluation, User Interaction & Targeting, Mobile 
User in Austria, User Need Identification Mechanism, Mobile Web News 
Recommendation System, User Needs for Always-On, User Personalization, User 
Perception Toward Switching, User Personalized Preference Services, Advanced 
Mobile Services Adoption, User Population Distribution, Service Concept 
Recommendation System, User Public Transit Usability, Social Network-Based 
Mechanism for User Context, User Requirements Notation, Social User Web Sites, User 
Social Interactions, Spoken User Interface, User Social Systems, Technology Adoption, 
User Spatial Knowledge Acquisition, Telecommunication Services User Adoption, User 
Usability, User Adoption, User’s Situations & Goals, User Adoption Quality Assurance, 
User-Centered Design, User Age Differences for Rendezvousing, User-Generated 
Mobile Web 2.0, User Classification, Value-Added Service Recommendation, User 
Context-Aware Service Provisioning, WAP Service Adoption, User Contexts, Wireless 
User Personalization, User Cooperation, Adoption of Mobile Internet, User Ethical 
Hazards 

Visualization 

Rich-Media Visualization, 3D City Modeling, Augmented Reality Visualization, 
Visualization of Spatial Data, Mobile Map Visualization, Collaborative Map 
Visualization, Spatial Information Visualization, Device Independence Visualization, 
Map Generalization Visualization, Display Visualization, Scale in Urban Spatial Growth 
Modeling, Geo Visualization, Variable-Scale Representation, Geo-Database Modeling, 
Map Adaptation Visualization, Geographic Information Visualization, Map Labelling, 
Geoportal Visualization, City Modeling, Geo-Referencing Video Visualization, 
Sensitivity Analysis in Urban Growth Modeling, Geospatial Modeling, Spatiotemporal 
Modeling, Visualization of 3D Data, Visibility Modeling Algorithms, Cadastral Systems 
Visualization, Landscape Visualization, Grid-Based Modeling, Land Use Modeling 

Table 17 – Category groups and detailed descriptions for journal papers dealing with LBS 
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Written Survey - Questionnaire (English) 
 

This questionnaire is part of the research project "Innovation adoption and 

acceptance of Location Based Services" from Ph.D. student Christoph Karon 

(Helene-Mayer-Ring 10, D-80809 Munich, Germany, christoph.karon@gmx.de, +49 

(0)170 98 44 761) matriculated at the Charles Sturt University (Panorama Avenue, 

Bathurst NSW  2795, Australia, ethics@csu.edu.au, +61 (0)2 63 38 46 28). 

Supervisors are Prof. Terry Bossomaier (Charles Sturt University, +61 (0)2 63 38 46 

83) and Prof. Wolfgang Dorner (Deggendorf University of Applied Sciences, +49 

(0)8551 91 76 410). Three times 20€ coupons from Amazon will be randomly drawn 

from those participants which shared their E-Mail addresses at the end of this 

research. 

 

What is the purpose of the study? 

- This study discovers the factors which are necessary to adopt Google+ Local. 

 

Who can participate? 

- You are allowed to participate in this research if you are at least 18 years old and 

own a smartphone. Otherwise you are not allowed to participate in this research 

due to legal and experimental issues. 

 

What is the role of the participants / What does participation involve? 

- Participation means that you answer a set of questions in the context of the 

adoption of Google+ Local where your personal opinion is needed. 

 

What are the risks and benefits so far the participants are concerned? 

- There are no risks for you in the participation and the only possible benefit is the 

possibility to win three times 20€ coupons from Amazon at the end of the research. 

 

Is participation voluntary? Is it possible to withdraw participation? 

- Participation is completely voluntary and you are free to withdraw your 

participation in the research at any time, and that if you do you will not be subjected 

to any penalty or discriminatory treatment. 

 

How will confidentiality and privacy be ensured? 

- Online survey system uses the latest security technology and storage is done by 

using secured space. 

 

How will the collected data be used? 

- Your data is being stored in a secure database and used for academical purpose 

only. Data will be analyzed in aggregated form only and not on single data sets. E-

Mail addresses that you might share will be only used for the lottery and saved 

independently from other questionnaire items. 

 

You accept that the purpose of the research has been explained to you and you 

have been given the opportunity to ask questions about the research and received 

satisfactory answers. The purpose of the research has been explained to you, 
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including the (potential) risks/discomforts associated with the research. You have 

been given the opportunity to ask questions about the research and received 

satisfactory answers. 

 

The School of Computing and Mathematics Ethics Committee has approved this 

project.  If you have any complaints or reservations about the ethical conduct of 

this project, you may contact the Committee through the Executive Officer: 

 

The Executive Officer, Ethics Committee 

School of Computing and Mathematics 

Locked Bag 588 

Wagga Wagga NSW 2678 

Tel: +61 2 6933 2025 

Fax: +61 2 6933 2080 

Email: SCM-Office@csu.edu.au 

 

Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated fully and you will 

be informed of the outcome. If you are happy to participate in the project please 

complete the following survey. 

 

Google+ Local is an extension of basic Google Search and Google Maps which refers 

search requests to your local position. This is usually done on a regular PC by using 

your IP Address or by GPS when using a smartphone. Every time you search with 

Google it tries to find out your local position in order to provide you with most 

relevant information around you. If you for example include the search word 

"restaurant" in Google Search while you are in Munich it will show you different 

results if you use the same key word in Hamburg. You will find local restaurants 

around your current position as well as a map where they are located in Google 

Maps and rating from other users. Those local results from Google+ Local are 

positioned prominent in basic Google Search results. Accuracy of the results is even 

higher when using Google Search on a mobile device, because GPS positioning is 

more accurate then on IP addresses. 

 

 

Figure 26 – Google Search results with Google+ Local elements 

mailto:SCM-Office@csu.edu.au
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Question 1: Do you own a smartphone? 
□ Yes □ No 

[AGE1] Question 2: How old are you? 

I am currently ____ years old. 

[GDE1] Question 3: What gender are you? 

□ Male □ Female 

Question 4: Is your GPS in your smartphone generally activated? 

□ Yes □ No □ Don’t know 

Question 5: Do you usually allow Apps to use your GPS geo location? 

□ Yes □ No □ Don’t know 

Question 6: Have you ever heard of the following services before? 

□ Google+ Local □ Foursquare  □ Qype  □ Facebook Places 

Question 7: Have you ever used the following services at least once before? 

□ Google+ Local □ Foursquare  □ Qype  □ Facebook Places 

[EXP1] Question 8: I am experienced in using Google+ Local. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[DSI1] Question 9: The display size of my device is big enough to use Google+ 

Local effectively. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[DSI2] Question 10: The display size is big enough to see all required information 

when using Google+ Local. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[DSI3] Question 11: Google+ Local can be handled effectively based on the 

display size of my device. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[PAC1] Question 12: Google+ Local seems to display my position accurately. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[PAC2] Question 13: My current position is updated correctly by Google+ Local. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[PAC3] Question 14: My position is tracked by Google+ Local exactly. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 
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[PE1] Question 15: I find Google+ Local is useful. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[PE2] Question 16: Using Google+ Local increases my productivity. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[PE3] Question 17: Using Google+ Local improves my efficiency. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[EE1] Question 18: I find Google+ Local is easy to use. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[EE2] Question 19: Learning to use Google+ Local is easy for me. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[EE3] Question 20: Skillfully using Google+ Local is easy for me. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[SI1] Question 21: People who influence my behavior think that I should use 

Google+ Local. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[SI2] Question 22: People who are important to me think that I should use 

Google+ Local. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[SI3] Question 23: People whose opinions that I value prefer that I use Google+ 

Local. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[PCO1] Question 24: Service providers are collecting too much information 

about me. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[PCO2] Question 25: Service providers may not take measures to prevent 

unauthorized access to my location information. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[PCO3] Question 26: Service providers may keep my location information in a 

non-accurate manner in their database. 
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□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[PCO4] Question 27: Service providers may share my location information with 

other companies without notifying me or getting my authorization. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[BI1] Question 28: I intend to use Google+ Local in the next 6 months. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[BI2] Question 29: I predict I would use Google+ Local in the next 6 months. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[BI3] Question 30: I plan to use Google+ Local in the next 6 months. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[IFQ1] Question 31: Overall, I would give the information from Google+ Local 

high marks. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[IFQ2] Question 32: Overall, I would give the information provided by Google+ 

Local a high rating in terms of quality. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[IFQ3] Question 33: In general, Google+ Local provides me with high-quality 

information. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[SYQ1] Question 34: In terms of system quality, I would rate Google+ Local 

highly. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[SYQ2] Question 35: Overall, Google+ Local is of high quality. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[SYQ3] Question 36: Overall, I would give the quality of Google+ Local a high 

rating. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[IFS1] Question 37: Overall, the information I get from Google+ Local is very 

satisfying. 
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□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[IFS2] Question 38: I am very satisfied with the information I receive from 

Google+ Local. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[SYS1] Question 39: All things considered, I am very satisfied with Google+ Local. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[SYS2] Question 40: Overall, my interaction with Google+ Local is very satisfying. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[RCX1] Question 41: With Google+ Local, I am able to access information at the 

right place. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[RCX2] Question 42: With Google+ Local, I am able to access information at the 

right time. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[RCX3] Question 43: With Google+ Local, I am able to access information when I 

need it. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[RCN1] Question 44: With Google+ Local, I am able to access up to date 

information. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[RCN2] Question 45: With Google+ Local, I am able to access relevant 

information. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[RCN3] Question 46: With Google+ Local, I am able to access beneficial 

information. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[URI1] Question 47: Google+ Local can provide me with information tailored to 

my personal interests. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 
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[URI2] Question 48: Google+ Local can provide me with information tailored to 

my preferences. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[URI3] Question 49: Google+ Local can provide me with information tailored to 

my usage history. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

E-mail: If you want to participate in the lottery please provide your e-mail 

address. 

My e-mail address is ____________________________________. 
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Written Survey - Questionnaire (German) 

Dieser Fragebogen ist Teil der Forschungsarbeit "Innovation adoption and 

acceptance of Location Based Services" im Rahmen der Doktorarbeit von Herrn 

Christoph Karon. Mit der Teilnahme bestätigen Sie, dass Sie mindestens 18 Jahre 

alt sind und ein Smartphone besitzen. Andernfalls dürfen Sie aus methodischen und 

gesetzlichen Bestimmungen nicht mitmachen. 

Ihre Daten werden sensibel behandelt und der Umfang der Datenerhebung auf das 

für eine sinnvolle Analyse nötige Maß beschränkt. Ihre Daten werden nur im 

Rahmen der universitären Forschung ausgewertet und nicht an Dritte weitergeben. 

Des Weiteren werden Analysen nur auf aggregierter Ebene ausgeführt und lassen 

deshalb keine Rückschlüsse auf einzelne Personen zu. 

Unter allen Teilnehmern werden dreimal 20€ Gutscheine von Amazon verlost. Die 

gespeicherten E-Mail Adressen werden unabhängig von den restlichen Fragebögen 

abgespeichert und in keinen Zusammenhang gesetzt. Die Teilnehmer werden am 

Ende der Umfrage schriftlich benachrichtigt. 

Sollten Sie noch Fragen oder Klärungsbedarf haben, wenden Sie sich bitte an 

folgende Adresse: 

Hochschule Deggendorf 

z.Hd. Prof. Wolfgang Dorner 

Edlmairstraße 6 und 8 

94469 Deggendorf 

Google+ Local ist eine Erweiterung der regulären Google Suche und von Google 

Maps wo alle Suchanfragen zur aktuellen Position bezogen werden. Dies wird im 

Normalfall über die IP Adresse bei gewöhnlichen PCs und über GPS bei 

Mobilfunkgeräten gelöst. Bei jeder Suchanfrage von Google wird versucht 

basierend auf der aktuellen lokalen Position die relevantesten Orte zum aktuellen 

Standpunkt zu finden. Wenn Sie Beispielsweise eine Suchanfrage mit dem 

Schlagwort "restaurant" in München ausführen, so sind die Suchergebnisse andere 

als jene wenn Sie die gleiche Suchanfrage in Hamburg machen würden. In den 

Sucherergebnissen finden Sie dann Restaurants in der Nähe zur eigenen Position 

sowie eine Visualisierung auf eine Karte von Google Maps wo diese genau liegen 

zusammen mit Bewertungen von anderen Nutzern. Die lokalen Suchergebnisse von 

Google+ Local werden immer sehr weit oben in jeder Google Suche ausgewiesen. 

Die Genauigkeit der Suchanfragen ist auf mobilen Geräten höher, da die 

Positionierung von GPS besser als die über IP Adressen ist. 
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Figure 27 – Google Suchergebnisse mit Google+ Local Elementen 

 

Frage 1: Besitzen Sie ein Smartphone? 
□ Ja □ Nein 

[AGE1] Frage 2: Wie alt sind Sie? 

Ich bin derzeit ____ Jahre alt. 

[GDE1] Frage 3: Welches Geschlecht haben Sie? 

□ Männlich □ Weiblich 

Frage 4: Ist Ihr GPS Empfänger auf Ihrem Smartphone generell aktiviert? 

□ Ja □ Nein  □ Weiß nicht 

Frage 5: Erlauben Sie Apps grundsätzlich Ihre GPS Positionierungsdaten zu 

benutzen? 

□ Ja □ Nein  □ Weiß nicht 

Frage 6: Haben Sie bisher schon mal etwas über folgende Services gehört?  

□ Google+ Local □ Foursquare  □ Qype  □ Facebook Places 

Frage 7: Haben Sie bisher schon mal folgende Services benutzt? 

□ Google+ Local □ Foursquare  □ Qype  □ Facebook Places 

[EXP1] Frage 8: Ich bin erfahren im Umgang mit Google+ Local. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[DSI1] Frage 9: Die Bildschirmgröße von meinem Smartphone ist groß genug um 

Google+ Local effektiv einsetzen zu können. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[DSI2] Frage 10: Die Bildschirmgröße von meinem Smartphone ist groß genug 

um alle benötigten Informationen von Google+ Local zu sehen. 
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□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[DSI3] Frage 11: Google+ Local kann basierend auf der Bildschirmgröße meines 

Smartphones effektiv bedient werden. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[PAC1] Frage 12: Google+ Local scheint meine Position genau wiederzugeben. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[PAC2] Frage 13: Meine aktuelle Position wird von Google+ Local korrekt 

aktualisiert.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[PAC3] Frage 14: Meine Position wird von Google+ Local immer exakt bestimmt.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[PE1] Frage 15: Ich finde Google+ Local nützlich. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[PE2] Frage 16: Die Nutzung von Google+ Local erhöht meine Produktivität. 

 □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[PE3] Frage 17: Die Nutzung von Google+ Local erhöht meine Effizienz.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[EE1] Frage 18: Ich finde Google+ Local ist einfach zu benutzen. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[EE2] Frage 19: Die Nutzung von Google+ Local zu erlernen ist einfach für mich. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[EE3] Frage 20: Die Anwendung von Google+ Local ist einfach für mich. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[SI1] Frage 21: Personen, die meine Entscheidungen beeinflussen, denken, dass 

ich Google+ Local nutzen sollte.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[SI2] Frage 22: Personen, die mir wichtig sind, denken, dass ich Google+ Local 

nutzen sollte.  
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□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[SI3] Frage 23: Personen, deren Meinungen mir wichtig sind, mögen es, dass ich 

Google+ Local nutze. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[PCO1] Frage 24: Internetdienstanbieter sammeln zu viele Informationen über 

mich.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[PCO2] Frage 25: Internetdienstanbieter wenden keine Maßnahmen an um 

unerlaubten Zugriff auf meine Positionsdaten zu verhindern. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[PCO3] Frage 26: Internetdienstanbieter könnten meine Positionsdaten auf eine 

nicht korrekte Art und Weise in ihrer Datenbank aufbewahren. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[PCO4] Frage 27: Internetdienstanbieter könnten meine Positionsdaten mit 

anderen Unternehmen teilen ohne mich zu informieren oder meine Erlaubnis 

einzuholen.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[BI1] Frage 28: Ich beabsichtige Google+ Local in den nächsten 6 Monaten zu 

benutzen. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[BI2] Frage 29: Ich denke, dass ich Google+ Local in den nächsten 6 Monaten 

nutzen werde.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[BI3] Frage 30: Ich plane in den nächsten 6 Monaten Google+ Local zu nutzen. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[IFQ1] Frage 31: Insgesamt gesehen würde ich der Information von Google+ 

Local eine gute Note geben.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[IFQ2] Frage 32: Insgesamt gesehen würde ich der Information von Google+ 

Local eine gute Bewertung in Hinblick auf die Qualität geben. 
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□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[IFQ3] Frage 33: Generell versorgt mich Google+ Local mit hochwertigen 

Informationen.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[SYQ1] Frage 34: In Hinblick auf die System Qualität würde ich Google+ Local gut 

bewerten.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[SYQ2] Frage 35: Insgesamt gesehen ist Google+ Local von hoher Qualität.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[SYQ3] Frage 36: Insgesamt gesehen würde ich der Qualität von Google+ Local 

eine hohe Bewertung geben. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[IFS1] Frage 37: Insgesamt gesehen ist die Information, die ich von Google+ Local 

erhalte, sehr zufriedenstellend.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[IFS2] Frage 38: Ich bin sehr zufrieden mit der Information, die ich von Google+ 

Local erhalte. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[SYS1] Frage 39: Alles in Allem, bin ich sehr zufrieden mit Google+ Local.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[SYS2] Frage 40: Insgesamt gesehen ist meine Interaktion mit Google+ Local sehr 

zufriedenstellend.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[RCX1] Frage 41: Mit Google+ Local bin ich in der Lage Informationen am 

richtigen Platz zu erhalten.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[RCX2] Frage 42: Mit Google+ Local bin ich in der Lage Informationen zur 

richtigen Zeit zu erhalten.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 
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[RCX3] Frage 43: Mit Google+ Local bin ich in der Lage Informationen zu 

erhalten, wenn ich sie brauche.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[RCN1] Frage 44: Mit Google+ Local bin ich in der Lage aktuelle Informationen zu 

erhalten.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[RCN2] Frage 45: Mit Google+ Local bin ich in der Lage relevante Informationen 

zu erhalten.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[RCN3] Frage 46: Mit Google+ Local bin ich in der Lage hilfreiche Informationen 

zu erhalten.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[URI1] Frage 47: Google+ Local kann mir auf meine persönlichen Interessen 

zugeschnittene Informationen anbieten.  

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[URI2] Frage 48: Google+ Local kann mir auf meine Vorlieben zugeschnittene 

Informationen anbieten. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[URI3] Frage 49: Google+ Local kann mir auf meine Nutzung zugeschnittene 

Informationen anbieten. 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

E-Mail: Wenn Sie an der Verlosung teilnehmen wollen, so hinterlassen Sie bitte 

Ihre E-Mail Adresse.  

Meine E-Mail Adresse ist ____________________________________. 

(Wird nicht zu Zwecken der Datenauswertung herangezogen. E-Mail Adresse und 

Fragebogendaten werden gesondert gespeichert und können nicht miteinander in 

Verbindung gebracht werden.) 
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Expert Interviews - Questionnaire (English) 
 

This interview sheet is part of the research project "Innovation adoption and 

acceptance of Location Based Services" from Ph.D. student Christoph Karon 

(Helene-Mayer-Ring 10, D-80809 Munich, Germany, christoph.karon@gmx.de, +49 

(0)170 98 44 761) matriculated at the Charles Sturt University (Panorama Avenue, 

Bathurst NSW  2795, Australia, ethics@csu.edu.au, +61 (0)2 63 38 46 28). 

Supervisors are Prof. Terry Bossomaier (Charles Sturt University, +61 (0)2 63 38 46 

83) and Prof. Wolfgang Dorner (Deggendorf University of Applied Sciences, +49 

(0)8551 91 76 410). 

 

What is the purpose of the study? 

- This study asks experts in Germany about trends, problems, and aspects in the 

context of LBS adoption in order to get more insights about it. 

 

Who can participate? 

- You are allowed to participate in this research if you are at least 18 years. 

Otherwise you are not allowed to participate in this research due to legal issues. 

 

What is the role of the participants / What does participation involve? 

- Participation means that you answer a set of questions in the context of LBS 

adoption either on telephone or in a personal interview. 

 

What are the risks and benefits so far the participants are concerned? 

- There are no risks for you in the participation. As a possible benefit you can receive 

the results of this study by leaving your e-mail address. 

 

Is participation voluntary? Is it possible to withdraw participation? 

- Participation is voluntary and you are free to withdraw your participation in the 

research at any time, and that if you do you will not be subjected to any penalty or 

discriminatory treatment. 

 

How will confidentiality and privacy be ensured? 

- Storage of your information is done by using secured space. 

 

How will the collected data be used? 

- Your data is being stored in a secure database and used for academical purpose 

only. Data will be analyzed in aggregated form only and not on single data sets. E-

Mail addresses that you might share will be only used for the distribution of the 

results and saved independently from other questionnaire items. 

 

You accept that the purpose of the research has been explained to you and you 

have been given the opportunity to ask questions about the research and received 

satisfactory answers. The purpose of the research has been explained to you, 

including the (potential) risks/discomforts associated with the research. You have 

been given the opportunity to ask questions about the research and received 

satisfactory answers. 
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The School of Computing and Mathematics Ethics Committee has approved this 

project.  If you have any complaints or reservations about the ethical conduct of 

this project, you may contact the Committee through the Executive Officer: 

 

The Executive Officer, Ethics Committee 

School of Computing and Mathematics 

Locked Bag 588 

Wagga Wagga NSW 2678 

Tel: +61 2 6933 2025 

Fax: +61 2 6933 2080 

Email: SCM-Office@csu.edu.au 

 

Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated fully and you will 

be informed of the outcome. If you are happy to participate in the project please 

take part at the following interview. 

 

This interview sheet includes several questions about Location Based Services (LBS) 

in Germany which are defined as any service which uses and handles location 

information in any way. Open and closed questions are listed where the former one 

can also be answered in point form. There are no right or wrong answers. Focus is 

based on personal suggestions of the current situation that subjectively reflect own 

opinions about this topic. Real world experiences in this area on the other hand as 

well as quantifiable results are of course welcome as well. You are free to ask for a 

further description to any questions at any time. 

 

Question 1: What is your opinion about current adoption of LBS in Germany? 

- <Free answer> 

Question 2: What do you think are problems in adoption of LBS in Germany? 

- <Free answer> 

Question 3: What do you think are major aspects to increase adoption of LBS in 

Germany? 

- <Free answer> 

Question 4: What do you think are trends in the context of LBS in Germany? 

- <Free answer> 

[RCN] Question 5: Relevant Content is an important issue in the adoption of LBS 

in Germany 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

mailto:SCM-Office@csu.edu.au
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[RCX] Question 6: Relevant Context is an important issue in the adoption of LBS 

in Germany 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[URI] Question 7: User Related Profiles are an important issue in the adoption of 

LBS in Germany 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[DSI] Question 8: Display Size is an important issue in the adoption of LBS in 

Germany 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[PAC] Question 9: Position Accuracy is an important issue in the adoption of LBS 

in Germany 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[PCO] Question 10: Privacy is an important issue in the adoption of LBS in 

Germany 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[PE] Question 11: Relative Advantage is an important issue in the adoption of 

LBS in Germany 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[EE] Question 12: Ease of Use is an important issue in the adoption of LBS in 

Germany 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

[SI] Question 13: Social Influence is an important issue in the adoption of LBS in 

Germany 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Not agree)      (Agree) 

Question 14: Where do you think are differences in the adoption of LBS in other 

countries compared to Germany? 

- <Free answer> 
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Expert Interviews - Questionnaire (German) 

Dieser Interview Bogen ist Teil der Forschungsarbeit "Innovation adoption and 

acceptance of Location Based Services" im Rahmen der Doktorarbeit von Herrn 

Christoph Karon. Mit der Teilnahme bestätigen Sie, dass Sie mindestens 18 Jahre 

alt sind. Andernfalls dürfen Sie aus methodischen und gesetzlichen Bestimmungen 

nicht mitmachen. 

Ihre Daten werden sensibel behandelt und der Umfang der Datenerhebung auf 

das für eine sinnvolle Analyse nötige Maß beschränkt. Ihre Daten werden nur im 

Rahmen der universitären Forschung ausgewertet und nicht an Dritte 

weitergeben. Des Weiteren werden Analysen nur auf aggregierter Ebene 

ausgeführt und lassen deshalb keine Rückschlüsse auf einzelne Personen zu. 

Sie erhalten die Möglichkeit die aggregierten Resultate am Ende der Studie per E-

Mail zu erhalten. Dafür wird Ihre E-Mail Adresse benötigt. Die gespeicherte E-Mail 

Adresse wird unabhängig von dem restlichen Interview Bogen abgespeichert und 

in keinen Zusammenhang gesetzt. 

Sollten Sie noch Fragen oder Klärungsbedarf haben, wenden Sie sich bitte an 

folgende Adresse: 

Technische Hochschule Deggendorf 

z.Hd. Prof. Wolfgang Dorner 

Edlmairstraße 6 und 8 

94469 Deggendorf 

 

Dieser Interview Bogen enthält verschiedene Fragen zum Thema ortsbezogene 

Dienste (Location Based Services [LBS]) in Deutschland. Diese Dienste nutzen und 

verarbeiten Standortinformation auf jede mögliche Art und Weise. Der Interview 

Bogen enthält sowohl offene als auch geschlossene Fragen wobei erst erstgenannte 

in Stichpunktform beantwortet werden können. Es gibt keine richtigen oder 

falschen Antworten. Der Fokus liegt auf der persönlichen Einschätzung der 

gegenwärtigen Situation, welche die subjektive Meinung zu diesem Thema 

abbilden soll. Echte Erfahrungen und quantifizierbare Ergebnisse in dem Bereich 

sind natürlich ebenfalls willkommen. Ihnen steht es frei zu jeder Zeit weitere 

Erklärungen zu einer Frage zu erhalten. 

 

Frage 1: Was ist Ihre Meinung über die gegenwärtige Akzeptanz und Nutzung 

von LBS in Deutschland? 

- <Freie Antwort> 

Frage 2: Was denken Sie sind Probleme in der Akzeptanz und Nutzung von LBS in 

Deutschland? 

- <Freie Antwort> 
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Frage 3: Was denken Sie sind Hauptfaktoren um die Akzeptanz und Nutzung von 

LBS in Deutschland zu erhöhen? 

- <Freie Antwort> 

Frage 4: Was denken Sie sind Trends im Rahmen von LBS in Deutschland? 

- <Freie Antwort> 

[RCN] Frage 5: Relevanter Inhalt spielt eine wichtige Rolle in der Akzeptanz und 

Nutzung von LBS in Deutschland 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[RCX] Frage 6: Relevanter Kontext spielt eine wichtige Rolle in der Akzeptanz 

und Nutzung von LBS in Deutschland 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[URI] Frage 7: Nutzerprofile spielen eine wichtige Rolle in der Akzeptanz und 

Nutzung von LBS in Deutschland 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[DSI] Frage 8: Die Bildschirmgröße spielt eine wichtige Rolle in der Akzeptanz 

und Nutzung von LBS in Deutschland 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[PAC] Frage 9: Die Positionierungsgenauigkeit spielt eine wichtige Rolle in der 

Akzeptanz und Nutzung von LBS in Deutschland 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[PCO] Frage 10: Datenschutz spielt eine wichtige Rolle in der Akzeptanz und 

Nutzung von LBS in Deutschland 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[PE] Frage 11: Der wahrgenommene Vorteil spielt eine wichtige Rolle in der 

Akzeptanz und Nutzung von LBS in Deutschland 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[EE] Frage 12: Die einfache Benutzung spielt eine wichtige Rolle in der Akzeptanz 

und Nutzung von LBS in Deutschland 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

[SI] Frage 13: Der soziale Einfluss spielt eine wichtige Rolle in der Akzeptanz und 

Nutzung von LBS in Deutschland 
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□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 
(Stimme nicht zu)     (Stimme zu) 

Frage 14: Wo denken Sie sind Unterschiede in der Akzeptanz und Nutzung von 

LBS in anderen Ländern verglichen mit Deutschland vorhanden? 

- <Freie Antwort> 


